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ABSTRACT
An experimental and computational investigation of the effect of lift-enhancing tabs
on a two-element airfoil has been conducted. The objective of the study was to develop an
understanding of the flow physics associated with lift-enhancing tabs on _imulti-element
airfoil. An NACA 632-215 ModB airfoil with a 30% chord fowler flap was tested in the
NASA Ames 7- by 10-Foot Wind Tunnel. Lift-enhancing tabs of various heights were
tested on both the main element and the flap for a variety of flap riggings. Computations of
the flow over the two-element airfoil were performed using the two-dimensional
incompressible Navier-Stokes code INS2D-UP. The computed results predicted all of the
trends observed in the experimental data quite well.
When the flow over the flap upper surface is attached, tabs mounted at the main
element trailing edge (cove tabs) produce very little change in lift. At high flap deflections,
however, the flow over the flap is separated and cove tabs produce large increases in lift
and corresponding reductions in drag by eliminating the separated flow. Cove tabs permit
higher flap deflection angles to be achieved and reduce the sensitivity of the airfoil lift to the
size of the flap gap. Tabs attached to the flap trailing edge (flap tabs) are effective at
increasing lift without significantly increasing drag. A combination of a cove tab and a flap
tab increased the airfoil lift coefficient by 11% relative to the highest lift coefficient achieved
by any baseline configuration at an angle of attack of 0 ° and Clmax was increased by 3%.
A simple analytic model based on potential flow was developed to provide a more
detailed understanding of how lift-enhancing tabs work. The tabs were modeled by a point
vortex at the trailing edge. Sensitivity relationships were derived which provide a
mathematical basis for explaining the effects of lift-enhancing tabs on a multi-element
airfoil. Results of the modeling effort indicate that the dominant effects of the tabs on the
pressure distribution of each element of the airfoil can be captured with a potential flow
model for cases with no flow separation.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The high-lift capability of an aircraft is an important design parameter that affects
takeoff and landing performance and low-speed maneuverability. The high-lift system has
a direct impact on maximum allowable takeoff and landing weights for a given runway
length. Alternatively, for a given payload weight, the required takeoff and landing
distances are fixed by the high-lift characteristics of the aircraft. Approach speed and
attitude are also determined by the high-lift system performance. This can have
implications for such factors as community noise created by the aircraft during approach.
Meredith [ 1] has highlighted the importance of the high-lift system on commercial jet
transport aircraft with three examples from a design study for a generic large twin-engine
transport. An increase in lift coefficient of 0.10 at a constant angle of attack allows the
approach attitude to be reduced by about one degree, which can lead to shorter landing gear
and reduced aircraft weight. A 1.5% increase in maximum lift coefficient would allow a
6600 lb increase in payload at a fLxed approach speed. Increasing the take-off lift-to-drag
ratio (L/D) by 1% permits a 2800 lb increase in payload or a 150 nautical mile increase in
range.
Because the high-lift system has such a strong impact on the low-speed
performance of an aircraft, a significant amount of effort goes into its design. The high-lift
capability is only required in the low-speed flight regime characteristic of takeoff and
landing. Most aircraft, particularly commercial transport aircraft, spend the majority of
their flight time in the high-speed cruise flight regime. Thus transport aircraft wings are
generally optimized for the cruise condition where maintaining low drag is a prime
consideration. Airfoil shapes that are efficient for high-speed cruise (Mach 0.8 or higher)
are usually not optimum for the low-speed high-lift flight regime. This leads to the
requirement for a high-lift system that can be stowed during cruise and deployed during
low-speed flight. A deployable high-lift system, however, increases the mechanical
complexity and weight of the wing.
Most modem high-lift systems are composed of a basic wing with a deployable
leading-edge slat and at least one,. and sometimes more, deployable trailing-edge flap
elements as shown in Figure 1. It was recognized as early as 1921 by Handley Page and
others [2] that the high-lift performance of a multi-element airfoil can be improved by
increasing the number of trailing-edge flap elements. The trend in transport aircraft design
in the 1960s and 1970s was to achieve better high-lift performance, required for the larger
dC_
Leading edge
slat
Main element
Multiple trailing
edge flap elements
Figure 1: Typical high-lift system for current transport aircraft.
transports being designed, by increasing the number of trailing-edge flap elements.
Designs of that era seemed to reach a practical limit of three on the number of trailing-edge
flap elements. The Boeing 737, for example, has a three-element trailing-edge flap system
which is highly efficient aerodynamically, but very complicated and costly to design and
maintain. The benefits from the increased high-lift performance gained by using more than
three trailing-edge flap elements are outweighed by the weight and cost penalties.
The current trend in high-lift system design for transport aircraft is to return to
simpler two-element or even one-element trailing-edge flap systems and improve the
performance of these systems to meet design requirements. Aircraft such as the Boeing
767 with its single-element outboard and two-element inboard trailing-edge flaps and the
Airbus 340 with its single-element trailing-edge flaps reflect this philosophy. One way of
accomplishing the necessary improvements in high-lift performance of simpler high-lift
systems is through application of new computational and experimental tools which permit a
better understanding of associated flow physics. The flow field associated with high-lift
multi-element two-dimensional airfoils or three-dimensional wings is extremely complex.
Such flow fields are governed by viscous phenomena such as transition of boundary layers
from laminar to turbulent, laminar boundary layer separation and reattachment, confluent
wakes and boundary layers, viscous wake interactions, and separated flow. Advances in
computer technology over the past 20 years now make possible numerical simulations of
the flow fields associated with multi-element airfoils and wings using the full Navier-
Stokes equations or appropriate subsets of the full equations. New experimental
techniques have also been developed such as Laser Velocimetry (LV), Doppler Global
Velocimetry (DGV), and Pressure Sensitive Paint (PSP), which permit much greater detail
about the flow fields associated with high-lift systems to be obtained experimentally.
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Theseadvancesin computationalandexperimentalcapabilitieshaveprovidedhigh-lift
systemdesignerswith newtoolsto usefor improvingthedesignof multi-elementairfoils
andwings. Thesetoolscanprovidedesignerswith abetterunderstandingof theflow
physicsgoverninghigh-lift systems,allowingthemto tailor thepressuredistributionover
individualelementsof thehigh-liftsystemandto optimizethegeometricpositioningof the
variouselements,leadingtobetterhigh-liftperformance.
Attentionis alsobeingfocusedon theuseof miniatureflow-enhancementdevices
suchasvortexgenerators,trailing-edgewedges,andlift-enhancingtabsto improvethe
performanceof high-lift systems.Examplesof thesedevicesareshownin Figure2. The
<_
Lift-enhancing tab
Trailing edge wedge
Vortex generator
Figure 2: Examples of miniature flow-enhancement devices.
size of the devices has been exaggerated for illustration purposes. These devices have the
advantage of being simple, lightweight, and cheap. The size of the devices is generally of
the order of the local boundary layer height. Appropriately positioned on the airfoil or
wing, these devices can have a significant impact of the performance of the high-lift
system.
Storms and Jang [3] conducted an experimental investigation of the use of vortex
generators to delay separation on the upper surface of a single-element airfoil. They found
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thatWheelerwishbonetypevortexgeneratorswith a height of 0.5% chord mounted at a
location 12% chord back from the leading edge on the upper surface of a NACA 4412
airfoil were effective in delaying flow separation. The vortex generators delayed the onset
of flow separation on the upper surface from an angle of attack of 12 ° to an angle of attack
of 19 °. This increased the value of Ctmax by 23%. The vortex generators produce the same
type of effect on the plot of lift coefficient versus angle of attack that a leading edge slat
does. At lift coefficients below Clmax, the lift coefficient remains unchanged when vortex
generators are added. The vortex generators also had the effect of increasing the drag of
the airfoil substantially. Thus they would need to be retracted for efficient cruise
performance.
Trailing-edge wedges, or divergent trailing edges, have been investigated by a
number of researchers, including Valarezo, et. al. [4]. Valarezo conducted an experimental
investigation of trailing-edge wedges placed on the lower surface of the flap at the trailing
edge on a three-element airfoil (slat, main element, flap). Wedges with angles of 15 °, 30 °,
45 °, and 60 ° were tested. The wedges had a length of 3% chord and height was determined
by the wedge angle. The wedges produced an increase in lift coefficient that was largest at
an angle of attack of 0 ° and diminished as the angle of attack was increased. The 60 ° wedge
produced an increase of 0.2 in Cimax at a Reynolds number of 5 x l0 6. When Reynolds
number was increased to 9 x 106, the change in Clmax due to the 60 ° wedge was only 0.07.
The baseline lift data for the three-element airfoil also indicated a strong dependence on
Reynolds number, with Clmax increasing by 0.1 as Reynolds number was increased from
5 x 106 to 9 x 106. Flow over the upper surface of the baseline flap separated at
approximately the 70% flap chord location when angle of attack was 8 °. Valarezo
hypothesizes that the sensitivity to Reynolds number for the baseline flap could be due to
the presence of flow separation on the upper surface of the flap. The same could be true
for the sensitivity of the performance of the trailing edge wedges to Reynolds number.
Lift-enhancing tabs have received considerable attention over the last few years and
appear to be one of the more promising means of improving high-lift performance. A lift-
enhancing tab is a flat plate with a height of between 0.25% and 5% of the main wing
chord. It is attached to the lower surface of the airfoil at the trailing edge as shown in
Figure 2. One of the advantages of lift-enhancing tabs over the devices discussed above is
that the tabs can be retracted or stowed when not in use. This means that lift-enhancing
tabs can be attached to the trailing edge of any or all elements of a multi-element airfoil as
shown in Figure 3. Gurney flaps, named after the race car driver Dan Gumey, are an
example of a lift-enhancing tab. The Gumey flap was placed at the trailing edge of the
wing on an Indianapolis race car and was found to provide increased downforce on the
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Slat tab Covetab
/
Flap tab
Figure 3: Lift-enhancing tabs on a 3-element airfoil
wing (note that race car wings are inverted so that lift is toward the race track) resulting in
better cornering performance.
Leibeck [5] provides some of the earliest wind tunnel data documenting the effects
of a Gurney flap on a single-element airfoil. Leibeck tested a 1.25% chord Gurney flap on
a Newman airfoil. Lift coefficient increased by approximately 0.35 at all angles of attack
and drag coefficient was reduced by roughly 50 drag counts for all values of lift coefficient.
The reduction in drag coefficient was a surprising result to Leibeck. A hypothesized flow
field in the vicinity of the Gurney flap, shown in Figure 4, is proposed by Leibeck in an
attempt to explain the drag reduction observed in the experiment. However, he lacked
sufficient data to verify his hypothesis.
Katz and Largman [6] experimentally investigated the performance of a Gurney flap
attached to the flap trailing edge of a two-element race car wing. The Gurney flap had a
height of 5% chord. In this case, the Gumey flap was found to provide increases in lift
coefficient on the order of 0.5 at a normal operating angle of attack. However, the large
size of the Gurney flap used created a significant increase in drag as well. The lift-to-drag
ratio for the wing dropped from approximately 8.0 to 6.0 when the Gurney flap was
installed.
Roesch and Vuillet conducted tests of lift-enhancing tabs at the trailing edge of
single element horizontal stabilizers and vertical tails on helicopters [7]. Tab heights of
1.25% chord and 5% chord were used. The 1.25% chord tab increased lift coefficient by
0.25 to 0.4 at a given angle of attack, with the larger increase occurring at the angle of
attack for Clmax. Drag coefficient for this case was essentially the same as the baseline case
at the same lift coefficient. The 5% chord tab produced increases in lift coefficient of 0.35
to 0.65 at a given angle of attack, with the larger increase again occurring at the angle of
Separation
bubbles
a) Trailing-edgeflow conditionsof aconventionalairfoil at
a moderatelift coefficient.
b)
Flow partially
Upstream ,17 _"''"" turned toward
separation flapbubble
Gurney
flap Two vortices
of opposite
sign
Hypothesized trailing-edge flow conditions of the airfoil
of (a) with a Gumey flap.
Figure 4: Hypothesized flow field around a Gumey flap [5].
attack for Clmax. In this case, however, the drag coefficient at moderate lift coefficient was
nearly doubled. Plots of pressure coefficient distribution on the stabilizer, with and
without the tabs, indicates that the tab increases the aft loading of the airfoil as shown in
Figure 5. Note that the lift coefficient was held constant at CI = 1.07 for the comparison.
Lift-enhancing tabs mounted at the trailing edge of a two-dimensional wing with a
NACA 4412 airfoil section were tested in an experiment performed in the NASA Ames
Research Center 7- by 10-Foot Wind Tunnel by Storms [3]. Tab height was varied from
0.5% to 2.0% chord in 0.5% chord increments. The lift coefficient was increased by as
much as 0.5 over the baseline using a 2.0% chord tab. The increment in lift coefficient
obtained for each increment in tab height grew successively smaller. This implies the
existence of an optimal tab height which yields the maximum increment in lift coefficient
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AR= 5
CL = 1.07
Re= 0.75x106
Y/b= 0.5
-1.0 /
I I I I I
x/c %
.00
1.0
Figure 5: Effect of trailing edge strips on chordwise pressure distribution [7].
for a given airfoil. Drag coefficient at moderate lift coefficients remained unchanged for the
smallest tab height and increased by as much as 100% for the largest tab height. The
pitching moment coefficient became increasingly negative as tab height was increased.
Plots of the pressure distribution on the airfoil indicate that this is a result of the increased
loading on the aft portion of the airfoil caused by the tab, as shown in Figure 6. These
plots also indicate that the tabs increase the circulation of the airfoil. The tabs were also
tested at locations 1.25% and 2.37% chord forward of the trailing edge. Moving the tabs
forward approximately 1 to 2 tab heights did not change the effectiveness of the tabs.
In a more recent experiment conducted by Storms [8, 9] in the NASA Ames
Research Center 7- by 10-Foot Wind Tunnel, lift-enhancing tabs mounted at the trailing
edge of the main element and the flap of a two-element airfoil model were tested. This is
the ftrst known experimental data available on the effect of placing lift-enhancing tabs at the
trailing edge of the main element on a two-element airfoil. The airfoil was an NACA
632-215 ModB airfoil with a 30% chord slotted flap. The flap deployment did not include
significant fowler motion. The model was tested at four combinations of flap angle, gap,
and overlap. Tab heights of 0.5% and 1.0% chord were tested at the main element trailing
edge and a tab height of 0.5% chord was tested at the flap trailing edge. For a flap angle of
22 ° , lift-enhancing tabs mounted at the trailing edge of the main element reduced the lift
coefficient for all angles of attack and drag was substantially increased. When the flap
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Figure 6: Effect of Gurney flap height on chordwise pressure distribution of a
NACA 4412 airfoil at _ = 9 ° [3].
angle was increased to 32 ° , the flow was separated over the majority of the upper surface of
the flap for the baseline case. Addition of a lift-enhancing tab at the trailing edge of the
main element caused the flow over the upper surface of the flap to reattach, significantly
increasing the lift coefficient and reducing the drag coefficient. A similar result was
observed when the flap angle was increased to 42 ° and the flap gap was made large (5%
chord). Unfortunately, this two-element airfoil is not very representative of current
transport high-lift systems, due to the lack of significant fowler motion in the flap
deployment.
Very little work on formulating an understanding of the flow physics associated
with lift-enhancing tabs has been reported in the literature. As mentioned earlier, Leibeck
[5] proposed a hypothetical flow field generated by the lift-enhancing tab, but his
hypothesis has not yet been rigorously verified. Water tunnel tests of a rectangular wing
with NACA 0012 airfoil and a lift-enhancing tab at the wing trailing edge provide some
qualitative information on the flow structure behind the tab at low Reynolds number [10].
Dye injected into the flow near the trailing edge indicates the presence of two counter-
rotating recirculation regions behind the lift-enhancing tab.
A two-dimensional computational investigation of the lift-enhancing tabs tested on
the 4412 airfoil of reference [3] was conducted by Jang [11] which provided some insight
into theflow physicsassociatedwith tabsasappliedto thetrailingedgeof asingle-element
airfoil. ThecomputationswereperformedusingtheincompressibleNavier-Stokescode
INS2D-UP. Theouterboundaryof theC-gridusedtorepresenttheairfoil in these
computationswasonly about6chordlengthsawayfromtheairfoil surfaceandthegrid
wasrelativelycoarse(250x69).Comparisonsof thecomputationalandexperimental
results[3] indicatethatthegeneraltrendsobservedin theexperimentallift anddrag
coefficientdatawhenatabis addedto thewingtrailingedgearereproducedby the
computationalresults.However,themagnitudeof thechangein thelift anddrag
coefficientsdueto addingatabof givensizeto thewingtrailingedgeis notaccurately
reproducedby thecomputations.
A similar computational investigation of the multi-element airfoil described in
references [8] and [9] was conducted by Carrannanto [12]. The two-element airfoil was
represented with a composite structured grid created using a chimera scheme. The C-grid
for the main element consisted of 307 x 98 grid points and the C-grid for the flap consisted
of 155 x 42 grid points. The boundary layer along the tab surface was not resolved by the
grids used in this study. The outer boundary of the composite grid was located 10 chord
lengths from the airfoil surface. A comparison of the experimental and computational
results indicates that the magnitude of the change in lift and drag coefficients due to the
addition of a tab at the trailing edge of the main element is predicted well by the
computations. However, the slope of the lift coefficient versus angle of attack curve
predicted by the computations did not match the experimental results very well. One of the
interesting results of this computational study is that when a tab is added to the main
element, the separated flow over the upper surface of the flap is replaced with a flow
reversal in the wake of the main element above the trailing edge of the flap, as shown in
Figure 7. This reversal of the flow away from the flap surface appears to be due to the
inability of the main element wake to negotiate the adverse pressure gradient encountered
over the upper surface of the flap.
In the present research, a detailed parametric experimental and computational
investigation of the effect of lift-enhancing tabs on a multi-element airfoil is conducted.
The objective of the investigation is to develop an understanding of the flow physics
associated with lift-enhancing tabs on a multi-element airfoil configuration which is
representative of current transport high-lift systems. It is anticipated that an understanding
of the flow physics will lead to the development of a model which can be used to explain
how lift-enhancing tabs work on multi-element airfoils. To accomplish the objective of this
study, a two-element high-lift airfoil was tested in the NASA Ames 7- by 10-Foot Wind
Tunnel [ 13]. The airfoil tested was the two-element airfoil described in references [8]
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a) Baselineairfoil with no tab,o_= 8.43° b) Airfoil with 1%c tab at 1%c from trailing
edge, _ = 8.5 °
Figure 7: Computed streamline patterns around NACA 632-215 ModB airfoil with a
slotted flap. Recreated from reference [12].
and [9], but with the slotted flap replaced by a 30% chord fowler flap. The parameters
that were systematically varied in the test are flap angle, flap gap, tab height, and the
element to which the tab was attached. Data acquired during the test includes detailed
surface pressure measurements and seven-hole probe flow surveys behind selected
configurations.
A companion set of computations was performed using the incompressible Navier-
Stokes code INS2D-UP. Some of the computations were performed prior to the
experiment and were used to guide the experimental work. Computational solutions were
obtained for a large number of the configurations tested in the experiment. After validating
the Navier-Stokes computations with experimental results, the experimental and
computational databases are used to develop an understanding of how lift-enhancing tabs
function on a multi-element airfoil.
This report describes the results of the aforementioned experimental and
computational investigation. Details of the experimental setup and the model are given.
The test procedures used for the experiment are discussed. The governing fluid dynamics
equations are derived and the specific numerical scheme used by INS2D-UP to solve them
is described. The grid generation process used and the composite grids used for the
computations are covered in detail, along with the boundary conditions employed. A
comparison of the experimental and computational results is presented and differences
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betweenthetwosetsof dataarediscussed.Finally,a theoreticalmodelwhichdescribes
howlift-enhancingtabswork on a multi-element airfoil is developed.
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CHAPTERII
EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP
A two-dimensional two-element high-lift airfoil was tested in the NASA Ames
Research Center 7- by 10-Foot Wind Tunnel. Baseline configurations and configurations
which included lift-enhancing tabs were tested for a variety of different flap riggings. This
chapter describes the experimental set-up which was used. First, a description of the test
facility will be given. The model installation will be outlined, followed by a description of
the model itself. Finally, the model instrumentation and the data acquisition system will be
described.
Facility Description
The NASA Ames 7- by 10-Foot Wind Tunnel is a closed-circuit, single-return wind
tunnel with the return passage at atmospheric pressure. A diagram of the tunnel is shown
in Figure 8. The tunnel is capable of a dynamic pressure range of 5 to 200 psf. The free
Pressure chamber _ I
J. ] _ Air exchange
!
7 ftx 10ft
test section
Figure 8: Schematic diagram of the NASA Ames 7- by 10-Foot Wind Tunnel.
stream turbulence intensity level in the test section is 1.0% at a free stream velocity of
225 ft/sec. The test section is 15 ft long, with a constant height of 7 ft and a width at the
beginning of the test section of 10 ft. The width of the test section includes a one percent
divergence to account for the test section boundary layer growth. The maximum boundary
layer thickness in the test section is approximately 6 - 9 in. The side walls of the test
section are removable and a variety of side wall options are available, including acoustically
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treatedsidewallsandsidewallswith largewindowsmadeof highqualityopticalglass.
Thesidewallswith windowsallow flow visualizationtechniquesandnon-intrusiveflow
measurementtechniques uchaslaserdopplervelocimetry(LDV) to beused.The
7- by 10-FootWind Tunnelis usedprimarily for small-scaleexploratoryinvestigationsin
theareasof basic fluid mechanics and acoustics.
A traversing rig capable of linearly traversing probes vertically, horizontally, and
longitudinally is mounted in the tunnel ceiling. The traverse rig can be run manually or
operated by computer in a closed-loop fashion for automated traverses. Many different
types of probes can be accommodated on the traverse, including hot wire probes, seven-
hole probes, and pitot-static probes. All of the instrumentation wiring and pressure tubing
required for a particular probe can be routed out of the test section internally in the traverse
rig. The entire volume of the test section can be surveyed using the traverse rig.
Model forces and moments are generally measured using the tunnel's external
balance system. Sting mounted models with an internal balance can also be
accommodated. A turntable in the tunnel floor allows the model angle-of-attack to be
varied. A second turntable can be mounted in the tunnel ceiling for two-dimensional
testing. When two-dimensional models are mounted in the tunnel using both turntables,
the tunnel external balance system cannot be used for direct measurement of forces and
moments. In this situation, model loads must be obtained by integrating surface pressures
on the model. Model drag for a two-dimensional model can be obtained using wake survey
techniques.
Two pressurized air systems are available for use in the 7- by 10-Foot Wind
Tunnel. The high-pressure air system has a supply pressure of 3000 psig and can deliver
mass flow rates of 10.0 lbm/sec. Heaters installed in the system allow the air temperature
to be controlled. The low-pressure air system has a supply pressure of 140 psig and can
deliver mass flow rates of 30.0 lbm/sec. The low-pressure system is convenient to use in
applications where high air pressures are not required, such as for boundary layer control
(BLC) applications.
Model Installation
The two-element airfoil model used for this study was mounted vertically in the
Ames 7- by 10-Foot Wind Tunnel as shown in Figure 9. The model is attached at the top
and bottom to pedestals, which in turn are attached to the tunnel upper and lower tunnel
turntables. The model is aligned in the tunnel so that at an angle of attack of 0 ° the model
chord line is parallel to the tunnel centerline. This was accomplished using a laser transit.
Wall-to-wall image planes are mounted to the tunnel ceiling and floor as shown in Figure 9
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to keepthemodeloutof thetunnelboundarylayerandto serveasendwalls for theairfoil
model. Theimageplanesarelocatedat adistanceof onefootfrom thefloor andceilingand
extendapproximately2.5airfoil chordlengthsupstreamanddownstreamfrom thecenterof
rotationof themodel.
Auxiliary turntablesaremountedbetweenthemodelandthepedestals,coplanar
with thegroundplanes,to accommodatethemodelBoundaryLayerControl(BLC)
system.The BLC systemis usedto ensuretheflow overthewing is two-dimensional.
TheBLC system,shownin Figure10,is composedof 4 tangentialblowingslotsmounted
Figure 10: Schematicdiagramof theBoundary Layer Control (BLC) system.
on each auxiliary turntable. The blowing slots are located on the upper side of the airfoil at
the leading edge, the mid-chord, and the trailing edge of the main element and the mid-
chord of the flap. The slots for the trailing edge of the main element and for the flap are
mounted in circular plugs. This permits the direction of the flow from the slots to be
adjusted for different flap angle settings. Air for the BLC system is provided by the tunnel
low-pressure air system. A single supply line is manifolded to three pairs of gate valves as
indicated in Figure 11. One pair of valves controls the upper and lower main-element
leading-edge slots. The second pair of valves controls the upper and lower main-element
mid-chord slots. The final pair of valves controls the upper and lower main-element
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Figure 11: Manifoldsetupfor theBoundaryLayerControl(BLC) system.
trailing-edgeandflapslots. Thisallowstheplenumpressurefor eachpairof upperand
lowerblowingslotsto bematchedto oneanother.
Model Description
The model used for this test is a rectangular wing with an NACA 632-215 ModB
airfoil. The ModB designation refers to slight modifications that were made to the upper
surface of the original NACA airfoil by Hicks [14] to improve cruise performance.
Coordinates for the main element and the flap are given in Appendix A. The span of the
wing is 60 in. and the chord for the clean airfoil is 30 in. The trailing edge of the wing
from rdc=0.62 to x/c=l.0 is removable and can be replaced with a trailing edge that has a
flap cove incorporated as shown in Figure 12. For this test, a trailing edge that extended
from x/c=0.62 to x/c=0.95 was used along with a 30% chord fowler flap.
The fowler flap is attached to the wing trailing edge by flap brackets at span
locations of y/b = 0.033, 0.346, 0.654, and 0.967. The brackets are a two piece
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arrangementasshownin Figure 13,with holesdrilled to allownominalflapdeflection
anglesof _)f= 10 °, 20 °, 30 °, and 40 °. Flap overlap is continuously adjustable between
Xol/C = 0.002 and Xol/C ----0.041. Flap gap can be set in increments of 1% chord starting at
zg/c = 0.02 using a series of spacer blocks and/or a second set of brackets for larger gaps.
Flap deflection, gap, and overlap were measured as shown in Figure 14.
Clean airfoil
Airfoil with 30% chord fowler flap
Figure 12: Diagram of the NACA 632-215 ModB airfoil.
flap angle adjustment
10 ° - 40 ° in 10 °
increments
spacer block to
adjust gap /
bracket slides forward
and aft to adjust
overlap
Figure 13: Sketch of flap brackets.
Instrumentation
Instrumentation on the model consisted of 9 rows of static pressure taps on the
main element and 3 rows of static pressure taps on the trailing edge and the flap. The
locations of the rows of pressure taps are shown in Figure 15. The position of the flap
brackets is shown for reference. A total of 392 pressure taps were installed on the model.
The coordinate locations of all the pressure taps on the row at the mid-span of the model are
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Figure 14: Definition of flap rigging parameters.
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Figure 15: Location of static pressure tap rows on main element, trailing edge, and flap.
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givenin AppendixB. Staticpressuretapswerealsoinstalledon both image planes. A row
of 10 taps spanning the width of the tunnel was installed parallel to the leading edge of each
of the image planes. These taps were used to obtain a reference dynamic and static
pressure for the model. All of the static pressure taps were connected to Pressure Systems
Incorporated (PSI) electronic pressure sensing modules (either 48 or 64 port modules).
The modules were stored in a thermal chamber designed to keep the temperature constant at
approximately 110°F in order to reduce thermal drift of the transducers to a negligible
value.
A wake rake was used to obtain the airfoil viscous drag. The wake rake can be
seen mounted to the tunnel traverse rig in Figure 9. It is composed of a rectangular wing
with a symmetric airfoil which holds all the pressure probes making up the rake and a main
body which houses the drive mechanism for pivoting the rake as well as the electronic
pressure sensing modules. The rake has 91 total pressure tubes, 9 static pressure tubes,
and 5 three-hole directional probes. The spacing of the total pressure tubes is denser
(0.25 in.) in the middle of the rake and sparser (1 in.) at the ends. The static pressure
tubes and three-hole directional probes were spaced equally along the length of the rake.
The total wake rake width is 36 in. The static pressure tubes were vertically offset from the
plane of the total pressure tubes by 1.0 in. to minimize interference effects on the static
pressure measurement. The three-hole directional probes are used to line up the wake rake
with the local two-dimensional flow field. All of the pressure probes from the wake rake
are connected to PSI electronic pressure sensing modules contained in the main body of the
wake rake. The modules were mounted to a hot-plate designed to keep the temperature of
the modules constant at 110°F in order to reduce thermal drift of the transducers to a
negligible value.
A sting with three seven-hole probes was also mounted to the tunnel traverse rig in
place of the wake rake for part of the test [15]. The seven-hole probes were used to
conduct flow surveys behind the model. A diagram of the three seven-hole probes
mounted on the sting is shown in Figure 16. All three seven-hole probes were connected
to a PSI module stored in the pod at the back end of the sting mount. This PSI module was
also mounted on a hot-plate to keep the temperature of the module constant.
Test section conditions were recorded for every data point during the test. The
parameters defining the test section conditions are test section relative humidity, test section
temperature, reference static pressure, reference dynamic pressure, atmospheric pressure,
and model angle of attack. The reference static and dynamic pressures were measured
using the two rows of static pressure taps on the images planes, as mentioned earlier. The
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Figure 16: Schematic of three seven-hole probes mounted on a sting.
rationale for obtaining the reference static and dynamic pressures in this manner and the
actual procedure used will be discussed in the next chapter.
The majority of the experimental measurements were made using the PSI 8400
system and PSI electronic pressure sensing modules. The accuracy of measurements made
using this system is 0.25% of the full-scale range of the individual modules. Modules with
ranges of 10 in. H20, 1 psid, 2.5 psid, 5 psid, and 10 psid were used to measure the static
pressures on the model, as well as the pressures from the wake rake, the seven-hole probe,
and static pressures on the image planes. The criteria used for assigning pressure
measurements to different modules was that the measurements should utilize the majority of
the range of the module. This criteria minimizes the error in a given pressure measurement.
The tunnel temperature measurement was accurate to _+0.3° F. The relative humidity
measurement was accurate to _+0.5%. The baroceU used to measure atmospheric pressure
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wasaccurateto _+0.002psi. Themodelangleof attackmeasurementwasaccurateto
_-!-0.05°. Thereis ahysteresisin themechanismfor changingmodelangleof attackof
approximately0.25° if thedirectionof theturntableis reversed.Thusduringthis test,
modelangleof attackwasalwaysincreasedfrom 0° totheangleof attackfor stall. The
procedurefor returningthemodelto 0° wasto bringthemodelto -2° first andthenreturnit
to 0%
Data Acquisition System
The data acquisition system used for this experiment consisted of a Macintosh
Quadra 650 computer running Labview version 2.2 software by National Instruments. In
addition, a PSI 8400 system was used to calibrate and acquire data from the PSI electronic
pressure sensing modules. Communication between the PSI 8400 and the Macintosh
Quadra was handled by means of a GPIB interface. The Labview software allowed
complete control of the data acquisition process. For example, instructions could be issued
in Labview via a graphical user interface to have the PSI 8400 system calibrate the PSI
electronic pressure sensing modules or to take a data point. The data acquired by the PSI
8400 system was passed via the GPIB interface to Labview for display and storage.
Analog signals such as test section temperature were acquired using an A/D converter card
from National Instruments in the Macintosh Quadra. This was also controlled using
Labview. The Labview data acquisition routines were based on the routines originally
written by Storms for the experiment of references [8] and [9].
Data reduction was handled within the Labview program as well. Labview routines
were written to convert all the measured pressures to pressure coefficients and to
numerically integrate the pressure distributions at each row of pressure taps on the model to
obtain force and moment coefficients. A routine was written to convert data acquired by
the wake rake to a drag coefficient. The data acquired using the seven-hole probes was
converted to velocity components and static and dynamic pressure. All of the measured
and reduced data was written to an ASCII file which was compressed and appended to an
indexed, binary database file after each run.
An important aspect of the Labview data acquisition program was the capability to
graphically display selected subsets of the data during a run. The Labview program could
be switched to a real-time mode during a run and plots of pressure coefficient on the wing
and flap displayed. The plots were updated about once every two seconds. This allowed
the pressure distribution on the wing to be checked for two-dimensionality and also
permited easy identification of static pressure taps that were leaking or plugged. Plots of
the wake rake pressures allowed the wake rake to be centered on the wake at each angle of
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attackandpermitedalignmentof thewakerakewith the localstreamlines.Thepressureat
eachof theblowingslotsin theBLC systemwasalsomonitoredto ensurethattheBLC
system was functioning properly. Test section parameters were displayed in a table that
was continuously updated during a run. After each data point was taken, a running plot of
lift coefficient versus angle of attack was updated with the latest point, permitting easy
identification of the angle of attack for Clmax. The ability to display data graphically during
a mn greatly increased the efficiency of the test and helped ensure the quality of the data.
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CHAPTER1TI
TEST PROCEDURES
The test of the NACA 632-215 ModB airfoil in the NASA Ames 7- by 10-Foot
Wind Tunnel was divided into several phases. First, the seven-hole probes were calibrated
in the empty tunnel. Next a dynamic pressure calibration between the image planes was
performed. Finally, the model was installed and tested. This chapter describes the various
calibrations that were performed prior to installing the model. The basic test procedures
used during the test are then discussed. The chapter concludes with a discussion of data
quality and repeatability.
Empty Tunnel Calibrations
The first part of the test was dedicated to calibrating the seven-hole probes in the
empty wind tunnel. The seven-hole probe sting assembly was mounted to a calibration rig
which in turn was mounted to the traverse rig in the tunnel. The sting could then be set at
any arbitrary angle (_7h in the vertical plane, and [_7h in the horizontal plane. This setup
permitted a range of +45 ° for both O_7hand I]7h. A pitot-static probe mounted in the test
section was used to monitor test section dynamic pressure. The tunnel dynamic pressure
was set to approximately 50 psf. The probe was run through the full range of 0tTh and [37h
angle combinations in 5 ° increments. At each known geometric angle, the seven pressures
on each probe were recorded and converted to nondimensional coefficient form. All of the
data was used to form calibration tables employing the technique described by Zilliac [ 16].
Once the seven-hole probe calibration was complete, the image planes were
installed in the tunnel. A dynamic pressure calibration was performed to obtain the
dynamic pressure between the image planes with no model installed as a function of the
dynamic pressure measured using a static pressure ring upstream of the test section. A
pitot-static probe was mounted to the traverse rig and was positioned at the center of the test
section. Dynamic pressure, as measured by the static pressure ring upstream of the test
section, was varied from 10 psf to 70 psf in 5 psf increments and the corresponding
dynamic pressure measured using the pitot-static probe was recorded. The dynamic
pressure measured by the pitot-static probe was corrected for compressibility effects using
equation (1) below, which was taken from reference [17].
, 2Aq_=0.0089+0.0033. G+l.319E-4 G+l.24E-7*q_
q_ = q. + Aq,
(1)
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Thecalibrationwasperformedwith theBLC systemoff andrepeatedwith theBLC system
on. Thedifferencebetweenthecalibrationcurvesobtainedwith theBLC systemonand
off wasnegligible. Thedynamicpressurebasedon thiscalibrationwasrecordedfor all
datapointstakenduringthetestto try to assessthechangein dynamicpressuredueto
changesin modelblockage.
Thereferencedynamicandstaticpressuresusedto nondimensionalizethepressure
dataon theairfoil wereobtained from a numerical integration of the static pressure tap
measurements on the image planes. As mentioned previously, static pressure taps were
installed on both the upper and lower image planes, providing a redundant set of static
pressures with which to compute the reference static pressure. The number of static taps
required to accurately compute the reference static pressure was determined by examining
the pressure distribution on the image plane predicted by a Navier-Stokes computation of
the two-element airfoil in the tunnel.
Basic Test Procedure
Once the empty tunnel calibrations were complete, the model was installed between
the image planes. Boundary layer trip strips were installed on the upper and lower surface
of the main element at x/c = 0.05 and x/c = 0.10 respectively. The trip strips consisted of
0.015 in. diameter glass beads attached to the wing surface with Polaroid f'dm fLxer. The
required diameter of the glass beads for the present test conditions was determined using
the method of reference [18]. Trip strips were not used on the flap in this test. The
number of changes to the flap configuration required during the test made it too difficult to
maintain a consistent trip strip on the flap.
The supply pressure required for each of the blowing slots of the BLC system was
determined as follows. The tunnel dynamic pressure was set to 50 psf at the upstream
static pressure ring, yielding the required reference dynamic pressure of 66 psf between the
image planes. The model surface pressures for rows 1, 5, and 9 on the main element and
rows 1, 2, and 3 on the trailing edge and flap were plotted on a real-time display to monitor
variations in pressure across the span of the wing. The supply pressure for each of the
blowing slots was set to minimize variations across the span of the wing. The real-time
display was monitored throughout the test and the supply pressures needed to maintain
two-dimensional flow were found to be independent of model configuration. The pressure
in the plenum immediately upstream of each blowing slot was recorded throughout the
entire test to ensure that the BLC system was functioning properly for all data points.
The test matrix included parametric variations of flap deflection angle _f, flap gap
Zg/C, tab height zt/c, and element to which the tabs were attached. Flap overlap was not
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variedfor this test. A previoustestof thebaselineairfoil indicatedthataflapoverlapof
Xol/C= 0.015wasnearoptimumfor mostflap riggings.Thus,this valueof flap overlap
wasusedfor thepresentest. All datawastakenataReynoldsnumberbasedonwing
chordof 3.5million. Table1summarizesall theparametersvariedin this test.
Table1: Summaryof testparameters.
8f zg/c xol/c zt/c element
with tab
19° 0.02 0.015 0 none
29° 0.03 0.0025 main
39° 0.04 0.005 flap
0.05 0.01 both
Foreachconfigurationtested,themodelwasrotatedthroughanangle-of-attack
rangestartingat0° andincreasinguntil theairfoil stalled.Thelift coefficientandpitching
momentcoefficientwerecomputedbynumericallyintegratingthecenterrow (y/b = 0.5)of
surfacestaticpressureson themainelement,trailingedge,andflap. Thedragcoefficient
wascomputedby applyingBetz'sformula[19] to thewakerakedata,whichwastakenat a
positiononechordlengthbehindtheflaptrailingedge.Betz'sformulacanbewrittenas
shownin equation(2).
q..
_IIPr..q_P_r _Pr_.P_r IIIPr**q..P_r+ IPTw_._ P_, 2IdlY)
(2)
The NACA 632-215 ModB multi-element airfoil has a very abrupt stall. The flow
over the entire upper surface of the airfoil separates when the angle of attack exceeds that
for Clmax. This creates a very turbulent wake downstream of the airfoil which causes
heavy buffeting of the wake rake and the traverse system. The wake rake had to be
tethered to the tunnel ceiling with a steel cable during each run so that the buffeting from the
turbulent wake would not cause damage to the traverse system. The lateral position of the
wake rake was not changed during a run. An investigation was made at the beginning of
the test to determine how much the wake shifted laterally for a given flap deflection angle as
angle of attack was increased from 0 ° up to the angle of attack for stall. The lateral shift in
the wake position, as measured by the wake rake, over the angle of attack range studied
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wassmallenoughthatthecompletewaketotalpressuredeficitcouldbecontainedwithin
theregionof denselyspacedtotalpressuretubeson thewakerakewith thewakerakein a
fixed position. Thewakerakewasrotatedasmodelangleof attackwaschanged,to keep
thewakerakelinedupwith the localflow directionasdeterminedby thedirectionalprobes
on therake. Thelateralpositionof thewakerakedid haveto bechanged,however,when
theflapdeflectionanglewaschangedonthemodel.
As mentionedpreviously,themajorityof themeasurementsfor thetestweremade
with thePSI8400systemandPSIelectronicpressuresensingmodules.A calibrationwas
performedonall thepressuresensingmodulespriorto eachrun. Thecalibrationlinesand
thereferencepressurelinewereleak-checkedeverydayprior to anytesting.For everydata
point, thePSI8400systemwasusedto acquire6measurementsetsof 100sampleseach.
Thedatain eachmeasurementsetwasaveragedandthenthe6 measurementsetswere
ensembleaveraged.Eachdatapointtookapproximately30secondsto acquirewith thePSI
8400system.Thetotaltimeto acquireandprocesseachdatapoint,includingdata
reductionandwriting thedatato thedatabasefile, usingtheLabviewdataacquisition
systemwasjust overoneminute. A typicalrun, includingamodelchangeandPSIsystem
calibration,tookbetween30and45minutesto complete.
Data Quality
Because the data from this test is to be used as a database for validating two-
dimensional computational results, time was spent ensuring that the flow over the model
was two-dimensional. One particular concern was the effect of the flap brackets on the
flow over the flap. Tufts were applied to the upper and lower surface of the flap to
determine if the flap brackets were causing any three dimensional flow. At a flap deflection
of 29 ° and a flap gap of Zg/C = 0.03, wedge-shaped regions of flow separation were
observed on the upper surface of the flap behind each flap bracket as illustrated in
Figure 17. The cause of the flow separation was traced to the cutouts in the flap where the
bracket was mounted. When these cutouts were filled in with clay, the regions of flow
separation disappeared. The separated flow on the flap was not evident in the pressure
distributions measured on rows 1, 2, and 3 on the flap because the pressure tap rows
happened to lie between the regions of separated flow. A comparison of lift coefficient
versus angle of attack curves for the open and the filled cutouts is shown in Figure 18.
Filling in the flap bracket cutouts shifts the lift coefficient curve up by ACl = 0.1. All the
data for this test was taken with the flap bracket cutouts filled in.
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Figure 17: Regions of separated flow on flap upper surface indicated by tufts.
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Figure 18: Comparison of lift coefficient versus angle of attack curves for the open and the
filled-in flap bracket cutouts. (6f = 29 °, zg/c = 0.03, xol/c = 0.015)
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Datarepeatabihtywasassessedby comparingforceandmomentcoefficientcurves
for differentrunsof thesameconfiguration.Thelift coefficientwasrepeatableto within
AC1= _+0.005 for lift coefficients below Clmax. Clmax was repeatable to within
ACI = _+0.01. The larger uncertainty in lift coefficient at Clmax is due to unsteadiness in
the onset of stall. Stall for this airfoil occurred when the flow over the upper surface of the
main element separated near the leading edge, causing a rapid decrease in lift coefficient
with increasing angle of attack. At Clmax, flow over the upper surface of the main element
intermittently separated and reattached. Because the turbulent flow from the stalled airfoil
buffeted the wake rake severely, the angle of attack polars only extended far enough into
stall to define the maximum lift coefficient. When no flow separation was present on either
the flap or the main element, the drag coefficient was repeatable to within ACd = _--+0.001 or
_+10 drag counts. If flow separation was present over either the main element or the flap,
the drag coefficient was repeatable to within ACd = _+0.003 or +_30 drag counts. The
pitching moment coefficient was repeatable to within ACre = _+0.0004 for lift coefficients
below Clmax. At Clmax the pitching moment coefficient was repeatable to within
ACm = +0.001.
Wake profiles were also measured behind selected configurations using the set of
three seven-hole probes mounted on the traverse rig. The seven-hole probe data was used
to obtain an independent check on the accurac, y of the drag coefficients computed with the
wake rake data. The measurements with the seven-hole probes were made at the same
location behind the model as the wake rake measurements. Profiles were obtained for an
entire angle-of-attack polar and drag coefficients were computed from the measured profiles
using Betz's formula. Additional profiles were measured with the seven-hole probes at a
position 0.067 chords aft of the flap trailing edge with the airfoil at 0 ° angle of attack.
Figure 19 shows a comparison of drag coefficient versus angle of attack curve
computed using wake rake data with a similar curve computed using seven-hole probe data.
At an angle of attack of 0 °, there is a difference of 30 drag counts between the drag
coefficient computed from wake rake data and the drag coefficient computed from seven-
hole probe data. The difference in drag coefficient computed from seven-hole probe data
taken one chord behind the airfoil and data taken 0.067 chords behind the airfoil is about 10
drag counts. The drag coefficients obtained from the wake rake data and the seven-hole
probe data agree to within 10 drag counts for angles of attack greater than 0 °.
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Figure 19: Comparison of drag coefficient versus angle of attack curves computed using
wake rake data and seven-hole probe data.
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CHAPTERIV
GOVERNING FLUID DYNAMICS EQUATIONS
The most general set of governing equations for problems in fluid dynamics are the
Navier-Stokes equations. Although the Navier-Stokes equations, as originally derived, are
a mathematical expression of the law of conservation of momentum in a fluid flow, it is
common practice to include the equations for conservation of mass and energy as part of
the Navier-Stokes equation set. The equations account for both spatial and temporal
variations in mass, momentum, and energy of a fluid acting under the influence of forces
such as gravity and the forces generated due to the viscosity of the fluid. The Navier-
Stokes equations can be expressed in either integral or differential form. Exact, closed
form solutions to the Navier-Stokes equations do not exist except for special, simplified
cases. The Navier-Stokes equations are generally solved using numerical methods which
require the flow domain to be discretized into a computational grid. Numerical solutions of
the full three-dimensional, time accurate Navier-Stokes equations can be very costly to
compute.
Subsets of the Navier-Stokes equations can be obtained by making simplifying
assumptions appropriate to the type of fluid dynamics problem being analyzed. Common
examples of subsets of the Navier-Stokes equations include the Reynolds-averaged Navier-
Stokes equations, the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations, the Thin-Layer Navier-
Stokes equations, and the Parabolized Navier-Stokes equations. The Navier-Stokes
equations can also be simplified by assuming that the fluid flow problem being analyzed is
two-dimensional in nature. Further simplification of the governing equations for fluid
dynamics can be made by neglecting the effects of viscosity and heat transfer. The
particular fluid dynamics problem being analyzed will generally dictate what simplifying
assumptions can be made.
The form of the Navier-Stokes equations chosen to represent the fluid dynamics
problem being examined in this research is the two-dimensional Reynolds-averaged
Incompressible Navier-Stokes equations. The simplifying assumptions applied to the full
Navier-Stokes equations and their impact on the computed solutions will be discussed in
the following sections. A brief overview of the turbulence model used in the computations
will be given. Finally, the scaling of the governing equations and the generalized non-
orthogonal coordinate transformation applied to the equations will be covered.
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Derivation of Governing Equations
The three-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations can be written as a set of five partial
differential equations expressing the conservation of mass, momentum, and energy. Using
tensor notation, they can be written as
ap + a(pu,) = 0
at axe
+ ---+_ tl _+-- -
] °"1oE,aa tea,: Ou,1 Ou,-k,g =o
(3a)
(3b)
(3c)
where L j, k = 1,2,3,3_ represents the body force per unit volume acting on the fluid, Qh is
the rate of heat produced per unit volume by external agencies, and Fourier's law for heat
transfer by conduction has been assumed. The term _j is known as the Kronecker delta
function. It has a value of 1 when i = j, and is zero otherwise. The term JEt is the total
energy per unit volume and is given by
UiUi IE, =p e+T+gh (4)
where e is the internal energy per unit mass. The second term in equation (4) represents
the kinetic energy of the fluid. The third term on the right hand side of equation (4)
represents the potential energy of the fluid due to the gravitational field.
An examination of the fluid dynamics problem being investigated in this research
leads to several assumptions which simplify equations (3a), (3b), (3c), and (4). For the
flow over the two-element airfoil being studied, there are no external heat sources so Qh can
be set to zero. The only energy terms which are significant in equation (4) are the internal
energy and the kinetic energy of the fluid. The experimental portion of this investigation
was set up to simulate a two-dimensional flow over the airfoil, as discussed in the section
on experimental setup. Thus, the governing equations can be simplified by writing them in
two-dimensional form. Applying these simplifying assumptions to equations (3) and (4)
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andsubstitutingequation(4) intoequation(3) yieldsthefollowing setof equations
3p + 3(pu_ ) = 0
3t Ox,
O(pui) + O(puiuj)
Ot Oxj
=-_+_ /..l _+_ -
;e T/u, pu, [(gx, j-, j =o
(Sa)
(5b)
(5c)
where i, j, k = 1, 2.
Note that writing the governing equations in two-dimensional form strictly enforces
the two-dimensionality of the computed solution. In the experiment, however, the two-
dimensionality of the flow cannot be strictly enforced. Asymmetries in the model geometry
along the span, hardware such as flap brackets, and local surface irregularities can all lead
to locally three-dimensional flows. When flow separation occurs on the upper surface of
the main element or flap in the experiment, the flow field becomes more three-dimensional
since the separation point typically varies somewhat along the span of the airfoil. The
turbulence in the experimental flow can have components in all three dimensions, whereas
in the computed solution, the turbulence is strictly two-dimensional. This can lead to
differences in the boundary layer profiles between experimental and computed results,
which can result in differences in the flow through the flap gap and thus the overall
performance of the airfoil.
Using the two-dimensional form of the governing equations, however, still makes
sense, despite the potential differences between the experimental results and the computed
results. Careful attention to detail in the experimental setup can minimize many of the
potential differences. A two-dimensional numerical solution can be obtained considerably
faster than a three-dimensional solution, allowing more cases to be mn and compared with
experimental results. Finally, the overall objective of this research must be remembered.
The goal is to use the experimental and computational results together to try to develop an
understanding of the flow physics associated with lift-enhancing tabs. This goal does not
require an absolute match between experimental and computational results. As long as the
lift-enhancing tabs produce the same trends and increments in the experimental and
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computationalresults,bothsetsof resultscanbeusedtogetherto determinehowlift-
enhancingtabswork.
Anotherconsiderablesimplificationof thegoverningequationscanbemadeby
assumingthattheflow canbetreatedasincompressible.High-lift multi-elementairfoil
configurationsareusedin low speedapplicationssuchastakeoffor landing,wherethefree
streamMachnumberis generallybelow0.3. At flow speedslessthanMach0.3 in air, the
effectsof compressibilityareverysmall. At apositiveangleof attack,multi-element
airfoilswill havelocal regionswheretheflow velocityis higherthanMach0.3and
compressibilitymaybeimportant,but theseregionsaregenerallyconfinedto theleading
edgeareaof thefirst element(slatormainelement).Otherresearchershaveobtainedgood
agreementbetweenexperimentalresultsandcomputationalresultsusinganincompressible
setof governingequations[20, 21,22]. Theassumptionof incompressibleflow reduces
theNavier-Stokesequationsto asetof mixedelliptic-parabolicpartialdifferentialequations
whichcanbenumericallysolvedmoreefficientlythanthecompressibleNavierStokes
equationsfor problemswherethefreestreamMachnumberis low. Thesizeof thetime
stepthatcanbeusedin a numericalsolutionto thecompressibleNavier-Stokesequations
becomesverysmallwhenthefree-streamMachnumberis lessthan0.3,dueto stability
criteria. This limitationon timestepsizeisremovedfor numericalsolutionsto the
incompressibleNavier-Stokesequations.
In anincompressibleflow, densityp canbetreatedasaconstant.This meansthe
equationfor conservationof mass(1a)canbewrittenas
wherei = 1,2. Equation (6) simply states that the divergence of the velocity field is zero in
an incompressible flow. If equation (6) is substituted into equation (5b) and the constant
density p is factored out, the following equation for conservation of momentum in an
incompressible flow is obtained.
,gu, + cg(uiuj) 13p + 1 c9 ( cgu, o_uj'_
- __t1 _+_
o)t o_xi p_x i po_xj _cgxj o_xi)
i, j = 1, 2 (7)
An examination of equations (6) and (7) reveals another important benefit of the
incompressible flow assumption. Equations (6) and (7) form a closed set of equations for
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theunknownsp and u i if the viscosity is considered a constant. The equation for
conservation of energy is no longer required to close the set of equations. This is true even
if viscosity cannot be considered constant, as in the case of turbulent flows. However,
another equation must then be introduced to define the viscosity as discussed below.
The aerodynamic performance of high-lift multi-element airfoil configurations is
usually sensitive to Reynolds number. The flight Reynolds number associated with these
configurations can range from approximately 2x 106 to over 20x 106. Computational or
experimental simulations of high-lift configurations must match the flight Reynolds number
in order to accurately predict aerodynamic performance. At these Reynolds numbers, the
flow over much of the configuration is turbulent. The numerical grid required to fully
resolve all the turbulent eddies in the flow would have to be extremely fine, imposing
unacceptable requirements for computer memory, disk space, and computation time. The
current approach for computing high Reynolds number turbulent flows is to perform a
Reynolds averaging of the Navier-Stokes equations by decomposing the dependent
variables in the equations into mean and fluctuating components and then time averaging
the entire set of equations. This process introduces new terms called Reynolds stresses
into the equation set which are associated with the turbulent motion. A turbulence model
must be introduced to relate the Reynolds stresses to mean flow variables and close the
equation set.
In the standard Reynolds time-averaging approach [23], a time-averaged flow
variable f is defined as
ft o +zltf =---_a,o f dt (8)
The At used for the time-averaging process must be selected so that it is large compared to
the fluctuations in the flow variable due to turbulence, but small compared to the time
period of any unsteadiness in the mean flow field. This is generally not a problem, since
the period of the turbulent fluctuations is several orders of magnitude smaller than the
period of any unsteadiness in the mean flow. In this manner the high frequency
fluctuations due to turbulence are averaged out, but the relatively lower frequency
variations in the mean flow are retained.
The dependent variables ui and p in equations (6) and (7) are replaced by the sum of
a time-averaged mean value and a fluctuating component.
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m •
ui = ui + ui (9)
Pi = Pi + P[
Equations (6) and (7) are then time-averaged to yield the Reynolds Averaged
Incompressible Navier-Stokes equations. Note that the time average of a fluctuating
component is by definition zero, but the time average of the product of two fluctuating
components is, in general, not zero. The equations for'the two-dimensional
Reynolds-Averaged Incompressible Navier-Stokes equations can be written as follows
=0
OX i
t_t ¢3xj
1 tgp 1 ,9 l.t(c_i +3"ffjl
(10)
(11)
Equation (11) can be rearranged to yield
_Uii _(UiUj ) __ 1 Cg-p i.lc_(l,t(_._u_÷duj')_p_ 1
o3t _ Ox_ pcgx i pOxj._ _Oxj. t?x,.) J)
(12)
which is a more traditional form of expressing the momentum equation. The last term on
the right hand side of equation (12) is known as the Reynolds stress term. The Reynolds
stress terms represent an apparent stress due to the transport of momentum by turbulent
fluctuations.
Turbulence model
Equations (10) and (12) do not form a closed set of equations due to the addition of
the unknown Reynolds stress terms. Additional equations must be introduced to close the
system. This is accomplished by means of a turbulence model. Most of the turbulence
models in common engineering use today rely on an assumption known as the Boussinesq
assumption. The Boussinesq assumption relates the general Reynolds stress tensor to the
rate of mean strain by means of a scalar turbulent or eddy viscosity as shown in the
following equation.
--PUiPUff -" "T_-_Xj dC'-_Xi )---3Oij_'_T-_xk )
(13)
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ThetermgVis theturbulentviscosityForincompressibleflows, equation(13)reducesto
thefollowing form.
--PUiUj i axj axi )
(14)
If equation (14) is substituted into equation (12), the momentum equation, after
simplification, becomes
au i a(uiu j ) 1 ap
+ =
at axj pax i
__a[( ,(a., a,, lLOx, x,J] (15)
where the overbars on all the mean flow variables have been dropped for convenience. The
unknown Reynolds stress tensor has been replaced with a single unknown scalar quantity,
the turbulent viscosity. The turbulence model is then used to determine the value of this
unknown quantity.
Turbulence models can be classified by the number of partial differential equations
that must be solved to yield the parameters necessary to compute the turbulent viscosity
coefficient. The simplest turbulence models are the zero-equation models. These models
utilize algebraic relationships to compute length and velocity scales of turbulence, from
which the turbulent viscosity may be computed. These models have the advantage of being
simple to implement and computationally inexpensive to use. However, they are limited in
their generality. The models, or at least the coefficients used in the model, have to be
modified to be applicable to different types of flow problems.
Turbulence models utilizing one or more partial differential equations to determine
the parameters needed to compute the turbulent viscosity have been formulated in an
attempt to create a more general model. The partial differential equations are generally in
the form of transport equations for parameters related to turbulence such as turbulent kinetic
energy K or the turbulence dissipation rate e. The transport equations for a turbulence
parameter can be derived from the Navier-Stokes equations. The advantage of using one or
more partial differential equations in a turbulence model is that the parameters computed
using a partial differential equation become functions of the global flow field, rather than
being functions only of the local flow field as is the case for zero-equation models. Once
the partial differential equations are solved, the dependent variables are used in empirical
relationships to compute the turbulent viscosity. The disadvantage of turbulence models
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thatutilizepartialdifferentialequationsis thattheyarecomputationallymoreexpensiveto
usethanthezero-equationmodels.
Theturbulencemodelselectedfor thisresearchworkwastheSpalart-Allmarasone-
equationmodel[24]. The Spalart-Allmaras model has been successfully used by other
researchers to compute flow fields associated with high-lift multi-element airfoils
[21,22,25]. One advantage of the Spalart-Allmaras turbulence model is that it does not
require as fine a grid point spacing near the surface as two-equation models like the K-e or
the K-o) models do [21 ]. Navier-Stokes solution algorithms coupled with the Spalart-
Allmaras model also seem to converge much faster than when they are coupled with a two-
equation model. A second one-equation model, the Baldwin-Barth model [26], was also
used for comparison purposes and the results of the comparison are discussed later in this
report. Only the Spalart-Allmaras model will be discussed here. The development of the
Baldwin-Barth model is very similar.
In the Spalart-Allmaras turbulence model, the turbulent viscosity is def'med by the
following relationships.
v, = (' fvt (16)
Zs (17)
3f vl Z3 + Cvl
X = -- (18)
V
The variable P is chosen to satisfy the transport equation given by
n_'= cb_[l_ f_2]_p+l[v. ((v+ p)V[,) + Cb2(Vp)Z]_Dt
[Cwlfw--Cb___ ft211V_-']2 + ftiAU2
JLdj
(19)
The term S is defined as
- [' (20)
s+ r- fv2
where the functionfv2 is given by
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fv2 = 1 Z (21)
l+zfvl
the variable S in equation (20) is the magnitude of the vorticity and d is the distance to the
closest wall. The functionfw is given by the equation
-- F 1"1-Cw63 ]_] (22)
where
g = r + Cwz(r_ - r) (23)
and
r = _{K.2d2 (24)
The Spalart-AUmaras turbulence model has a transition model built in which gives a
smooth transition from laminar flow to turbulent flow at a user-def'med transition location.
The termsfa andfa in equation (19) are transition functions and are given by the
following equations.
c..,.ex(-<.:+,;<)
Siz :c,3exp(-c,4Z z)
(g, - min O. 1,
(25)
(26)
(27)
The term dt is the distance from a field point to a user-defined transition point on a wall.
The _ term is the wall vorticity at the transition point. AU is the difference between the
velocity at a field point and the velocity at the transition point. Axr is the grid spacing along
the wall at the transition location.
Empirically derived relationships and direct numerical simulations (using the non-
Reynolds-averaged Navier Stokes equations) of a variety of different shear flows are used
to calibrate the turbulence model. The various functions and constants used in the Spalart-
A.llmaras formulation were chosen to yield a model which best simulates the available data
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on turbulentshearflows. Thevaluesof theconstantsusedin equations(16) through(27)
arelistedbelow.
2
3
x'= 0.41
%1 = O. 1355
%2 = O.622
c_1._ (1+%2)
Cwl = 1_ 2 a
cw2 = 0.3
cw3 =2.0
cvl = 7.1
c,1 = 1.0
c,2 =2.0
c_3 =1.2
c,4 = 0.5
(28)
Boundary conditions and initial values for _' must be set before equation (19) can
be numerically solved. At no-slip wall boundaries, _, is set to zero. At outflow and slip
wall boundaries, the normal derivative of _ is set to zero. The ideal value of _' in the free
stream (away from shear layers) is zero. The initial value of _, at all field points is typically
set equal to the free stream value. The solution to equation (19) is advanced to the next
iteration level using an implicit solution procedure. The updates of the velocity field from
the Navier-Stokes solution algorithm and turbulent viscosity from the turbulence model are
computed in an uncoupled fashion at each time step or iteration.
Scaling and Transformation of the Governing Eqtl_ation,_
It is common practice to scale the dependent and independent variables in the
Navier-Stokes equations so that all variables are in a non dimensional form. The scaling
process gives rise to several non dimensional parameters which can be used to characterize
the flow field being modeled. These include the Reynolds number, the Mach number, and
the Prandtl number. When the Navier-Stokes equations are solved in their non dimensional
form, the Reynolds number, Mach number, and Prandtl number can be used to set the scale
of the flow being simulated. A typical scaling of the governing equations is given by the
set of equations listed below.
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If the scaling given in equations (29) are applied to the goveming equations (10) and (15),
the following set of non dimensional governing equations are obtained.
°3t_i 0 i 1, 2 (30)
,9._i
---- --_ + "_-_-'_ I_ V +
¢_ at" 3._j _i O_jL VT)(_Xj"[-¢_._i) ] i,j= 1,2 (31)
Equations (30) and (31) represent the non dimensional form of the two-dimensional
Reynolds-averaged Incompressible Navier-Stokes equations in a Cartesian coordinate
system. The overbars on the mean variables resulting from the Reynolds averaging have
been dropped for convenience. From this point on, all variables will be treated as non
dimensional and the hats will also be dropped.
The governing equations are generally written in conservation law form for
computational fluid dynamics (CFD) applications. A partial differential equation written in
conservation law form has the property that the coefficients of the derivative terms are
either constant or, if variable, their derivatives do not appear in the equation. The main
advantage of the conservation law form of the equations is that numerical difficulties are
avoided in situations where the coefficients may be discontinuous, such as flows
containing shock waves. Equations (30) and (31) can be combined into a single vector
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equationandexpressedin conservationlaw form asshownbelow.
(32)
where
ru]Q= F= u_+p
Lu,u2
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[u2]uau2
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@
,¢au, Ou_
,guz
2(V+ vr) Oy
(33)
In equation (32), F and G are the convective flux vectors and Fv and Gv are the viscous
flux vectors.
Equation (32) is an expression of the Navier-Stokes equations for a Cartesian
coordinate system. However, for most applications a Cartesian coordinate system is not a
suitable choice of coordinate systems on which to apply a finite difference scheme for
numerically solving the governing equations. The finite difference scheme becomes quite
complicated and application of boundary conditions becomes difficult because the values of
x and y are generally not constant along grid lines. This problem is resolved by applying a
general non orthogonal transformation process to the governing equations. The
transformation process maps a physical domain in Cartesian coordinates to a computational
domain in generalized coordinates _ and rl. If the computational domain is represented
with a finite difference grid, the values of _ and 1] are constant along grid lines and the grid
lines are uniformly spaced. The resulting transformed governing equations are then valid
in the computational domain. Application of a finite difference scheme to numerically solve
the transformed governing equations in the computational domain is greatly simplified.
Using the method given in reference [23], the general non orthogonal
transformation process is accomplished by assuming generalized coordinates of the form
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_ : _(x,y)
r/= r/(x,y) (34)
Thechainruleof partialdifferentiationisusedto expresspartialderivativeswith respecto
x and y in terms of derivatives with respect to { and 11.
o _xa oG = a4 +'xa_
G=¢, +,7,a-_
(35)
In equation (35) abbreviated partial derivative notation has been used (i.e. _x c9_
- o3x ). The
terms _x, _y, Zlx, and fly are known as the metric terms of the transformation. In order to
complete the transformation, the metric terms must be defined. This can be done by
writing expressions for the total derivative of _ and q.
(36)
Equation (36) can be expressed in matrix form as follows.
[d_Jr]] _ [ _T/[ _y][dyJ_ylldx]
(37)
Expressions for the total derivatives ofx and y can also be written in matrix form.
x.l[<dy _Y_ yoJkdr/] (38)
Comparing equations (37) and (38), the following relationship can easily be derived.
 ,l_Fx,x.]-,
r/x r/,J-Ly ¢ Y_
(39)
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Evaluatingtherighthandsideof equation (39) leads to the following expressions for the
metric terms.
_., = J Y,7
=-Jx,
rl,, = -Jy¢
fly = J x¢
(40)
The term J in equation (40) is the Jacobian of the transformation and is given by
1 1
J-ix+y+
The metric terms can be easily evaluated using equation (40) if analytical
expressions for the inverse of the transformation exist (i.e. x = x(_, rl), y = y(_, 1"1)). For
complex finite difference grids, analytical expressions for the inverse of the transformation
generally do not exist and the metric terms must be evaluated by using finite difference
approximations in equation (40). If the grid varies with time, then additional constraints on
the evaluation of the metric terms using finite difference approximations are imposed by the
geometric conservation law of Thomas and Lombard [27]. Since the grids used in this
research are not varying with time, this is not a concern here and will not be covered
further. The specific differencing schemes used to evaluate the metric terms will be
discussed in the next chapter.
The expressions given in equation (35) for the partial derivatives with respect to x
and y can be substituted into equation (32) to transform the governing equations into the
computational domain.
(42)
If equation (42) is multiplied by j-! and the chain rule for differentiation is used, equation
(42) can be rewritten as follows.
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(43)
If therelationsdefinedin equation(40)aresubstitutedinto the lastfour termsof equation
(43),the lastfour termscanceleachotherout. As mentionedearlier,thegridsusedin this
researchdonotvarywith time,sothattheterminvolvingthederivativeof J -1 with respect
to time is zero. Thus equation (43) can be reduced to
-1 0 -1
_(J Q)+_'_[J (_x( F- Fv)+ _y(G-Gv))]+
(44)
In order to simplify equation (44) further, the following definitions are made.
1
0=7o
= l(r/xF + r/_,G)
(45)
Substituting the relationships in equation (45) into equation (44) results in the following
vector equation for the conservation form of the two-dimensional Reynolds-averaged
incompressible Navier-Stokes equations expressed in a generalized non orthogonal
coordinate system.
°3----@0+ _-_ (/_-/3v) + _ ((_ - (_,) = 0o_t (46)
The viscous flux vectors in equation (46) contain derivatives with respect to x and y that
must also be transformed to the computational domain. The individual vectors in equation
(46) are defined below.
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The vector equation (46) represents the set of equations governing the fluid dynamics of the
two-dimensional flow field to be studied in this research. The numerical scheme used to
solve the set of equations (46) will be discussed in the next chapter.
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CHAPTERV
NUMERICAL SOLUTION OF GOVERNING EQUATIONS
The computer code chosen to perform all the computations presented in this
research was INS2D-UP. INS2D-UP was developed at NASA Ames Research Center by
Rogers and Kwak [28,29,30,31]. The code numerically solves the two-dimensional
Reynolds-averaged Incompressible Navier-Stokes equations developed in the previous
chapter by making use of the method of artificial compressibility, first introduced by
Chorin [32]. INS2D can be used to compute time-accurate solutions to unsteady flow
problems, as well as steady-state solutions. All of the computations presented in this report
were performed using the steady-state flow option. A number of turbulence models are
available in INS2D, including the Baldwin-Lomax algebraic model, the one-equation
Baldwin-Barth model, the one-equation Spalart-Allmaras model, and the two-equation k-o)
model. In addition, INS2D includes several different schemes for solving the linear system
of equations that result from the implicit finite difference algorithm.
In this chapter, a brief description of the method of artificial compressibility will be
given, followed by a development of the finite difference equations used to approximate the
governing equations. A description of the flux-difference splitting scheme used to compute
the convective terms will also be given. The linear system of equations that result from the
implicit finite difference algorithm will be derived. Finally, the characteristic relations used
to update boundary conditions will be covered.
Method of Artificial Compressibility
The two-dimensional incompressible Navier-Stokes equations are a set of mixed
elliptic-parabolic partial differential equations. This means that disturbances must
propagate to all points in the flow field in a single time step. The elliptic nature of the
equations requires an iterative solution scheme to solve the equations at each time step.
One approach to solving the two-dimensional incompressible Navier-Stokes equations is to
recast the equations into a parabolic transport equation for vorticity and an elliptic Poisson
equation for stream function. These equations are solved using a time-marching scheme.
Initial conditions for votticity and stream function are specified at all grid points. The
vorticity transport equation is then solved at all grid points to advance the values of vorticity
to the next time step. An iterative scheme is used to solve the Poisson equation for new
values of stream function at all grid points using the new values of vordcity. The new
values of stream function can be used to compute the components of velocity at each grid
point. A second Poisson equation must be solved to determine the pressure at each grid
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pointfor eachstep. Theboundaryconditionsareupdatedbasedonvaluesof vorticity and
streamfunction atinteriorgrid pointsandtheprocessisrepeatedfor thenexttimestep.
This sameprocedurecanbeusedto computesteadyflowsalso. In thiscase,thesolutionis
marchedin pseudo-timeuntil steady-statevaluesfor vorticityandstreamfunctionare
achieved.ThePoissonequationfor pressurein a steadyflow is only solvedonce,after
vorticity andstreamfunctionhavereachedtheir steady-statevalues.
Thereareseveraldisadvantagesof usingthevorticity-streamfunctionformulation
to solvethetwo-dimensionalincompressibleNavier-Stokesequations.Thesolutionof one
or two Poissonequationsateachtimestepis compu_tionaUyexpensive.Becausethe
pressureiscomputedattheendof eachiteration,it isonly indirectlycoupledto thevelocity
field asthesolutionis advancedin time. However,thebiggestdrawbackof thevorticity-
streamfunctionformulationis thedifficulty in extendingthemethodto solvingthethree-
dimensionalincompressibleNavier-Stokesequations.A dualstreamfunction,which is the
three-dimensionalanalogto thetwo-dimensionalstreamfunction,mustbeusedto extend
thetechniqueto threedimensions.
In theartificial compressibilitymethod,thecontinuityequationis modifiedby
addinganartificial compressibilitytermwhichvanisheswhenthesteady-statesolutionis
reached.Thusthesteady-statesolutionstill satisfiestherequirementof adivergence-free
velocityfield asrequiredby theincompressiblecontinuityequation.Themodified
continuity equation can be written as
_9_5 cguI _gu2
 ÷-gTx 0 (48)
where/5 is the artificial density and x is a pseudo-time which is analogous to real time in a
compressible flow. Equation (48), together with the conservation of momentum equation,
is marched in pseudo-time until a steady-state solution is achieved. For unsteady flow
fields requiting time-accurate solutions to the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations, the
solution is advanced in physical time by iterating in pseudo-time until a divergence-free
velocity field is obtained at each new physical time level. As mentioned earlier, INS2D-UP
can be used to perform either steady-state or time accurate computations. All of the
computations performed for this research were steady-state in nature. Thus only the
steady-state formulation of INS2D-UP will be covered here. The differences between the
steady-state and the time accurate formulations are minor and the reader is referred to
reference [30] for details on the time-accurate formulation.
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Theadditionof theartificialcompressibilitytermto thecontinuityequationchanges
theincompressibleNavier-Stokesequationsfrom amixedsetof elliptic-parabolicpartial
differentialequationsto amixedsetof hyperbolic-parabolicpartialdifferentialequations.
This allowstheequationsto besolvedusingamarchingschemeandavoidstheneedfor
solvingaPoissonequationateachstep. The hyperbolic nature of the equations also
permits the convective fluxes to be upwind differenced rather than central differenced.
Schemes employing central differencing of the convective fluxes require artificial
dissipation to be explicitly added in order to damp out numerical oscillations resulting from
the non linearity of the convective fluxes. The amount of dissipation added has a direct
effect on the final solution and must be adjusted to fit the specific application being
simulated. Use of an upwind differencing scheme for the convective fluxes avoids the
difficulties associated with central differencing. The upwind differencing of the convective
fluxes is a way of following the propagation of the artificial waves generated by the
artificial compressibility. Upwind differencing is a naturally dissipative scheme which
damps out the numerical oscillations caused by the nonlinear convective fluxes. An
additional benefit of using upwind differencing of the convective fluxes is that the scheme
contributes to terms on the diagonal of the Jacobian of the residual, making the scheme
nearly diagonally dominant. This helps improve the convergence rate of the algorithm used
to solve the system of linear equations.
The artificial density can be related to the pressure by an artificial equation of state
as shown below.
p = fl_3 (49)
The term 13in equation (49) is the artificial compressibility factor and is analogous to the
square of the speed of sound in the physical domain. The value of 13governs the rate at
which waves propagate throughout the domain. If equation (49) is substituted into
equation (48), the following modified continuity equation is obtained.
,gz + =0 (5O)
The direct coupling of the pressure field and the velocity field provided by the artificial
compressibility method is evident from equation (50). Replacing the standard
incompressible continuity equation in the vector equation (46) with equation (50) yields the
following vector equation.
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Finite Difference Approximations
In order to numerically solve the set of governing equations expressed in equation
(51), all of the partial derivatives must be replaced by t-mite difference approximations. A
finite difference approximation is an algebraic expression based on a Taylor series
expansion about a point, which approximates the value of the partial derivative at that point.
A wide variety of finite difference approximations of differing orders of accuracy can be
derived for a given partial derivative. The finite difference approximations used in the
INS2D-UP code will be discussed in the following sections. The approach outlined here
follows the development by Rogers [3 I].
Metric Terms. All of the metric terms that resulted from the transformation of the
governing equations to a generalized non orthogonal coordinate system must be represented
with finite difference approximations. The metric terms appearing in equation (51) are not
evaluated directly using finite difference approximations. Rather, the quantities x_, x,q, y_,
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andyn are evaluated using finite difference approximations. The results are then averaged
and substituted into equations (40) and (41) to obtain values for the metric terms in
equation (51). This method of computing the metric terms ensures free-stream preservation
on a stationary grid. A second-order accurate central difference approximation can be used
to represent the partial derivatives as shown in the example below.
I , (52)
Similar expressions can be written for the remaining partial derivatives. These expressions
are evaluated for the entire finite difference grid. The metric terms are then defined as
illustrated using the following averaging procedure.
(53)
Since the grids do not vary with time, this process only needs to be done once to define the
metric terms for the entire computation.
Convective flux terms. The convective flux terms are represented by the vectors
and (_ in equation (51). If the contravariant velocity components U1 and U2, defined as
u, = _xU,+_:u_
U 2 = rlxUl + rlyu 2
(54)
are used in the convective flux vectors, then F and G can be written as follows.
p=7/u,V,+
Lucy,+¢,pJ Lu2Uz + rl,pJ
(55)
The Jacobian matrix of the convective flux vector P is then given by
A=_= _ _u t+U, _yu, (56)
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A similarexpressioncanbewrittenfor theJacobianmatrixB of (_. The Jacobian matrices
A and B can be diagonalized by applying a similarity transformation of the form
A = XAAaX_ I (57)
where XA is the matrix of eigenvectors of A and AA is the diagonal matrix of eigenvalues of
A. A similar process is followed for matrix B. The matrices AA and AB are defined as
:I 0:1 [ ]!_ o o= U 2 + c a 0= U t +c A AB jAa J 0 0 U t - c A 0 0 U 2 - c_ (58)
where
(59)
Note that CA and C_ are always positive and will always be larger in magnitude than U] and
U2 respectively. Thus the second eigenvalue for A and B will always be positive and the
third eigenvalue will always be negative. This fact will be used to bias the differencing of
the convective flux vectors based on the eigenvalues of the convective flux Jacobians.
The upwind differencing scheme will be developed for one coordinate direction and
then applied to each coordinate direction separately. The derivative of the convective flux
vector/_ with respect to _ can be approximated by
(60)
where
<,=.,=_[p(_.,.,)+p(o.)-<,=,,]
<,=,,=½[p(o.)+p(o__,.,)-< =,,1
(61)
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The terms _)i+1/2,j and (_i-1/2.j are dissipation terms. If _)i+l/2,j and dgi-l,,'2,j are set to zero,
then equations (60) and (61) represent a second-order central-difference scheme. If the
terms dPi+l/2,j and Oi-1/2,j are defined as
_+,:_,j= ,4F,++,/_,j- AF,-+I/_,j
0,-,/_,i= @:-,/_,j - AP,-,/_,j (62)
then a first-order upwind scheme results. The terms A F+ represent the flux difference
across positive or negative traveling waves. These terms are defined as
A + "_
AF_-I/2,j = A-(Qi-i/z,j) AQi_,/2,j
(63)
where
(64)
and
Q/i+l/2,j 1 - +o.)
-ai-ll2,j 1
"_--'2(Qi,j + O/--l,j )
(65)
The splitting of the Jacobian matrix A is accomplished by using equation (57) together with
the following equation.
+ 1 A
AT_ = _(A+--IAAI) (66)
The A,_ diagonal matrix contains only positive eigenvalues and the A A diagonal matrix
contains only negative eigenvalues.
Higher order upwind difference schemes can be created by making suitable choices
for the $i+l/2,j and (Pi-1/2,j terms. INS2D-UP includes a third-order and a fifth-order
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accurateupwinddifferenceschemeandallowstheuserto designatewhichschemeshould
beusedby meansof aparameterin theinputfile. Implementationof thehigher-order
schemesdoesnot significantlyincreasethecomputationtimebecauseall theflux
differencesA F± are computed for an entire grid line at a time. The main difficulty with
using upwind schemes of greater than first order accuracy is that a reduction of order is
required at the boundaries. This problem is handled in INS2D-UP by using the following
for the dPi÷v'2,j and (_i-I/2,j terms adjacent to boundaries.
(67)
For _ = 0, the scheme degenerates to a second-order central-difference approximation at
the boundary. If _ = 1, the scheme becomes the first-order upwind difference scheme
given by equation (62). By using a small value for _, dissipation is added to the central
difference scheme, suppressing numerical oscillations at the boundary and maintaining near
second-order accuracy. The default value recommended in INS2D-UP is _ = 0.01.
Viscous Flux Terms. The partial derivatives of the viscous flux terms /_v and Gv in
equation (51) must also be approximated using finite difference approximations. A second-
order accurate central difference scheme is used in INS2D-UP to approximate the partial
derivatives of the viscous flux terms. The finite difference expressions for the partial
derivatives of/_ with respect to _ and G_ with respect to rl can be written as
1_vl ((fi'v)i+l,j-(Fv)i-l,j)
"--_ )i.j : 2A¢
,90 )i,j 2Arl
(68)
Note that the turbulent viscosity appearing in the viscous flux vectors must be computed for
the entire grid at each step in pseudo-time using the turbulence model.
Pseudo-Time Derivatives. Since equation (51) is solved by using a marching
scheme in pseudo-time until a steady-state solution is obtained, accuracy in pseudo-time is
not required and a fLrst-order implicit Euler differencing scheme can be used to represent
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thepartialderivativeof Q with respect to pseudo-time x. The use of an implicit
differencing scheme eliminates the restriction on step size in pseudo-time that exists for an
explicit scheme due to stability criteria. Equation (51) is first rewritten as
0--_-= -R (69)
where
(70)
is referred to as the residual vector. Applying the implicit Euler scheme to equation (69)
yields
Q,,+l _ Q,, -R "+1
JAr = (71)
where
Q= J0 (72)
The right hand side of equation (71) can be written as a Taylor series expansion in time and
truncated after the first two terms to linearize it. If the chain rule for partial differentiation is
also used, then the right hand side of equation (71) can be expressed as
..-,. R.+.,#_'_)"=R.+_(o,,_.(oo)
\ o3"c) Co3Q ) L o3_:)
R.+' = ,_. +( O'_"(O.+__O. )
_ OQ)
(73)
If equation (73) is substituted back into equation (71) and the terms are rearranged, the
following linear system of equations results
1 i+(o3R'_"]..+ijto -oo)---." (74)
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Equation(74)representsthelinearsystemof equationsthatmustbesolvedto
obtainthesteady-stateflow field onthecomputationaldomain.TheJacobianof the
residualvectorR on the right hand side of equation (74) can be very expensive to form for
each iteration. Therefore, INS2D-UP utilizes approximate Jacobians of the flux differences
to form the banded matrix represented by the Jacobian of the residual vector. The detailed
expressions for the elements of the approximate Jacobian of the residual vector can be
found in reference [31].
As mentioned previously, INS2D-UP provides a number of different schemes for
solving the linear system of equations represented by equation (74). The method used for
the present research is the Generalized Minimal Residual or GMRES method, which is
described by Rogers [33]. Rogers notes that the convergence of the GMRES method is
dependent on the eigenvalue distribution of the matrix being solved. Rapid convergence
requires the system of equations to be preconditioned. The preconditioner used INS2D-UP
is an Incomplete Lower-Upper (ILU) factorization scheme with zero additional fill. In the
study conducted by Rogers [33], the GMRES with ILU preconditioner outperformed point
relaxation and line relaxation sotution schemes by a factor of between 2 and 9 for a variety
of different cases. Typical solution times for the grids used in this research are given in
Chapter 7.
Characteristic Relations for Updating Inflow/Outflow Boundary Conditions
Boundary conditions are required at all boundaries of the computational domain in
order to obtain a solution to the governing equations on the computational domain.
Boundary conditions at no-slip surfaces, slip surfaces, and at the interfaces between grids
of a composite grid will be discussed in the next chapter. The boundary conditions used
for inflow and outflow boundaries in INS2D-UP are based on the method of
characteristics. The use of the artificial compressibility formulation introduces finite-speed
waves in the computational domain which are governed by the equations
for waves traveling in the _ direction and
0__._0= 0G (76)
0"r 0r/
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for waves traveling in the r/ direction. The characteristic relations will be developed here
for the 4 direction, noting that similar results are obtained for the 77 direction. Using
equations (54) and (55), equation (75) can be rewritten as
_ = OQ XAAAX a' -_ (77)
00_. cgF OQ A -
Or cgQ 034 034
Multiplying both sides of equation (77) by X_ 1 yields
o30 .AAXA l OQ (78)
If the X,_1 matrix were moved inside the spatial and time derivatives, the result
would be a system of independent scalar equations known as the characteristic equations,
each having the form of a wave equation. The sign of the eigenvalues determine the
direction of travel of each of the characteristic waves. Information is propagated by the
characteristic waves in the direction dictated by the sign of the eigenvalues. For example,
at an inflow boundary in a subsonic flow, there are two characteristic waves traveling in the
positive direction and one traveling in the negative direction, corresponding to the two
positive and one negative eigenvalues (see equation 56). The characteristic wave traveling
in the negative direction brings flow field information from the interior of the computational
domain to the boundary. Thus at an inflow boundary in a subsonic flow, two elements of
the {_ vector can be specified and the third is computed using a characteristic relation.
For an outflow boundary in a subsonic flow, there are again two characteristic
waves traveling in the positive direction and one in the negative direction. In this case the
two characteristic waves traveling in the positive direction bring flow field information
from the interior of the computational domain to the boundary. Thus, at an outflow
boundary in a subsonic flow, one element of the Q vector can be specified and the other
two are computed using the characteristic relations.
Equation (78) can be generalized to apply to either inflow or outflow boundaries by
multiplying both sides of the equation by a diagonal selection matrix L which has an entry
of 1 in the position of the eigenvalues to be selected for a given boundary and zeros
elsewhere. Thus equation (78) becomes
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LX_' °38 1 O3Q
Ov- LAAX_ -_ (79)
If the psuedotime derivative in equation (79) is replaced with an implicit Euler differencing
scheme, equation (79) can be written as
.4- LAAX j' Q"+' - Q") =-LX_' 9Q" (8O)
Equation (80) provides an implicit means of updating boundary conditions at inflow and
outflow boundaries. However, boundary conditions must be supplied for all the diagonal
elements of the L matrix which have a value of zero. This can be incorporated into
equation (80) by defining a vector 12 which contains a boundary condition corresponding
to each diagonal element of the L matrix which has a value of zero. The remaining
elements of the 12 vector are zero. Note that since the elements of the £2 vector are held
constant in time, the following relationship holds true.
0 =_=01"2 o3"('2o3Q=_=o312 0 (81)
o3_ o3Q o3z o3Q
Substituting equation (81) into equation (80) yields
( LX_' a o3n_, .÷, O3Q"JAy
which can be used to implicitly update the elements of the Q vector at any inflow or
outflow boundary with the proper choice of L and 12.. The specific choices used for the L
and 12. elements in the present study will be discussed in the next chapter.
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CHAPTERVI
COMPUTATIONAL GRID GENERATION AND BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
Generating the two-dimensional computational grid for a multi-element airfoil can
be a difficult process. The goal is to generate a computational grid which has sufficient
resolution to capture the pertinent flow features. In the flow field around a multi-element
airfoil, the important features include the wake regions from the main element, the flap
elements, and the slat, the cove regions on the main element or the flaps where recirculating
flow may exist, and the gap region between elements where confluent boundary layers are
usually present. The grid density should be such that further increases in grid density do
not change the solution.
There are two main types of finite-difference grids in general use for performing
numerical solutions to the Navier-Stokes equations: unstructured grids and structured
grids. Unstructured two-dimensional grids are essentially made up of clouds of grid points
in space. Typically, every grid point is joined to neighboring grid points to form triangular
cells. There are several advantages to using unstructured grids. Grid points can be easily
clustered in regions of the computational domain where detailed flow features need to be
resolved. Multiple independent closed surfaces can be easily represented within the
computational domain using a single grid. There are also some disadvantages to using
unstructured grids. A large number of grid points are required to adequately resolve
boundary layer flows, due to constraints on the aspect ratio of the triangular elements.
Most algorithms for numerically solving the Navier-Stokes equations are written for
structured grids and must be modified to work with unstructured grids. Solution
algorithms for the Navier-Stokes equations on unstructured grids are slower and require
more memory than corresponding algorithms for structured grids.
An example of a structured two-dimensional grid for a cylinder is shown in
Figure 20. It is composed of i radial grid lines andj circumferential grid lines, forming an
ixj mesh. If the i grid lines are perpendicular to thej grid lines everywhere within the
grid, the grid is classified as an orthogonal grid. C grids, O grids, and H grids are
common examples of structured grids. Two-dimensional structured grids around a single
body, such as an airfoil, are easy to generate. Their regular structure simplifies the
numerical algorithms used to solve the Navier-Stokes equations, leading to lower memory
requirements and faster solution speeds. One of the disadvantages of structured grids is
that it is difficult, and in many cases impossible, to represent two or more closely spaced
independent closed surfaces, such as a multi-element airfoil, within the computational
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domainusinga singlegrid. Thereare,however,severalwaysto combinemultiple
individualstructuredgridsintoasinglecompositecomputationalgrid.
Figure20: Exampleof a two-dimensional structured O grid around a cylinder.
One way to patch grids together is by means of the chimera scheme [34]. In the
chimera scheme, one grid can be imbedded within another, as shown in Figure 21. A hole
boundary is defined in the outer or parent grid to allow the inner grid to be imbedded. The
grid points from the outer grid contained within the hole boundary can be "olanked out' so
that they are ignored in the Navier-Stokes solution algorithm. The hole boundary becomes
a physical boundary for the outer grid. The hole boundary must be completely contained
within the outer boundary of the imbedded grid so that boundary conditions can be
interpolated from the inner grid to the hole boundary grid points. Likewise boundary
conditions for the outer boundary grid points of the imbedded grid are interpolated from the
outer grid. In this manner, several relatively simple structured grids can be combined to
create a complex composite grid.
The choice of grid type to be used for this investigation was dictated by a number of
factors. The large number of configurations to be computed to generate the computational
database made solution speed an important consideration. The need to parametrically vary
flap position relative to the main element also had an impact on the choice of grid type. If
an unstructured grid were used, it would have to be completely regenerated every time the
flap position was changed. By using the chimera scheme with structured grids, the
individual grids can be generated once and the flap grid can then be imbedded in the main
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element grid in different positions. These factors dictated the use of the chimera scheme to
combine several simple structured grids into a composite grid representing the NACA
632-215 ModB airfoil in the NASA Ames 7- by 10-Foot Wind Tunnel. In the following
sections, the programs used to generate and combine the grids are discussed briefly and the
grids used for the present computations are described in detail. The boundary conditions
used for each grid and in particular the boundary conditions used to model the lift-
enhancing tabs are also discussed. Finally, the results of a grid sensitivity study are
presented.
Surface Grid Generation
The first step in the grid generation process is to create the surface grids. A
program called SURFGEN2D was written to generate surface grids for the main element
and the flap element. SURFGEN2D is based on the surface grid generation routines used
in the potential flow panel code PMARC [35]. A set of (x,z) coordinates representing the
surface are read in from a file and cubic splines are fit through the data. Nodes or break
points can be specified at any of the points in the original set of coordinates. A break point
is always required at the end of the coordinate set. At each break point the user must
specify the number of grid points and the spacing of the grid points between the current
break point and the previous one, or the beginning of the coordinate set if there is no
previous break point. In addition, the slope of the cubic spline fit must be specified as
continuous or discontinuous across each break point. The grid point spacing options
available within SURFGEN2D include equal spacing, half cosine spacing with the smallest
spacing at current break point, half cosine spacing with the smallest spacing at the previous
break point, full cosine spacing, and a spacing algorithm developed by Vinokur [36] with
the grid point spacing specified at both ends of the region between the current break point
and the previous break point. The output from SURFGEN2D is a surface grid file which
is then used to generate a two-dimensional finite difference grid.
Two-Dimensional Finite Difference Qrid Generation
The grid generation program HYPGEN [37] was used to generate the main element
and flap grids. HYPGEN is a hyperbolic grid generation program which requires a surface
grid as input. Both two-dimensional and three dimensional grids can be generated with
HYPGEN. The finite difference grid is generated in a direction normal to the surface
using the solution to a set of hyperbolic partial differential equations. The program allows
multiple zones to be defined in the grid generation process, with the number of points, the
size of the region, and the stretching options identified for each zone. The stretching
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optionsincludeexponentialstretchingwith initial spacingat thebeginningof theregion
specified,hyperbolictangentstretchingwith gridspacingspecifiedatoneor bothendsof
theregion,exponentialstretchingwith variablegrid spacingatthebeginningof theregion,
hyperbolicstretchingwith variablegrid spacingat oneor bothendsof theregion,anduser-
definedstretching.HYPGENalsoallowsmanydifferenttypesof boundaryconditionsto
beimposedattheboundaryof thegrid. The boundary of the generated grid can be free-
floating (i.e. no constraint is applied), constrained to a constant x, y, or z plane,
constrained in two coordinates and free in the third, or periodic with the first and last grid
point in the periodic direction coincident. Several other types of boundary conditions can
be imposed at the boundary of the grid to handle special cases such as a singular axis point.
HYPGEN also has several input parameters that are used to control the smoothness and
orthogonality of the generated grid. Guidelines for setting these parameters are given in the
HYPGEN users manual, but the optimum settings for a particular grid are problem-
dependent and must be determined on a trial-and-error basis.
Composite Grid Generation
Once the individual two-dimensional finite difference grids have been generated,
they must be combined into a single composite computational grid using the chimera
scheme. This is accomplished by using a program called PEGSUS [38]. PEGSUS reads
in the individual grids to be combined and a file of user inputs which tell PEGSUS how to
combine the grids. In the simplest case of combining two grids, the user must identify
which grid is the imbedded grid and which grid is the outer grid. The scale, position and
orientation of the imbedded grid within the outer grid is then defined in that order. The
imbedded grid is then positioned within the outer grid by PEGSUS as shown in Figure 22.
The next step performed by PEGSUS is to identify the holes and interpolation
boundary points within the various grids. PEGSUS provides three ways to define holes
within grids. Two of these methods are indirect means of defining holes and the third is a
direct specification of the grid points that define the hole. The indirect means of defining
holes in a grid are the more commonly used methods, since the desired hole is generally
irregular in shape and the grid points within the hole are not generally known beforehand.
The first method of defining holes in a grid is to define a surface or set of surfaces
within the imbedded grid which cut a hole in the outer grid. For the case illustrated in
Figure 23, thej = 10 grid line (wherej = 1 is the surface grid andj = 17 is the outer
boundary of the grid) is defined as the surface in the imbedded grid which makes a hole in
the outer grid. The grid points in the outer grid are then checked to see if they lie inside or
outside the hole boundary defined by thej = 10 surface in the imbedded grid. Grid points
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Imbeddedgrid
Outer grid
/
Composite grid prior to removal of hole points
Figure 22: Example of imbedding one grid within another.
from the outer grid lying inside the surface defining the hole boundary are identified as hole
points. The set of grid points from the outer grid that are immediately outside the surface
defining the hole boundary are identified as interpolation boundary points. The outer
boundary points of the imbedded grid are also identified as interpolation boundary points.
Communication of the solution to the Navier-Stokes equations between the two grids is
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j = 10 grid line in
imbedded grid defines
hole surface
Points from outer
grid lying inside hole
surface identified as
hole points and blanked
Points from outer
grid lying immediately
outside hole surface
identified as interpolation
boundary points
Figure 23: Example of defining hole in outer grid using surface from imbedded grid.
achieved by interpolating the boundary conditions for the interpolation boundary points in
one grid from the field points in the other grid. Thus care must be taken to define the
surface in the imbedded grid which makes a hole in the outer grid such that there is a
minimum overlap of at least one grid cell between the grids around the entire hole
boundary.
The second method of creating holes in a grid is to specify a box or set of boxes in
the outer grid which define hole boundaries. For the simple case of two grids, the
imbedded grid is positioned within the box and must have its entire outer boundary outside
the box as shown in Figure 24. For more complex cases, multiple boxes can be used to
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definetheholeboundary.Boxescanalsobeusedin conjunctionwith thesurfacemethod
describedaboveto generateacomplexholeboundary.Eachbox isdefmedby inputting
minimumandmaximumvaluesfor eachof thex, and y coordinates. Hole points and
interpolation boundary points are then identified as described above.
Box defining hole boundaries
in outer grid
Figure 24: Example of defining hole in outer grid using a box.
The direct method for defining a hole in a mesh involves specifying the i, j indices
of the grid points that are to be identified as hole points. The interpolation boundary points
are defined as the set of grid points immediately adjacent to the user-specified hole points.
Again, care must be taken to allow the imbedded grid and the outer grid to overlap by at
least one grid cell around the entire hole boundary to allow interpolation stencils to be set
up for each of the interpolation boundary points. The direct method of defining holes in a
mesh can be combined with the indirect methods described above to provide considerable
flexibility in creating complex hole boundaries.
Once the individual grids have all been positioned within the composite grid and all
the hole points and interpolation boundary points have been identified, PEGSUS must
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identify eachgrid pointin thecompositegrid aseithera fieldpoint, aholepoint,or an
interpolationboundarypoint sothatthealgorithmusedfor solvingtheNavier-Stokes
equationsonthecompositegrid cantreatall thegrid pointsproperly.This is accomplished
by meansof anarraycalled[BLANK. Everygridpoint in thecompositegrid hasan
[BLANK valuewhichis storedin the[BLANK array. Holepointsandinterpolation
boundarypointsareassignedan[BLANK valueof zero([BLANK = 0). Thesepointsare
eitherignoredby theflow solutionalgorithmif theyareaholepointor havethesolution
updatedby interpolationif theyareaninterpolationboundarypoint. Fieldpointshavean
[BLANK valueof one([BLANK = 1)andthesolutionat thesepointsis updatedby the
flow solutionalgorithmandtheassociatedboundaryconditions.The[BLANK arrayis
writtento aninterpolationfile whichcanbereadin bytheflow solutionalgorithm.
In additionto settingup the[BLANK array,PEGSUSmustdeterminean
interpolationstencilor setof grid pointsthatcanbeusedto supplyinformationto agiven
interpolationboundarypoint andthecorrespondinginterpolationcoefficientsfor that
stencil. Theinterpolationstencilfor agiveninterpolationboundarypoint will dependon
how theholeboundaryisdefined. PEGSUSprovidesachoiceof two different typesof
holeboundaries:a singlefringeboundaryanddoublefringeboundary.A fringepoint is
anothernamefor aninterpolationboundarypoint. A singlefringeboundaryis definedas
thesetof grid pointsimmediatelyadjacento aholein agrid. For asinglefringeboundary,
thereis only oneinterpolationboundarypointor fringepointbetweenaholepoint anda
field point. If two interpolationboundarypointsaredefinedbetweenaholepointanda
field point, adoublefringeboundaryresults.A doublefringeboundarygenerallyprovides
moreaccurateinterpolationbetweengridsthanasinglefringeboundarybecauseit allows
theuseof a higherorderinterpolationstencil.However,adoublefringeboundarycanbe
moredifficult to implementwhencreatingacompositegrid becauseit requiresalarger
overlapregionbetweentheholeboundaryin theoutergrid andtheouterboundaryof the
imbeddedgrid.
Grid Generation Process
The two-dimensional computational grid used to represent the two-element NACA
632-215 ModB airfoil in the Ames 7- by 10-Foot Wind Tunnel was composed of three
individual structured grids which were combined into a single composite computational
grid using the chimera scheme. The three individual grids used were the main element
grid, the flap grid, and the wind tunnel test section grid. The computational grid included
the wind tunnel test section so that direct comparisons could be made between the
computational results and the experimental results without having to make any wind tunnel
wall corrections to the experimental data.
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Thecoordinatedatausedto generatethesurfacegridsrepresentingthemainelement
andtheflapwasobtainedfroma digitalvalidationof themodel. A BrownandSharpe
validatorwasusedto digitizethemainelementandtheflap. Approximatesection
coordinatedatafor themainelementandflapwasusedto determinesurfacenormalvectors
sothatthevalidatorcouldmakeits measurementsby comingin normalto thesurface.This
greatlyimprovestheaccuracyof themeasurementsin regionsof highsurfacecurvature
suchasin theleadingedgeregions.TheBrown andSharpevaiidatorhasanominal
accuracyof betterthan_+0.001inch. Forthecomputationalgrids,all coordinatedatawas
nondimensionalizedby thechordof theairfoil with theflap retracted,yieldingareference
chordof 1.0for thecomputationalmodel. All grid point spacings and distances in the
following discussion should be understood as nondimensional fractions of chord.
The main element of the airfoil and the flap were each represented with a single
two-dimensional C grid. The surface grid used for the main element and its wake is shown
in Figure 25. Note that the upper and lower wake lines are coincident and the full length of
the wake is not shown. The actual grid points are omitted for clarity. A similar surface
Figure 25: Surface grids used to generate main element and flap grids.
grid was used for the flap. The shape of the main element wake line was based in part on
previous computational work done on two-element airfoils by Carrananto [12]. The main
element wake line follows the contour of the upper surface of the deflected flap,
maintaining a constant height above the flap equal to the size of the flap gap between the
main element and the flap. Beyond the trailing edge of the flap, the main element wake line
is then deflected gradually until it lines up with the free stream flow. The main element
wake line extends 2.5 chord lengths downstream from the flap trailing edge. The wake line
is represented with 130 grid points. Vinokur stretching is used with a grid spacing of 0.08
at the downstream end of the wake and a grid spacing of 1.0E-05 at the main element
trailing edge. A high density of grid points along the main element wake line was desired
in order to resolve flow field details over the upper surface of the flap.
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Theflapwakeline leavestangento thelowersurfaceof theflapat thetrailingedge
andgraduallydeflectsuntil it linesupwith thefreestreamflow. Theflapwakeline
extends1.25chordlengthsdownstreamfrom theflap trailingedgeandis representedwith
110grid points. Vinokurstretchingis usedwith agrid spacingof 0.025at thedownstream
endof thewakeline andagrid spacingof 1.0E-05attheflap trailingedge. Theshapeof
thewakelinesfor eachelementweredeterminedonatrial-and-errorbasiswith the
objectiveof keepingthecomputedvelocitydefectfromeachwakemoreor lesscenteredon
thewakelines.
Thetrailingedgesof themainelementandtheflap requiredspecialattentionin the
surfacegrid generationprocess.TheNACA 632-215ModB airfoil hasblunt trailingedges
on themainelementandflap,with athicknessoft/c = 0.0013andt/c= 0.001respectively.
Theblunt trailingedgesweremodeledasshownin Figure26. Theactual
Modelmainelement
trailingedge
CFDrepresentation j----_ TM
of trailing edge _i
\
A(x/c) = 0.005
m(z/c) ! 0.0015
1
Figure 26: Model used to represent blunt trailing edges in the computational grid.
trailing edge thickness was maintained up to a point 0.005 from the trailing edge. Then the
upper surface was transitioned down to the lower surface using a quadratic curve fit which
matched the slope of the upper surface at the point 0.005 from the trailing edge. This
model allowed the flow physics associated with a blunt trailing edge, namely a recirculation
bubble aft of the blunt trailing edge and a base pressure load, to be captured while
permitting the main element and flap to each be represented with a single conventional
C grid. This model also simplified the task of creating the composite grid using the
chimera scheme. The wake region behind the blunt trailing edges of the main element and
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flapdid not haveto berepresentedwith separategrids. Thisreducedthenumberof
individual grids required to represent the two-element airfoil from four to two and made it
easier to parametrically vary the flap gap and flap angle with respect to the main element.
The surface grids for the main element and flap were divided into several regions.
Vinokur stretching with grid point spacing specified at the beginning and end of the region
was used to control the spacing of grid points in all regions. The fn'st region extended
from the trailing edge to a point 0.001 forward of the trailing edge on the lower surface on
each element. This region was represented using 25 grid points with a beginning and
ending grid spacing of 1.0E-05. This region was created to allow the lift-enhancing tabs to
be modeled as shown in Figure 27. In the boundary conditions file for the Navier-Stokes
solution algorithm, no slip boundary conditions are specified for a set of grid points
representing the surface of the tab, as depicted by the outline in Figure 27. The points
within the outline representing the tab have their IBLANK value set to zero in the IBLANK
array, so that these points are ignored by the solution algorithm. The beginning and ending
grid spacings in this region were chosen to resolve the boundary layer along the surface of
the tabs. The number of grid points used in the tab region was chosen such that the grid
lines leaving normal to the lower surface at the trailing edge remained relatively parallel to
each other at least through a distance equal to the height of the tab. When no tab is desired
on either the main element or the flap, the corresponding boundary conditions are simply
commented out in the boundary condition file and the grid points at the tab location are
treated as normal field points.
The next region of the surface grid for the main element is the cove region. This
region extends from a point 0.001 forward of the main element trailing edge to the
beginning of the cove on the lower surface. On the NACA 632-215 ModB airfoil used in
the experiment, the lower surface of the airfoil transitions smoothly into the cove region as
shown in Figure 28a. This geometry does not produce a well-defined flow separation
point, as would be the case for the cove region shown in Figure 28b. Thus, the grid
spacing at the beginning of the cove region was made fine to try and accurately resolve the
point at which the flow separates as it enters the cove region. The cove region was
represented using 80 grid points with a grid spacing of 0.0005 at the upstream end of the
cove and a grid spacing of 1.0E-05 at.the downstream end of the cove.
The remainder of the surface grids for the main element and the flap are divided into
two regions: the lower surface region and the upper surface region. This allowed grid
points to be clustered at the leading edge of each element. The lower surface of the main
element, from the leading edge to the beginning of the cove, is represented using 80 grid
points with a grid spacing of 0.002 at the leading edge and 0.0005 at the beginning of the
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b) Main element cove typical of current
transport aircraft
Figure 28: Cove regions on main element for ModB model and for typical transport
aircraft.
cove. The upper surface of the main element is represented using 115 grid points with a
grid spacing of 0.002 at the leading edge and 1.0E-05 at the trailing edge. The flap lower
surface, from the leading edge to the beginning of the tab region, is represented with 65
grid points with a grid spacing of 0.001 at the leading edge and 1.0E-05 at the beginning of
the tab region. The flap upper surface is represented with 90 grid points with the same
initial and ending grid point spacing as the lower surface. The main element surface grid,
including the upper and lower wake lines, utilizes 561 grid points. The flap surface grid,
including the wake lines, is made up of 401 grid points.
The C gri.ds for the main element and flap were generated with HYPGEN, using the
surface grids for the main element and the flap as input. Both C grids were divided into
several zones in order to capture key flow field features. Hyperbolic tangent stretching
with initial and final grid point spacing specified was used to control the spacing of grid
points in each zone. The first zone extended from the surface to a distance, measured
normal to the surface, equal to the height of the lift-enhancing tab being modeled. For
example, if the tab height being simulated was 0.005, the f'a'st zone extended a distance of
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0.005 from the surface. This allowed the grid spacing in thej direction (normal to the
surface grid) to be controlled at the tip of the tab. The grid spacing at the surface in this
zone was 1.0E-05, which yielded a y+= 3.0 at the first grid point above the surface. This
value was chosen based on work done by Rogers in which the effect of the grid spacing at
the surface on the accuracy of various turbulence models was studied [21 ]. The grid point
spacing at the outer edge of this zone was 2.0E-05. A total of 45 grid points in thej
direction were used for tiffs zone.
The remaining zones in the main element grid were used to control grid point
spacing in thej direction in the flap gap region of the grid, as well as in the vicinity of the
hole boundary created by the flap grid. The grid point spacing at the inner edge of each
zone matched the spacing at the outer edge of the previous zone, .thus providing a smooth
transition in grid point spacing from one zone to the next. The second zone in the main
element grid had a width in thej direction of 0.07 and a total of 45 points were used in this
zone. The grid point spacing at the outer edge of this zone was 2.0E-03. The third zone
had a width of 0.5 and the grid point spacing at the outer edge of this zone was 5.0E-02.
This zone contained 20 grid points in thej direction. The final outer zone in the main
element grid was 0.5 wide, contained 10 grid points in thej direction, and a grid point
spacing at the outer edge of the zone of 1.0E-01. The total number of grid points in the j
direction used for the main element grid was 120. The outer boundary of the main element
grid was located 1.075 chord lengths from the surface.
The remaining zones in the flap grid were used to control grid point spacing in thej
direction in the region where the flap grid crosses the wake line of the main element grid.
Previous work by Rogers [21 ] has shown the importance of providing sufficient resolution
in the flap grid at the interface between the flap grid and the main element grid where the
flap grid crosses the main element wake cut. This is necessary so that flow field
information from the main element wake is properly communicated to the flap grid. Since
the main element wake line maintains a distance above the flap upper surface equal to the
flap gap size, the width of the second zone in the flap grid is set equal to the flap gap size
minus the width of the first zone in the flap grid. Tiffs allowsj grid lines in the flap grid to
be clustered around the wake line of the main element. The second zone in the flap grid
contains 45 points in the j direction and the spacing at the outer edge of the zone is 2.0E-
04. The final zone in the flap grid has a width of 0.045, contains 35 grid points in thej
direction, and has a grid spacing of 2.0E-03 at the outer edge. A total of 125 grid points in
thej direction were used in the flap grid. The outer boundary of the flap grid was located
0.07 to O. 10 chord lengths from the surface, depending on the size of the flap gap.
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Once the basic main element and flap grids were constructed, further refinement
was required in the wake regions of each grid. For a C grid around an airfoil, the grid
spacing in the direction normal to the wake line tends to be very free, with a large number
of grid points near the wake line. This is a result of the fine grid spacing used normal to
the airfoil surface to resolve the boundary layer. The clustering of grid lines around the
wake line can lead to convergence problems if the airfoil grid is imbedded in an outer,
coarser grid, due to inaccuracies in the interpolation between the very f'me grid and the
coarse grid. It can also make resolving the wake velocity defect more difficult as the
distance from the trailing edge increases. The wake from an airfoil spreads as it moves
away from the airfoil trailing edge. If grid lines are tightly clustered around the wake line,
the wake velocity defect is not resolved very well. However, if the grid lines are spread
away from the wake line in a fashion similar to the wake spreading, it is easier to resolve
the wake accurately over a greater distance downstream from the airfoil trailing edge.
Spreading the grid lines away from the wake line can also improve convergence for an
airfoil grid imbedded in a coarse outer grid because it provides a better matching of grid
spacing at the interface between the two grids. The grid lines around the wake line can be
made to spread with increasing distance from the airfoil trailing edge by applying an elliptic
smoothing algorithm to the wake region of the grid.
The individual grid files were read into an elliptic smoothing program along with an
input file identifying the grid point index corresponding to the lower surface trailing edge
grid point. The grid point index corresponding to the upper surface trailing edge grid point
can be computed based on the fact that the upper and lower wake lines of a C grid have the
same number of grid points. The elliptic smoothing algorithm only affects grid points that
are downstream of the trailing edge.
The algorithm works by utilizing the elliptic grid generation equations given below.
4= + = o) (83)
The grid spacing control parameters P and Q are set to zero, reducing equations (83) to a
pair of Laplace's equations. Transforming equations (83) to computational space with P
and Q set to zero yields
(84)
tx y¢_ - 2fl y_. + _yy,_ = 0
Finite difference expressions for the partial derivatives are then substituted into equations
(84). The resulting finite difference equations are solved by using an ADI method, but
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only sweepingthroughthegrid in the i direction (along the wake line). This has the effect
of making the grid point spacing in the direction normal to the wake line more uniform with
increasing distance downstream from the trailing edge, while preserving the grid point
spacing along the wake line. Two to four iterations are sufficient to produce a smoothly
spreading grid in the wake region. The resulting refined grid is compared to the original
grid in Figure 29. A similar comparison is shown in Figure 30 for the flap grid.
The area bounded by the wind tunnel test section walls was represented using an H
grid as shown in Figure 31. A close up of the test section region of the grid is given in
Figure 32. The test section walls in the NASA Ames 7- by 10-Foot Wind Tunnel diverge
at a small angle to account for the growth in the displacement thickness of the wall
boundary layer. Thus, the effective width between the side walls in the 7- by 10-Foot
Wind Tunnel is a constant 10 ft down the length of the test section. The walls in the
computational grid were modeled as parallel walls set 10 ft apart. A "slip" boundary
condition was specified at the wall, so that a uniform velocity profile was obtained across
the entire width of the test section grid. The test section grid was extended 10 chord
lengths upstream and 11 chord lengths downstream of the center of rotation for the airfoil.
Increasing the length of the test section grid further in either the upstream or the
downstream direction did not affect the solution in the imbedded multi-element airfoil grid.
Vinokur stretching was used to space the grid points in both the downstream and cross-
stream directions in the test section grid. A total of 151 grid points were used in the
downstream direction with the initial and final grid point spacing set to 1.0. In the cross-
stream direction, 150 grid points were used with the initial and final grid point spacing set
to 0.1. This resulted in a clustering of grid lines in the central portion of the test section
grid, which made defining the interface between the test section grid and the imbedded
airfoil grid simpler.
Once the three individual grids were constructed and ref'med, the final step in the
grid generation process was to combine the three grids in the proper positions and
orientations using PEGSUS to create the composite grid. The flap grid was imbedded
entirely within the main element grid. The input parameters in PEGSUS used to define the
position and orientation of the flap grid in the main element grid were determined using a
utility program called GAPME, originally written by Storms [8,9] and modified for the
present study. The GAPME program reads in the surface grid files for the main element
and the flap, along with the desired settings for flap angle, gap, and overlap. GAPME has
several algorithms for setting flap gap. The one used in this case was consistent with the
experimental definition of flap gap described earlier and shown in Figure 14. The GAPME
program rotates the flap about its leading edge to the desired flap angle. The flap is then
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translated in two-dimensional space until the desired flap gap and overlap are achieved.
Finally, the flap is rotated back to a 0 ° flap angle and the new coordinates of the flap leading
edge are determined, along with the translation offsets from the original coordinates of the
flap leading edge. The translation offsets and the new coordinates of the flap leading edge
are written to an output file for use in setting input parameters in PEGSUS. In PEGSUS,
the flap grid is first translated by the translation offsets and then rotated to the desired flap
angle about a rotation point defined by the new coordinates of the flap leading edge as
computed by GAPME.
In order to imbed the flap grid in the main element grid, the hole boundary of the
hole that the flap grid makes in the main element grid must be defined. This is
accomplished by using the indirect method of defining a surface to cream the hole boundary
within PEGSUS. A surface is defined in the flap grid which cuts a hole in the main
element grid. The surface was defined as the j = 70 grid line, the i = 15 grid line, and the
i = 387 grid line. All the main element grid points which lie within this surface are
blanked out. The surface was chosen to provide sufficient grid overlap between the main
element grid and the flap grid to use the double fringe method for the interpolation
boundary points.
It was also necessary to specify a hole in the flap grid caused by the main element
grid in order to properly handle the flap gap region. In this case, the direct method of hole
specification was used. Two hole regions were explicitly defined in the flap grid as shown
in Figure 33. For a flap deflection angle of 30 °, the fLrSt Was defined as the region i =203
to i = 204 andj =120 toj = 125. The second was defined as the region i = 205 to i = 217
andj = 86 toj = 125. These two holes in the flap grid also allowed the lift enhancing tabs
attached to the main element to be contained entirely within the main element grid as shown
in Figure 34. The definition of the two holes in the flap grid had to be changed whenever
flap deflection angle was changed, but it did not have to be changed for gap changes.
A similar process was followed for imbedding the main element/flap composite grid
within the test section grid. A surface in the main element grid which creams a hole in the
test section grid was defined. The surface was specified as thej = 112 grid line, the i = 6
grid line, and the i = 556 grid line. This allowed sufficient overlap between the main
element grid and the test section gxid to use the double fringe method for the interpolation
boundary points.
The f'mal composite grid is shown in Figure 35 for an airfoil angle of attack of 0 °.
Angle of attack was changed by rotating the test section grid in PEGSUS to the desired
angle while holding the airfoil grids fixed. A total of 140,095 grid points (including grid
points in holes that were blanked out) were used in the composite grid. The composite grid
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created for this study utilized much finer grid resolution than was used in previous studies
[ 12]. Most of the increased resolution was concentrated in the wake and flap gap regions
of the grid. One particular difference between the grid used in this study and those of
previous studies was the use of grid spacing fine enough to resolve the boundary layer
along all the surfaces of the lift-enhancing tabs. The purpose of the enhanced grid
resolution was to try to fulfill one of the key objectives of this research: to develop an
understanding of the flow physics associated with lift-enhancing tabs.
Boundary_ Conditions
All boundary points for a computational grid must be assigned boundary conditions
(or initial conditions for some boundary points in unsteady computations) in order for the
Navier-Stokes solution algorithm to generate a solution at all field points within the grid.
In a composite grid created using the chimera scheme, there are two types of boundary
points that must be considered. The first type of boundary points are hole boundary points
and outer boundary points of imbedded grids. These boundary points are assigned
boundary conditions composed of interpolation stencils and interpolation coefficients
computed by a code such as PEGSUS during the composite grid generation process and
written to a file which can then be read in by the Navier-Stokes code. The second type of
boundary points include surface grid points, wake line points in C grids, and outer
boundary points of the composite grid. This type of boundary point must be identified
explicitly by the user and assigned some type of boundary condition. This is typically done
in a boundary conditions file which is read in by the Navier-Stokes code. In this section
the types of boundary conditions applied to the various boundary points of the composite
grid will be identified. The specific numerical implementation of the inflow and outflow
boundary conditions within INS2D-UP was already covered in Chapter V.
For the grid used in this study, the outer boundary points of the composite grid are
the b0.undary points of the test section grid. The boundary points defined by the grid lines
j = 1 andj = 150 represent the walls of the test section. As mentioned previously, these
boundary points were assigned a "slip" boundary condition. This implies the velocity
gradient normal to the wall is zero. The pressure at the wall is obtained by forcing the
pressure gradient normal to the wall to also be zero. The boundary points defined by the
grid line i = 1 represent the inflow boundary to the test section. Since the test section walls
were modeled as slip walls with no boundary layer, a boundary condition of constant
velocity was assumed at the inflow boundary. The pressure at the inflow boundary was
determined using the characteristic relations described in Chapter V to transmit pressure
information from the interior of the grid to the boundary. The boundary points defined by
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thegrid line i = 151 represent the outflow boundary to the test section. The outflow
boundary was assumed to be far enough downstream that the static pressure was constant
across the outflow boundary. The velocity at the outflow boundary was determined using
a characteristic relation. A number of different inflow and outflow boundary condition
combinations were tried to test the sensitivity of the solution to the inflow and outflow
boundary conditions. These included constant total pressure at the inflow boundary and
extrapolated velocity at the outflow boundary. Use of different inflow and outflow
boundary conditions had a negligible effect on the solution.
All surface grid points for the main element and flap were assigned a no-slip
boundary condition. For a no-slip boundary condition, the velocity at the surface is set to
zero and the pressure at the surface is determined by requiring the pressure gradient normal
to the surface to be zero. The surfaces used to define the lift-enhancing tabs were also
assigned a no-slip boundary condition. The grid points contained within the surface
defining the lift-enhancing tab were identified and given a value of zero in the IBLANK
array so that they would be ignored by the Navier-Stokes solver. The boundary
conditions for the grid points along the wake lines for the main element and the flap were
handled by updating the flow variables at the wake line points using a first order averaging
of values from surrounding grid points.
Grid Sensitivity Studies
A great deal of effort went into the development of the standard composite grid used
to represent the NACA 632-215 ModB two-element airfoil in the Ames 7- by 10-Foot Wind
Tunnel for this investigation. Many of the techniques used in the grid generation process
were based on work with multi-element airfoil grids done by other researchers
[ 12,39,40,41]. Refinements to the grid generation process were developed on a trial-and
-error basis to meet the objectives of the present study. The overall grid generation process
has been described in detail above. Once the standard grid was developed, a grid
refinement study was conducted to ensure that the solution obtained using the standard grid
was grid-independent. A fine grid was developed by doubling the number of grid points in
every region in the i direction and every zone in the j direction of the standard grid. The
beginning and ending grid point spacings used in every region or zone of the standard grid
were preserved in the fine grid. The resulting fine grid had 4 times the number of grid
points the standard grid had, for a total of 560,380 grid points.
The solution obtained on the fine grid is compared with the solution obtained on the
standard grid in Figure 36. The flap was set to a deflection angle of 27 °, a gap of 0.02, and
an overlap of 0.015. The angle of attack was 0 ° and the Reynolds number was set to
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Figure 36: Results of grid sensitivity study. (Sf = 27 °, Zg/C = 0.02, xol/c = 0.015, t_ = 0 °)
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3.5x106.Theplotof pressurecoefficientversusx/c for the two solutions show virtually
no difference between the solution obtained using the fine grid and the solution obtained
using the standard grid. The integrated force and moment coefficients varied by
approximately 0.25%. A slight difference can be seen between the two solutions in the plot
of skin friction coefficient versus x/c. The skin friction coefficients from the fine grid
solution indicate that the flow separation that happens at the beginning of the cove region
occurs at a position Ax./c = 0.005 further downstream than the results from the standard
grid indicate. Based on the favorable comparison of results obtained for the standard and
fine grids, the solutions obtained on the standard grid were assumed to be grid-
independent.
The only caveat to this assumption is that separation locations can only be resolved
to the accuracy of the local grid point spacing at the point of separation. For cases where
the separation point occurs in a region of fine grid point spacing, such as near the trailing
edges of the main element or flap, the separation point predicted on the fine grid is
essentially the same as the separation point predicted on the standard grid. However, if the
separation point occurs in a region which typically has coarser grid point spacing, such as
at the mid-chord of the main element or flap, there can be a difference of Ax./c = 0.01 - 0.02
in the separation point location in the standard and fine grids.
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CHAPTERVII
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
As mentioned previously, the overall goal of this research is to develop an
understanding of the flow physics associated with lift-enhancing tabs applied to a multi-
element airfoil. Computations were performed for a large number of the configurations
tested during the experimental phase of this study. The intent of the computations was to
supply additional flow field data that could not be obtained during the experiment. The
experimental and computational results obtained during this research will be used together
to achieve the overall goal stated above.
All of the computations presented in this report were obtained using the INS2D-UP
code in the steady-state mode with the Spalart-Allmaras turbulence model. In the
computations, the flow was treated as fully turbulent on both the main element and the flap.
The artificial compressibility factor was set to 13= 100 and the pseudo-time step size was
set to Ax = 1.0. Steady-state solutions were typically achieved in 500 iterations. The
maximum residual in the solution was reduced by 8 orders of magnitude and the maximum
divergence in the converged solution was on the order of lx 10 -3 or less. Typical solution
times on a Cray C-90 computer were 1.69x10 -5 seconds/iteration/point for a total execution
time of about 1200 seconds.
First, comparisons of the experimental and computational results for baseline
configurations of the NACA 632-215 ModB two-element airfoil will be presented and
differences between the two discussed. Next, a variety of experimental and computational
results illustrating the effects of lift-enhancing tabs on the NACA 632-215 ModB two-
element airfoil will be shown. Again, any differences between the experimental and
computational results will be discussed. Finally, a model will be proposed to explain how
lift-enhancing tabs function on multi-element airfoils.
Baseline Configurations
The baseline performance of the NACA 632-215 ModB two-element airfoil was
established for flap deflection angles of 8f = 19 °, 29 °, and 39 °. For each flap deflection
angle, the flap gap was varied from Zg/C = 0.02 to Zg/C = 0.05 in 0.01 increments. Flap
overlap was held constant at xol/c = 0.015. The experimental results for the 19 ° and the 29 °
flap deflection angles were qualitatively very similar, while the results for the 39 ° flap
deflection angle were very different. Thus, only results from the 29 ° and 39 ° flap deflection
angles will be discussed here.
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An importantobservationregardingflapdeflectionanglewasmadenear the end of
the wind-tunnel test. Light scratch marks were discovered on the surface of the auxiliary
turntables underneath the trailing edge of the flap. A careful examination revealed that the
scratch marks existed at three positions consistent with the position of the flap trailing edge
at each of the three flap deflection angles. A clearance of approximately 0.125 inches
existed between the flap and the upper and lower auxiliary turntables. This clearance was
filled in with a piece of hard foam which had the same cross-sectional shape as the flap.
Thus, the scratch marks on the auxiliary turntables were not made by the flap. The
aluminum pieces used as lift-enhancing tabs, however, did extend all the way to the
auxiliary turntables and they appeared to be the cause of the scratch marks. The scratch
marks indicated that the trailing edge of the flap was being displaced under aerodynamic
load. The displacement of the flap trailing edge could only be the result of a deformation of
the flap airfoil shape under load, a rotation of the flap due to bending of the flap brackets
under load, or a combination of the two effects.
An attempt was made to quantify the motion of the flap trailing edge for different
flap deflection angles, both with and without lift-enhancing tabs at the flap trailing edge. A
piece of white tape was placed on the lower auxiliary turntable beneath the flap trailing
edge. A small ink pen cartridge was taped behind the blunt trailing edge of the flap so that
the point of the pen cartridge was in contact with the white tape on the lower auxiliary
turntable. The dynamic pressure in the wind-tunnel test section was set to standard test
conditions for a few minutes and then returned to zero. The motion of the flap trailing edge
under aerodynamic load caused the pen cartridge to leave a mark on the white tape which
could be accurately measured.
If the motion of the flap trailing edge is assumed to be due solely to rotation of the
flap as a result of bending of the flap brackets under load, then the measurements indicate
rotations of 1.5 ° for a flap deflection angle of 19 °, 2.0 ° for a flap deflection angle of 29 °,
and approximately 3.0 ° for a flap deflection angle of 39 °. In all cases, the flap deflection
angle under load was less than the static flap deflection angle. The change in flap deflection
angle for a flap angle of 39 ° was difficult to measure accurately due to unsteadiness in the
flow caused by flow separation over the upper surface of the flap. Time did not permit an
assessment of the change in flap deflection angle for all combinations of flap deflection
angle, flap gap, and lift-enhancing tabs. However, the limited number of cases checked
indicated that the dominant factor in determining the change in flap deflection angle was the
static flap deflection angle setting. The assumption that the motion of the flap trailing edge
was due solely to rotation of the flap was verified after the wind-tunnel test by performing a
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finite elementanalysisof theflapunderpressureload. Theresultsof thisanalysisindicated
thattheflap deformedby 0.003inchesor lessat thetrailingedge.
It shouldbenotedthatthephenomenonof theflapdeflectionanglechangingfrom
its staticvalueunderloadis commononall aircraftwith high-lift systems.For a large
transportaircraftwith thehigh-lift systemfully deployed,thechangein flap deflection
anglecanbeashigh as5°. Thisphenomenoniscommonlyknownasflapblowback. In a
studyof amulti-elementhigh-lift system,flapblowbackcanmakecomparingexperimental
andcomputationalresultsdifficult. The performance of a multi-element airfoil is strongly
dependent on the deflection angle of the various elements. If the flap elements in a
computational model are not set to the same deflection angle, under aerodynamic load, as
the experimental model, poor correlation of experimental and computational data may
result.
Figure 37a shows a comparison of the experimental pressure coefficient distribution
on the main element and flap with computational results obtained using INS2D-UP. The
flap deflection angle used for the computations was the measured static flap deflection angle
of 29 °. The angle of attack used was 0 °, which permitted the differences between the
experimental and computational results to be seen more easily. The pressure coefficient
distribution on both the main element and the flap is over predicted by INS2D-UP. The
difference between the experimental and computational results is more pronounced on the
main element. In a multi-element high-lift system, the lift acting on the main element is
very sensitive to the amount of lift generated by the flap. Small changes in flap lift can
produce substantial changes in main-element lift. Thus small differences between the
experimental and computed pressure coefficient distributions on the flap can lead to large
differences on the main element. This highlights the importance of matching the
experimental flap deflection angle under aerodynamic load in the computational model.
If the flap deflection angle used in the computational model is reduced by 2 ° to
match the experimental flap deflection angle under aerodynamic load, the agreement
between the experimental and computational results is much better, as shown in Figure
37b. In this case the experimental and computed pressure coefficients on the flap match
very well. The differences between the experimental and computed pressure coefficient
distribution on the main element are substantially reduced, with most of the difference
occurring in the leading edge region at the suction peak. Based on these results, all
computed results presented in this report for configurations with a static flap deflection
angle of 29 ° will utilize a flap deflection angle of 27 °.
The situation is not quite as simple for configurations with a static flap deflection
angle of 39 °. When the flap is deflected to 39 °, the flow over the upper surface of the flap
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Figure 37: Comparison of experimental and computed pressure coefficient distributions for
baseline configuration (_f = 29 °, zg/c = 0.02, Xol/C = 0.015, o_= 0 °)
begins to separate. For small flap gaps, the region of separated flow is confined to near the
trailing edge of the flap. As the flap gap is increased, however, the flow separation point
on the flap upper surface moves upstream rapidly. This creates a number of problems
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whencomparingtwo-dimensionalexperimentalresultsto two-dimensionalcomputed
results.
Thefirst problemis thatwhentheflow separatesonamodelsuchastheoneused
in thisexperiment,theflow field isno longertwo-dimensional.This is illustratedin
Figure38. Pressurecoefficientdistributionson theflapareplottedatthreedifferentspan
locations.Thespanwisevariationin pressurecoefficientdistributionis evident. Thelift
actingon theflap is highestatthemid-spananddropsoff ateitherendof theflap. Also
notethatthe lift distributionontheflapis notsymmetricaboutthemid-spanof theflap.
Flow separationon theuppersurfaceof theflapoccursfurtheraft at themid-spanlocation
thanit does at the outboard ends of the flap. The three-dimensionality of the flow field
causes the lift on the flap to be lower than a strictly two-dimensional flow over the same
flap.
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Figure 38: Spanwise variation of pressure coefficient distribution on flap for baseline
configuration (_f = 39 °, Zg/C = 0.04, xol/c = 0.015, _ = 0°).
A second problem is that accurately predicting the point of separation of a flow over
a smooth curved surface in an adverse pressure gradient using a Reynolds-Averaged
Navier-Stokes code is difficult. Some of the factors affecting the computed separation
point are the turbulence model used, whether or not boundary layer transition is modeled,
and the spacing of the grid points along the surface in the flow direction. For example, if
the grid point spacing on the surface in the vicinity of the flow separation point is 1% of the
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airfoil chord,thenthecomputedflow separationpointcanonly beresolvedto within 1%of
theairfoil chord. Sincethelift ontheflap is stronglyinfluencedbythelocationof theflow
separationpoint andthelift onthemainelementisstronglyimpactedby thelift on theflap,
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Figure 39: Comparison of experimental and computed pressure coefficient distributions for
baseline configuration (_f = 39 °, Zg/C = 0.02, xol/c = 0.015, ct = 0°).
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smallerrorsin thecomputedlocationof theflow separationpointcanleadtolarge
differencesincomputedandmeasuredlift on a multi-element airfoil.
Despite these problems, if the same procedure used to set the flap deflection angle
in the computational model for a static flap deflection angle of 29 ° is used for configurations
with a 39 ° static flap deflection angle, reasonable results are obtained. Figure 39 shows a
comparison of experimental and computed pressure coefficient distributions on the main
element and flap for a configuration with a 39 ° static flap deflection angle and a flap gap of
Zg/C = 0.02. The computed results overpredict the pressure coefficient distribution,
particularly on the main element. The computed results indicate that the flow has separated
on the flap upper surface over the aft 10% of the flap chord, compared to the experimental
results which indicate almost no flow separation. When the flap deflection angle is reduced
by 3° in the computational model, consistent with the measured change in flap deflection
angle under aerodynamic load, the agreement between experimental and computed results
improves significantly. The experimental and computed pressure coefficient distributions
on the flap agree quite well. The agreement between experimental and computed pressure
coefficient distributions on the main element, although improved, is not as good as it was
for the configuration with a 29 ° static flap deflection angle.
When the flap gap for the configuration with a static flap deflection angle of 39 ° is
increased to Zg/C = 0.04, some of the problems discussed above become more evident. In
this case the flow separates over the upper surface of the flap at approximately the mid-
chord of the flap. In Figure 40, the experimental pressure coefficient distribution is
compared with the computed pressure coefficient distribution. The flap deflection angle in
the computational model is set to 39 ° . In this case, measured and computed results agree
quite well on the main element. The results on the flap, however, indicate a large
disagreement in the location of the point of flow separation on the flap upper surface. The
computed results predict flow separation on the flap upper surface too early. If the flap
deflection angle in the computational model is reduced by 3% much better agreement is
obtained for the comparison of the experimental and computed flap pressure coefficient
distributions. The flow separation point on the flap predicted by the computations more
closely matches the experimental results. The pressure coefficient distribution on the main
element, however, is now over predicted by the computed results. To maintain consistency
with the measured changes in flap deflection angle observed in the experiment, all
computed results presented in this report for configurations with a static flap deflection
angle of 39 ° will utilize a flap deflection angle of 36 °.
An effort was made to identify the source of the remaining difference between the
experimental and computed pressure coefficient distributions in Figures 38, 39, and 40. A
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Figure 40: Comparison of experimental and computed pressure coefficient distributions for
baseline configuration (Sf = 39% zg/c = 0.04, Xo]/C = 0.015, ot = 0°).
close examination of the pressure coefficient distribution in the region of the stagnation
point on the main element indicates that the measured and computed stagnation points do
not occur at the same location, as illustrated in Figure 41. There are a number of different
possible causes for the discrepancy in stagnation point location. The most likely cause is
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Figure 42: Computed sensitivity of flap pressure distribution to moderate changes in angle
of attack for baseline configuration (INS2D 8f = 27 °, Zg/C = 0.02, Xoi/C = 0.015, ot = 0°).
that the effective angle of attack for the experimental results is lower than it is for the
computed results. A difference in effective angle of attack is consistent with the fact that
the measured main element pressure coefficient distribution differs from the computed
I01
results,eventhoughtheflappressurecoefficientdistributionsmatch.Theflappressure
coefficientdistributionisrelativelyinsensitiveto moderatechangesin angleof attackas
illustratedin Figure42. Themainelementpressurecoefficientdistribution,on theother
hand,isvery sensitiveto angleof attack,particularlynearthe leadingedgewherethe
largestdifferencesbetweenmeasuredandcomputedresultsareobserved.
Thedifferencein effectiveangleof attackcouldbedueto flow angularityin thetest
section,additionalflow angularityinducedby theimageplanes,aninadequacyof theslip-
wall boundaryconditionimposedattheouterboundaryof thecomputationalgrid to
simulatetheactualtestsectionwallswith theirboundarylayer,or somecombinationof two
or moreof thesefactors.MeasurementsmadebyWadcock[42] in theemptytunnel
indicatethatyawangle(whichrepresentsangleof attackfor thepresentmodelinstallation)
variesby_+0.50° alonga verticallineoverthecenterof rotationof theturntable.This flow
angularitycouldaccountfor someof thedifferencein effectiveangleof attack.
Thecirculationgeneratedby themulti-elementairfoil in thetestsectionproduces
regionsof adversepressuregradienton thesidewallsof thetestsectionasshownin Figure
43. If the lift, andhencethecirculation,of themulti-elementairfoil is sufficientlylarge,it
is conceivablethattheadversepressuregradientscouldcausethesidewall boundarylayers
to separate.If this occurred,it wouldsignificantlychangetheeffectiveangleof attackfor
themodel. Tuftsplacedon thetestsectionsidewalls,however,indicatedthatthesidewall
boundarylayersremainedattached.
In orderto checktheadequacyof thesimulationof thetestsectionwalls in the
computedsolution,asecondcomputationalgrid wascreatedwithno testsectionmodeled.
Theflapgrid wascompletelyimbeddedin themainelementgrid,asin thecaseof the
standardgrid; however,theouterboundaryof themainelementgrid waslocated20chord
lengthsfrom thesurfaceof themainelement.Theboundaryconditionestablishedatthe
mainelementouterboundaryincludedtheinfluenceof apoint vortexlocatedatthequarter
chordof themainelement.Thestrengthof thevortexwassetequalto thecirculation
generatedby themulti-elementairfoil andwasupdatedateachiterationof thesolution.The
point vortexwasonly usedto updatetheboundaryconditionsat theouterboundary.This
newgrid simulatedthemulti-elementairfoil in anunboundedfreestreamflow.
By comparingthesolutionobtainedusingthegrid with notestsectionmodeledto
thesolutionobtainedusingthegrid with thetestsectionincluded,anestimateof theeffect
of thetestsectionwallson themeasuredforceandmomentcoefficientscanbederived.
Plotsof thecomputedlift, drag,andpitchingmomentcoefficient,with andwithouttest
sectionwallsmodeled,areshownin Figure44. In thecaseof thelift coefficient,theeffect
of thepresenceof thetestsectionwallscanbeexpressedasachangein effectiveangleof
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Figure 43: Computed tunnel wall pressure coefficient distribution for the baseline
configuration (INS2D _if= 27 °, Zg/C = 0.02, Xol/C = 0.015, o_= 8°).
attack and a change in reference dynamic pressure using the procedure described by Ashby
and Harris [43]. The change in dynamic pressure is found by comparing the lift coefficient
versus angle of attack curves for the two cases and determining the change in dynamic
pressure required to make the two curves parallel. Once the two curves have been made
parallel, the change in effective angle of attack is defmed as the angle of attack change
required to make the two lift coefficient curves coincident. For a baseline configuration
with a static flap deflection angle of _Sf= 29 ° and a flap gap of Zg/C = 0.02, the presence of
the test section walls increases the dynamic pressure by 2.5% and increases the angle of
attack by 0.2 ° . If the effect of the presence of the test section walls on the dynamic
pressure and angle of attack is computed using traditional methods described by Rae and
Pope for two-dimensional testing [18], the dynamic pressure is increased by 1.72% and the
angle of attack is increased by 0.093 ° . These corrections are of the same order as those
derived using INS2D-UP results. Thus the computational model is correctly simulating the
effect of the presence of the test section walls on the force and moment coefficients of the
multi-element airfoil.
The baseline performance of the NACA 632-215 MOdB two-element airfoil is
shown in Figure 45 for a static flap deflection of 29 °. Both experimental and computed
results for a range of flap gap are shown. The flap deflection angle for the computed
results is 27 ° . The maximum angle of attack used for the computed results is determined by
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Figure 44: Computed wall interference effects on force and moment coefficients for a
baseline configuration (INS2D 6f = 27 °, zg/c = 0.02, Xol/C = 0.015).
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Figure 44 concluded: Computed wall interference effects on force and moment coefficients
for a baseline configuration (INS2D _f = 27 °, Zg/C = 0.02, Xol/C = 0.015).
the largest angle of attack at which INS2D-UP can converge to a steady-state solution. For
angles of attack greater than or equal to the angle of attack for CImax, the flow field
becomes unsteady and INS2D-UP has great difficulty in converging to a steady-state
solution. Thus the computed results extend up to an angle of attack which is very near
stall.
The experimental lift coefficient versus angle of attack curves exhibit little
sensitivity to flap gap. For Zg/C = 0.04 or less, the only significant variation in the lift
coefficient curves is the value of Clmax. The flap gap that yields the highest Clmax is
Zg/C = 0.04. For Zg/C = 0.05, the entire lift coefficient curve is shifted downward by
ACI = 0.10. Tufts on the upper surface of the flap indicated a small amount of flow
separation at the trailing edge of the flap for this flap gap setting. The experimental lift
coefficient versus drag coefficient is relatively unaffected by changes in flap gap. The
maximum change in drag coefficient at a constant lift coefficient is approximately 30 drag
counts as flap gap is varied. The experimental pitching moment coefficient curve shifts in
the negative direction as flap gap is increased up to a flap gap of Zg/C = 0.04. When the
flap gap is increased further to Zg/C = 0.05, the pitching moment coefficient curve begins to
shift back in the positive direction. This change in direction can be attributed to the flow
separation over the upper surface of the flap at a flap gap of Zg/C = 0.05.
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Figure 45: Sensitivity of force and moment coefficients to the size of the flap gap for a
baseline configuration (Sf = 29 °, INS2D _Sf= 27 °, Zg/C = 0.02, Xoi/C = 0.015).
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Figure 45 continued: Sensitivity of force and moment coefficients to the size of the flap
gap for a baseline configuration (_f = 29 °, INS2D 5f = 27 °, Zg/C = 0.02, xol/c = 0.015).
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Figure 45 concluded: Sensitivity of force and moment coefficients to the size of the flap
gap for a baseline configuration (f)f = 29 °, INS2D 6f = 27 °, Zg/C = 0.02, xon/c = 0.015).
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The computed results exhibit similar trends to those observed in the experimental
results. There is an increased sensitivity to flap gap in the computed results however. The
lift coefficient curve begins to shift downward at a flap gap of zg/c = 0.04. Also, all of the
computed lift coefficient curves are shifted upward approximately AC1 = 0.15 from the
corresponding experimental results. The computed lift coefficient versus drag coefficient
curves agree quite well with the corresponding experimental curves for flap gaps less than
Zg/C = 0.04. For flap gaps greater than or equal to Zg/C = 0.04, however, the computed
drag coefficient begins to increase as flap gap is increased. The computed pitching moment
coefficient curves shift in the negative direction as flap gap is increased, but not by as much
as the corresponding experimental curves. At a flap gap of Zg/C = 0.05, the computed
pitching moment coefficient curve begins to shift back in the positive direction, similar to
the experimental results. All of the computed pitching moment coefficients are more
negative than the corresponding experimental data.
0.05
0
Figure 46: Change in lift coefficient as a function of flap gap for the baseline configuration
(_Sf= 29% INS2D _f = 27 °, Xol/C = 0.015, a = 0°).
Because the flow through the flap gap is dominated by viscous effects, it is possible
that the turbulence model used in the computations could have a strong impact on the
sensitivity of the computed force and moment coefficients to the size of the flap gap. To
investigate the effect of the turbulence model on the solution, additional computations were
performed using the Baldwin-Barth turbulence model. The computations were performed
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for aconfigurationwith aflapdeflectionangleof 27° (representingastaticflapdeflection
angleof 29°) andanangleof attackof 0°. Theflap gapwasvariedfrom Zg/C= 0.02 to
Zg/C = 0.05. A plot of the change in lift coefficient versus flap gap is shown in Figure 46.
The change in lift coefficient is referenced to the lift coefficient at a flap gap of Zg/C = 0.02.
As can be seen, the experimental results indicate a small reduction in lift coefficient with
increasing gap up to a flap gap of Zg/C = 0.04. For larger flap gaps, the lift coefficient
begins to decrease rapidly. The computed results using the Spalart-Allmaras and the
Baldwin-Barth turbulence models both show a more linear decrease in lift coefficient with
increasing flap gap. Both turbulence models overpredict the rate of decrease of lift
coefficient as gap is increased for flap gaps less than or equal to zg/c = 0.04. For flap gaps
greater than Zg/C = 0.04, both turbulence models underpredict the rate of decrease of lift
coefficient.
The Baldwin-Barth and Spalart-Allmaras turbulence models are very similar in their
formulation. Both are one-equation turbulence models which utilize a transport equation
for turbulent viscosity (or turbulent Reynolds number, which is related to turbulent
viscosity). The two principal differences between the Baldwin-Barth and the Spalart-
Allmaras turbulence models are that the Spalart-AUmaras model has a more sophisticated
transition model and the Spalart-Allmaras model includes a non-viscous destruction term
that depends on distance to the wall [25]. Since all computations were performed assuming
a fully turbulent boundary layer, the differences in the transition model are not the source of
the disagreement in results shown in Figure 46. This leaves the non-viscous destruction
term in the Spalart-Allmaras model as the source of the differences observed in Figure 46.
The non-viscous destruction term is the term involving cwlfw in equation (19), Chapter IV.
The function termfw is defined by equations (22) through (24) in Chapter IV. The non-
viscous destruction term in the Spalart-AUmaras turbulence model was intended to address
the "blocking" effect of the wall on the near-wall region of a boundary layer [24]. The
inclusion of the non-viscous destruction term in the Spalart-Allmaras turbulence model
allows it to match the experimental results more closely than the Baldwin-Barth model.
The solution also converges to a steady-state much faster using the Spalart-Allmaras model
than it does using the Baldwin-Barth model. For these reasons, the Spalart-Allmaras
turbulence model is used for all the computations presented in this report.
The baseline performance of the NACA 632-215 ModB two-element airfoil with a
static flap deflection of 39 ° is shown in Figure 47. Both experimental and computed results
are shown. The flap deflection angle for the computed results is 36 ° . Computations were
performed for flap gaps of Zg/C = 0.02, 0.03, and 0.04. Computed results for a flap gap of
Zg/C = 0.05 are not included because converged steady-state solutions for the baseline
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Figure 47: Sensitivity of force and moment coefficients to the size of the flap gap for a
baseline configuration (Sf = 39 °, INS2D _Se= 36 °, zg/c = 0.02, Xol/C = 0.015).
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Figure 47 continued: Sensitivity of force and moment coefficients to the size of the flap
gap for a baseline configuration (_f = 39 °, INS2D _f = 36 °, Zg/C = 0.02, xol/c = 0.015).
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Figure 47 concluded: Sensitivity of force and moment coefficients to the size of the flap
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configurationcouldnotbeobtained.This is dueto thelargeregionof separatedflow over
theuppersurfaceof theflap,whichcreatesanunsteadyflow field.
Theexperimentalresultsfor lift coefficientshowastrongsensitivityto flapgap. At
aflapgapof zg/c= 0.02,tufts indicatethattheflow overtheuppersurfaceof theflap is
mostlyattached,with just asmallregionof separatedflow overtheaft 5%of theflap
chord. As theflap gapis increased,thelift coefficientatagivenangleof attackdecreases
rapidly. Tufts ontheuppersurfaceof theflap indicatedthattheseparationpoint moved
upstreamtowardtheflap leadingedgerapidlyasflapgapwasincreased.As theangleof
attackapproachestheangleof attackfor Clmax,theseparationpointon theflapupper
surfacemovesaft somewhatfor agivenflapgap,producingalocal increasein lift
coefficient. This is particularlyevidentfor aflap gapof Zg/C= 0.03. For a two-element
airfoil, as angle of attack is increased, the downwash behind the main element is increased,
due to the increased lift on the main element. This reduces the effective angle of attack for
the flap, reducing the lift on the flap. In particular, the pressure suction peak at the flap
leading edge is reduced, which moves the separation point on the flap upper surface aft.
The drag coefficient for a static flap deflection of 39 ° is very sensitive to flap gap
also. As can be seen in Figure 47, the drag coefficient at moderate lift coefficients more
than doubles as flap gap is increased from Zg/C = 0.02 to Zg/C - 0.05. The shift aft of the
flow separation point on the flap upper surface at high angles of attack manifests itself as a
reduction in drag coefficient at high lift coefficients in the plot of lift coefficient versus drag
coefficient. The pitching moment coefficient for this configuration is very sensitive to flap
gap as well. As flap gap is increased, the pitching moment coefficient versus angle of
attack curve shifts in the positive direction. The slope of the pitching moment coefficient
curve is also reduced.
The computational results for this flap deflection angle exhibit the same trends as
the experimental data. There is a moderate reduction in lift coefficient as flap gap is
increased from Zg/C = 0.02 to zg/c = 0.03. The shift in lift coefficient is less than the
corresponding shift in experimental lift coefficient for the same gap increase. This is due
primarily to the separation point on the upper surface of the flap not moving upstream
rapidly enough as gap is increased in the computed results. When the flap gap is increased
further to zg/c = 0.04, the reduction in computed lift coefficient is almost double the
reduction obtained in going from a flap gap of Zg/C = 0.02 to Zg/C = 0.03. The computed
lift coefficient curves are shifted upward by approximately AC1 = 0.4 from the
corresponding experimental curves. The computed drag and pitching moment coefficient
data also exhibit trends with increasing flap gap that are similar to the experimental data.
The principal reason for differences between experimental and computed results at this flap
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deflectionangleis theinaccuracyin thecomputedseparationpointlocationon theflap
uppersurface.Someof thereasonsfor this inaccuracywerecitedabove.
Lift-Enhancing Tabs on Configurations with Moderate Flap Angle,
As mentioned in Chapter HI, lift-enhancing tabs of several heights were tested on
all the baseline confgurafions of the NACA 632-215 ModB two-element airfoil. Tabs were
located at the trailing edges of the main element only, the flap only, and the main element
and flap together. Tabs placed at the main element trailing edge will be referred to as cove
tabs. Tabs placed at the flap trailing edge will be referred to as flap tabs. Computations
were performed for all configurations which included tabs with a height of zt/c = 0.005 and
which had static flap deflection angles of 29 ° and 39 ° . In addition, computations were
performed for a configuration with a static flap deflection angle of 50 °, a flap gap of
zg/c = 0.04, and a flap overlap of Xol/C = 0.015. Both a baseline case and a configuration
with a cove tab and a flap tab with heights of zt/c = 0.01 were ran.
Figure 48 illustrates the effect of lift-enhancing tabs on the lift, drag, and pitching
moment coefficients of the NACA 632-215 ModB two-element airfoil. In this case, the
static flap deflection angle is 29 °, the flap gap is zg/c = 0.02, and the flap overlap is
Xol/C = 0.015. Both experimental and computed results are shown for a cove tab, a flap
tab, and a combination of cove tab and flap tab. All tabs had a height of zt/c = 0.005.
The cove tab has a minimal effect on the total lift coefficient of the two-element
airfoil. The slope of the lift coefficient versus angle of attack curve is reduced slightly,
with the lift coefficient at an angle of attack of 0 ° remaining essentially unchanged. The
drag coefficient is increased by approximately 75 drag counts at all lift coefficients when a
cove tab is added to the airfoil. The pitching moment coefficient curve for the configuration
with a cove tab is shifted in the positive direction by ACm = 0.03 compared to the pitching
moment coefficient curve for the baseline configuration. The slope of the pitching moment
coefficient curve is unaffected by the addition of the cove tab. The computations predict the
effects on the force and moment coefficients of adding the cove tab to the baseline
configuration quite well. Even though the absolute magnitude of the force and moment
coefficients is over predicted by the computations, as discussed above in the section on the
baseline configurations, the magnitude of the change in force and moment coefficients due
to the addition of the cove tab is predicted accurately for this configuration.
A comparison of the pressure coefficient distribution on the main element and flap
for the baseline configuration and the configuration with a cove tab provides insight into
how the cove tab affects the two-element airfoil. Experimental and computed pressure
coefficient distributions are shown in Figure 49 for both configurations at an angle of attack
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Figure 48: Effect of lift-enhancing tabs on the force and moment coefficients of a baseline
configuration (Sf = 29 °, INS2D 8f = 27 °, Zg/C = 0.02, xol/c = 0.015).
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Figure 48 concluded: Effect of lift-enhancing tabs on the force and moment coefficients of
a baseline configuration (6f = 29 °, INS2D _Sf= 27 °, Zg/C = 0.02, Xoi/C = 0.015).
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Figure 49: Effect of a cove tab on the pressure coefficient distribution of a baseline
configuration (_Sf= 29 °, INS2D _Sf= 27 °, zg/c = 0.02, Xol/C = 0.015, o_ = 0°).
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of 0°. Thecovetabhastwo maineffectsonthepressurecoefficientdistribution. First, the
loadingon theaft portionof themainelementis increased.Thiseffectisprimarily
confinedto thelast5%chordof themainelement.Thejump in pressurecoefficientatthe
trailing edgeof themainelementis increasedby ACp= 0.8. Thesecondeffectis a
reductionin theleadingedgesuctionpeakon theflap. Thesuctionpeakisreducedby
ACp= 0.6. Thiseffect is confinedto theflapuppersurfaceleadingedgeregion. The
pressurecoefficientson theflap lowersurfaceandtheaft 50%of theuppersurfaceremain
essentiallyunchanged.Thecomputedresultsindicatechangesin thepressurecoefficient
distributionwhichagreeverywell with theexperimentalresults.
Thechangesin thepressurecoefficientdistributioncanbeusedto explainthe
changesobservedin theforceandmomentcoefficientsdueto theadditionof thecovetabto
theairfoil. Theincreasein lift coefficientduetotheincreasedloadingontheaft portionof
themainelementis offsetby thereductionin lift coefficienton theflap duetothereduction
in thesuctionpeak. Apparently,asangleof attackis increased,thereductionin lift
coefficienton theflapbecomeslargerthantheincreasein lift coefficientonthemain
elementwhichresultsin a lowerslopeof thelift coefficientcurve. Reducingthesuction
peakat theleadingedgeof theflapwhilemaintainingthepressurecoefficientdistribution
on theremainderof theflapunchangedcausesanincreasein thepressuredragactingon the
flap. Thedragis alsoincreasedbythebasedragactingon thecovetab. Thisdragcanbe
approximatedby multiplyingthecovetabareabythejump in pressurecoefficientatthe
trailing edgeof themainelement.It is unclearwhetherthechangesin pressurecoefficient
distributionon themainelementincreaseor decreasepressuredragonthemainelement.
Theincreasednegativepressurecoefficienton theuppersurfacewill increasepressuredrag
while the increasedpositivepressurecoefficientonthelowersurfacewill decreasepressure
drag. Theprimarycausefor theshift in pitchingmomentcoefficientin thepositive
directionwhenacovetabis addedto theconfigurationis thereductionin thesuctionpeak
attheflap leadingedge.
Returningto Figure48,it is evidentthataddingaflap tabto thebaseline
configurationproducesasignificantlydifferenteffectthanaddingacovetab. Theaddition
of aflap tabproducesasubstantialincreasein lift coefficientat all anglesof attack,
comparedto thelift coefficientatthesameangleof attackfor thebaselineconfiguration.
Thelift coefficientcurveis shiftedupwardby ACI= 0.2. Theslopeof the lift coefficient
curveis unaffectedbytheadditionof theflaptab. Themaximumlift coefficientis
increasedby AClmax= 0.15whenaflap tabis addedandtheangleof attackatwhichClmax
occursisreducedby 0.5°. Thedragcoefficientfor theconfigurationwith aflap tabis
actuallyreducedby approximately30dragcountsat all lift coefficientscomparedto the
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Figure 50: Effect of a flap tab on the pressure coefficient distribution of a baseline
configuration (_Sf= 29 °, INS2D _f = 27 °, Zg/C = 0.02, Xol/C = 0.015, tx = 0°).
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resultsfor thebaselineairfoil. Thepitchingmomentcoefficientcurvefor theconfiguration
with aflap tabis shiftedin thenegativedirectionby ACm = 0.07. Again, the computed
results accurately predict the changes in the force and moment coefficients due to the
addition of a flap tab to the baseline airfoil.
A comparison of the pressure coefficient distribution on the main element and flap
for the baseline airfoil and the configuration with a flap tab is shown in Figure 50 for an
angle of attack of 0 °. Both experimental and computed results are included. The flap tab
produces a markedly different effect on the pressure coefficient distribution on the main
element and flap than the cove tab did. The flap tab increases the loading on the aft portion
of the flap, much as the cove tab did on the main element. However, the flap tab also
increases the overall circulation for the flap, as can be seen by the pressure coefficient
distribution on the flap. This creates an increase in lift coefficient on the flap. The
circulation for the main element is also increased, leading to a further increase in lift
coefficient of the overall airfoil. The increase in circulation about the main element is a
direct consequence of the increased lift on the flap. The shift of the pitching moment
coefficient curve in the negative direction observed when the flap tab was added to the
configuration can also be attributed to the increased lift acting on the flap.
It is more difficult in this case to link changes in the pressure coefficient distribution
to the observed changes in drag coefficient when a flap tab is added to the airfoil, since the
entire pressure coefficient distribution changes. The magnitude of the pressure coefficient
increases fairly uniformly over the whole airfoil (main element and flap), with the exception
of the leading edge regions of the main element and flap. The leading edge suction peaks
show a larger increase in magnitude than is evident over the rest of the airfoil surface. This
may account for the slight reduction in drag coefficient observed when the flap tab is added
to the airfoil. Note that, as in the case of the cove tab, the force acting on the flap tab in a
direction normal to the tab can be estimated by multiplying the jump in pressure coefficient
at the flap trailing edge by the area of the flap tab. In this case, however, only a component
of this force acts in the drag direction since the flap is deflected to an angle of 29 ° .
Returning to Figure 48 a final time, the impact on the force and moment coefficients
of adding a cove tab and a flap tab combination to the baseline airfoil can be seen. The
changes in the force and moment coefficients of the baseline airfoil appear to be a linear
combination of the changes caused by the cove tab and the flap tab individually. The lift
coefficient curve is shifted upward by ACl = 0.2, just as the case for the configuration with
only a flap tab. However, the slope of the lift coefficient curve is slightly reduced relative
to the lift coefficient curves for the baseline and the flap tab only configurations. This is
similar to the lift coefficient curve for the configuration with only a cove tab. The drag
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Figure 51: Effect of a cove tab and flap tab combination on the pressure coefficient
distribution of a baseline configuration (fif = 29 °, INS2D _f = 27 °, zg/c = 0.02,
Xol/C = 0.015, cz = 0°).
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coefficientfor theconfigurationwith bothcoveandflap tabsis slightlylessthanthedrag
coefficientfor theconfigurationwith just acovetabatall lift coefficients.The pitching
moment coefficient curve is shifted in the negative direction, but the shift is not as great as
it is for the configuration with just a flap tab. The shifts in the force and moment
coefficient curves predicted by the computed results match the experimental data quite well.
Figure 51 presents a comparison of the pressure coefficient distribution on the main
element and flap for the baseline configuration with the distribution for a configuration with
both cove and flap tabs of height zt/c = 0.005. The angle of attack is 0 ° and both
experimental and computed results are included. The plots presented in Figure 51 further
support the contention that the changes in airfoil performance induced by the combination
of a flap tab and a cove tab are just the sum of the changes induced by the individual tabs.
Note that the pressure coefficient distributions presented in Figure 51 indicate an increase in
circulation on both the flap and the main element, as was the case for the configuration with
just a flap tab. In addition, however, the loading on the aft portion of the main element is
increased and the suction peak on the flap leading edge is decreased, as was the case for the
configuration with just a cove tab. There is general agreement between the experimental
and computed results shown in Figure 51.
Having established that the results computed using INS2SD-UP for the various tab
configurations exhibit the same trends as the experimental results, the detailed nature of the
solution can be used to obtain further information about the flow field which is not
available experimentally. Figure 52 shows a computed streamline trace around the cove tab
at the trailing edge of the main element. The flap deflection angle for the computed results
is 27 °, the gap is Zg/C = 0.02, and the angle of attack is 0 °. The Computational Fluid
Dynamics (CFD) post-processing program PLOT3D [44] was used to generate Figure 52.
PLOT3D allows sets of streamlines to be started at user-specified grid points within the
composite grid. Streamlines can be traced upstream and downstream from the starting
point. One of the limitations of PLOT3D is that streamline traces cannot cross wake
boundary lines within a C grid. For composite grids, PLOT3D also will not allow
streamline traces which start in one grid to cross into another grid. Obtaining adequate
streamline definition in a composite grid composed of individual C grids requires sets of
streamlines to be started on both sides of the wake boundary lines and within each
individual grid. The discontinuities in the streamline traces observed in the wake boundary
line region in Figure 52 are a result of the limitations of PLOT3D and not due to any flow
phenomena.
The flow field around the cove tab is dominated by three distinct structures. A
region of recirculating flow is evident upstream of the tab. Two counter-rotating regions of
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recirculating flow exist aft of the cove tab. The upper recirculation region aft of the tab is
the strongest of the three. Note that fluid from the main element upper surface is entrained
around the top recirculation region aft of the tab, along the tab aft surface, and upstream
along the tip of the tab before reversing direction and going downstream. The flow field
indicated by the computed streamlines is consistent with the flow field around a Gurney
flap hypothesized by Leibeck [5] and observed at low Reynolds number in a water tunnel
by Neuhart and Pendergraft [10].
Streamline traces around a flap tab are shown in Figure 53. Although the
streamline pattern for the flap tab is similar to the one for the cove tab, there is one notable
exception. There is no closed lower recirculation region aft of the tab as there was behind
the cove tab. Fluid from the upper flap surface is entrained around the upper recirculation
region aft of the tab, back toward the tab, and then turned back downstream. Apparently, it
is the presence of the flap upper surface near the cove tab which turns the flow sufficiently
to create the lower recirculation region aft of the cove tab.
If the baseline configuration is changed so that the flap gap is increased to
Zg/C = 0.05, the effect of the tabs on the force and moment coefficient curves is somewhat
different than it was at the smaller flap gap setting, as shown in Figure 54. In this case,
adding a cove tab to the configuration produces an upward shift of the lift coefficient curve
of AC1 = 0.1 relative to the lift coefficient curve for the baseline case. The computed results
predict a slightly larger upward shift in lift coefficient of ACi = 0.15 when a cove tab is
added to the baseline configuration. The experimental drag coefficient for the configuration
with a cove tab increases by as much as 100 drag counts at moderate lift coefficients
relative to the baseline configuration. The computed drag coefficient at a given lift
coefficient for the configuration with a cove tab, on the other hand, is actually slightly
lower than drag coefficient for the corresponding baseline configuration. Note that the
magnitude of the computed drag coefficient for this baseline configuration is approximately
50 drag counts higher than the experimental drag coefficient at all lift coefficients. This is
probably due to differences between the computed and experimental location of the flow
separation point on the flap upper surface near the trailing edge. The experimental pitching
moment coefficient is essentially unaffected by the addition of the cove tab. The computed
pitching moment coefficient curve is shifted in the negative direction a small amount
(ACm = 0.01) when a cove tab is added to the baseline configuration.
Adding a flap tab to the baseline configuration causes an upward shift in the lift
coefficient curve of ACI = 0.22 relative to the lift coefficient curve for the baseline
configuration. The drag coefficient at a given lift coefficient remains unchanged when a
flap tab is added to the baseline configuration. The flap tab shifts the pitching moment
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Figure 54: Effect of lift-enhancing tabs on the force and moment coefficients of a baseline
configuration (_f = 29 °, INS2D _Sf= 27 °, zg/c = 0.05, Xot/C = 0.015).
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Figure 54 continued: Effect of lift-enhancing tabs on the force and moment coefficients of
a baseline configuration (_Sf= 29 °, INS2D _Sf= 27 °, Zg/C = 0.05, xot/c = 0.015).
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Figure 54 concluded: Effect of lift-enhancing tabs on the force and moment coefficients of
a baseline configuration 03f = 29 °, INS2D _if = 27 °, zg/c = 0.05, xo]/c = 0.015).
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coefficientcurvein thenegativedirectionby ACre = 0.07. The changes in the force and
moment coefficients due to the addition of the flap tab are accurately predicted by the
computed results.
Adding both a cove tab and a flap tab to the baseline configuration produces the
largest upward shift in the lift coefficient curve relative to the baseline case. The magnitude
of the shift is ACI = 0.30. This configuration also exhibits the largest drag coefficient
increase compared to the baseline case. The drag coefficient is increased by 150 drag
counts at moderate lift coefficients. The pitching moment coefficient curve is almost
identical to the corresponding curve for the configuration with just a flap tab. The
computed results for this configuration predict the changes in lift and pitching moment
coefficient well, but the increase in drag coefficient observed in the experimental results is
not duplicated in the computed results. This configuration actually has the lowest
computed drag coefficient at a given lift coefficient as can be seen in Figure 54.
An examination of the pressure coefficient distribution on the main element and flap
for the baseline configuration and the various configurations with tabs provides some
additional insight into how the tabs affect the performance of the two-element airfoil when
the flap gap is large (Zg/C = 0.05). Figure 55 shows a comparison of the pressure
coefficient distributions for the baseline case and a configuration with a cove tab. Both the
experimental and computed results are included. In general, the addition of a cove tab to
the configuration affects the pressure coefficient distribution in a manner similar to that
presented in Figure 49 for a flap gap of Zg/C = 0.02. The suction peak at the leading edge
of the flap is reduced and the loading on the aft portion of the main element is increased.
However, the circulation about the main element is also increased for the configuration
with a large flap gap when a cove tab is added. This was not observed for the
configuration with the small flap gap. It is this increase in circulation about the main
element that accounts for the increase in lift coefficient for the configuration with a cove tab
relative to the baseline case.
The effect of a flap tab on the pressurecoefficient distribution for the configuration
with a flap gap of Zg/C = 0.05 is illustrated in Figure 56. The changes in the pressure
coefficient distribution caused by the addition of the flap tab do not appear to be sensitive to
the size of the flap gap, at least over a reasonable range of flap gaps. As in the case of the
configuration with a flap gap of Zg/C = 0.02, the circulation about the flap and the main
element are both increased when a flap tab is added.
Adding both a cove tab and a flap tab to the baseline configuration affects the
pressure coefficient distribution as shown in Figure 57. The circulation about the flap is
increased and the suction peak at the leading edge is reduced. Comparing with the results
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Figure 55: Effect of a cove tab on the pressure coefficient distribution of a baseline
configuration (_f = 29 °, INS2D _Sf= 27 °, Zg/C = 0.05, Xol/C = 0.015, o_= 0°).
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Figure 56: Effect of a flap tab on the pressure coefficient distribution of a baseline
configuration (Sf = 29 °, INS2D _f = 27 °, Zg/C = 0.05, xol/c = 0.015, ct = 0°).
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Figure 57: Effect of a cove tab and flap tab combination on the pressure coefficient
distribution of a baseline configuration (+f = 29 °, INS2D +f = 27 °, zg/c = 0.05,
Xot/C = 0.015, ot = 0°).
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presentedin Figure51for thesameconfigurationwith aflap gapof zg/c= 0.02, the
changesin theflappressurecoefficientdistributioncausedbythetabsdonotappearto be
verysensitiveto thesizeof theflapgap. The tabs induce a much larger increase in the
circulation about the main element for this configuration than was evident at the smaller flap
gap. The difference can be attributed primarily to the increase in circulation about the main
element caused by the cove tab, as discussed above.
At large flap gaps (zg/c = 0.05) the individual wakes from the flap and the main
element can be identified in the total pressure profile of the wake measured with the wake
rake at a distance equal to one chord length behind the airfoil. The wake total pressure
profiles for the baseline configuration and various configurations with tabs are shown in
Figure 58. For this data, the wake rake was held at a fixed position in the tunnel. Since
the angle of attack was held constant at 0 °, the angular orientation of the wake rake did not
have to be changed for any of these configurations. The individual main element and flap
no tabs
----or-- z /c = 0.005
ct
zet/c = 0.005
------__ z /c = 0.005 &
ct
zft/c = 0.005
Figure 58: Effect of tabs on the total pressure distribution in the wake 1 chord length aft of
the airfoil trailing edge for a baseline configuration 05f = 29 °, zg/c = 0.05, Xol/C = 0.015).
wakes for the baseline configuration are easily identifiable, with the larger total pressure
deficit corresponding to the main element wake. The addition of a cove tab to the main
element causes the main element wake to thicken substantially. At a distance of one chord
length behind the airfoil, the main element and flap wakes have merged. The increased
drag caused by the addition of the cove tab is evident in the larger total pressure deficit of
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the wake. The increased circulation about the main element caused by the cove tab can also
be inferred from the shift to the right in the peak total pressure deficit of the main element
wake. Adding a flap tab to the baseline configuration does not appreciably change the
shape of the wake total pressure prof'de or the magnitude of the peak total pressure deficit in
the main element or flap wakes. The individual main element and flap wakes are still
visible in the total pressure profile. The wake total pressure profile is shifted to the right,
however, indicating an increase in circulation about both the flap and the main element.
Adding both a cove tab and a flap tab to the baseline configuration causes a broadening of
the main element wake total pressure profile. The main element wake and the flap wake
have almost completely merged. This wake profile exhibits the largest shift to the right,
indicating this configuration has the largest increase in circulation about the airfoil. This
wake profile also has the largest total pressure deficit, indicating that this configuration has
the highest drag. All of these observations are consistent with the force and moment data
presented above.
The computed results for this baseline configuration and the various associated tab
configurations can be used to provide further details on the effect the tabs have on the
wakes of the main element and flap. PLOT3D was used to construct velocity vector plots
from the computed solutions. The velocity vectors are colored according to the velocity
magnitude for each vector. Figure 59 shows velocity vector plots for the baseline
configuration and for each of the three tab configurations. In Figure 59a, the wakes from
the baseline main element and flap are clearly visible as yellow and orange colored regions
that approximately follow the wake boundary lines within each grid. When a cove tab is
added to the main element, the wake from the main element becomes much thicker and the
velocity magnitude within the wake is lower than it was for the baseline case, as seen in
Figure 59b. The main element wake for the cove tab configuration is also turned toward
the flap upper surface more, indicating higher circulation on the main element. Adding a
flap tab to the baseline configuration produces a similar thickening of the flap wake and a
reduction in the velocity magnitude within the wake, as shown in Figure 59c. The wakes
of the main element and the flap for a configuration with both a cove tab and a flap tab can
be seen in Figure 59d.
Lift-Enhancing Tabs on Configurations with High Flap Angle
All of the lift-enhancing tab results presented to this point have been for a
configuration with a static flap deflection angle of 29 °. Increasing the flap deflection angle
to 39" produces some changes in the way the lift-enhancing tabs affect the performance of
the two-element airfoil. A flap deflection angle of 39 ° produces the highest lift coefficient at
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Figure 60: Effect of lift-enhancing tabs on the force and moment coefficients of a baseline
configuration (Sf = 39 °, INS2D _if "- 36 °, zg/c = 0.02, xo]/c = 0.015).
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Figure 60 continued: Effect of lift-enhancing tabs on the force and moment coefficients of
a baseline configuration (Sf = 39 °, INS2D 8f = 36 °, Zg/C = 0.02, Xol/C = 0.015).
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Figure 60 concluded: Effect of lift-enhancing tabs on the force and moment coefficients of
a baseline configuration (_f = 39 °, INS2D _Sf= 36 °, Zg/C = 0.02, xol/c = 0.015).
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agivenangleof attackfor this airfoil. Evenat aflapgapof Zg/C= 0.02,a smallamountof
separatedflow existsontheuppersurfaceof theflapnearthetrailingedge.If theflap gap
is madelarger,theflow separatesovermuchof theflapuppersurfaceandthelift
coefficientdecreasesrapidlyatall anglesof attack.If theflapdeflectionangleismade
larger,theflow alsoseparateson theuppersurfaceof theflap.
Figure60showstheeffectof lift-enhancingtabson theforceandmoment
coefficientsof abaselineconfigurationwith astaticflapdeflectionangleof 39° andaflap
gapof Zg/C= 0.02. Both experimental and computed results are included. The changes
produced in the force and moment coefficients of the baseline configuration by the tabs are
very similar to those shown in Figure 48 for a static flap deflection angle of 29 ° and the
same flap gap. The addition of a cove tab to the baseline case does not change the lift
coefficient at low angles of attack. The slope of the lift coefficient curve is significantly
reduced compared to the baseline case as angle of attack is increased. The reduction in
slope of the lift coefficient curve is larger for the configuration with a flap deflection angle
of 39 ° than it was for the configuration with a 29 ° flap deflection angle. The computed
results indicate a similar reduction in the slope of the lift coefficient curve as angle of attack
is increased. When a flap tab is added to the baseline configuration, the lift coefficient
curve is shifted upward by AC1 = 0.15. The computed results predict a larger increase in
lift coefficient when a flap tab is added to the configuration than was observed
experimentally. Adding both a cove tab and a flap tab to the baseline configuration shifts
the lift coefficient curve upward by the same amount that adding a flap tab only caused.
However, the slope of the lift coefficient curve is reduced as angle of attack is increased,
similar to the configuration with only a cove tab. The computed results indicate the same
type of changes.
The drag coefficient increases by as much as 180 drag counts when a cove tab is
added to the configuration. This increase is much larger than was observed for the
configuration with a 29" flap deflection angle. The computed increase in drag coefficient
for the cove tab configuration is underpredicted by about 80 drag counts. Adding a flap tab
to the baseline configuration does not increase the drag coefficient at a given lift coefficient.
The computed drag coefficient for the configuration with a flap tab is actually slightly lower
than the baseline case for a given lift coefficient. The configuration with both a cove tab
and a flap tab has essentially the same drag coefficient at a given lift coefficient as the
configuration with just a cove tab, as indicated by both the experimental and computed
results.
The changes in pitching moment coefficient due to the addition of lift-enhancing
tabs to the baseline airfoil are very similar to those shown in Figure 48 for the configuration
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Figure 61: Effect of a cove tab on the pressure coefficient distribution of a baseline
configuration (_if = 39 °, INS2D _f = 36 °, zg/c = 0.02, Xo]/C = 0.015, o_= 0°).
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Figure 61 concluded: Effect of a cove tab on the pressure coefficient distribution of a
baseline configuration (_f = 39 °, INS2D _f = 36 °, zg/c = 0.02, xoi/c = 0.015, o_ = 8°).
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with a29° flapdeflectionangle.Theadditionof acovetabto thebaselineconfiguration
shiftsthepitchingmomentcoefficientcurvein thepositivedirection,whileaddingaflap
tabto thebaselineconfigurationshiftsthepitchingmomentcoefficientcurvein thenegative
direction. Theshift in thepitchingmomentcoefficientcurvefor theconfigurationwith
bothacovetabandaflap tabis approximatelya linearcombinationof thechangescaused
by theindividualtabs. Thetrendspredictedby thecomputedresultsmatchthoseobserved
experimentally.
Thepressurecoefficientdistributionon themainelementandtheflap attwo
differentanglesof attackcanbeusedtounderstandthereductionin theslopeof thelift
coefficientcurvewith increasingangleof attackwhenacovetabis addedto thebaseline
configuration.Figure61showsthepressurecoefficientdistributionon themainelement
andtheflap for thebaselineconfigurationandaconfigurationwith acovetabincluded.
Bothexperimentalandcomputedresultsareshownfor anglesof attackof 0° and8%The
datafor an8° angleof attackis plottedatthesamescaleasthedatafor a0° angleof attackto
facilitatecomparisonsbetweenthetwo cases.Thesuctionpeakatthemainelementleading
edgedoesnot changewhenacovetabisaddedto thebaselineconfiguration,sothefact
thatthesuctionpeakis clippedin theplotof theresultsatanangleof attackof 8° doesnot
affectthecomparison.Theadditionof thecovetabto thebaselineconfigurationreduces
thesuctionpeakat theleadingedgeof theflap;however,thedecreaseis largerat anangle
of attackof 8° thanit is at anangleof attackof 0°. As mentionedpreviously,whenthe
angleof attackof theairfoil is increased,thecirculationaboutthemainelementincreases.
Thiscausesalargerdownwashvelocitybehindthetrailingedgeof themainelement,which
reducestheeffectiveangleof attackof theflap. A consequenceof thelowereffectiveangle
of attackfor theflap isareductionin thesuctionpeakatthe leadingedgeasangleof attack
for theairfoil is increased.Thesuctionpeakattheflap leadingedgeisreducedby
ACp = 0.4 for the baseline configuration and by ACp = 0.5 for the configuration with a
cove tab. Adding a cove tab to the main element when the flap gap is small accentuates the
reduction in the suction peak at the flap leading edge, which leads to a reduction in the
slope of the lift coefficient curve as angle of attack is increased.
Increasing the flap gap of the baseline configuratio n with a 39 ° flap deflection angle
to Zg/C = 0.04 causes the flow over a large percentage of the flap upper surface to be
separated. This case is clearly a non-optimum baseline configuration, as can be seen by
referring back to Figure 47 and looking at the lift coefficient curves for different flap gaps.
The presence of a large region of separated flow over the upper surface of the flap greatly
affects the effectiveness of the various lift-enhancing tabs, as can be seen in Figure 62.
Adding a cove tab to the baseline configuration has a tremendous impact on the lift
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Figure 62: Effect of lift-enhancing tabs on the force and moment coefficients of a baseline
configuration (_Sf= 39 °, INS2D _f = 36 °, zg/c = 0.04, Xol/C = 0.015).
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Figure 62 continued: Effect of lift-enhancing tabs on the force and moment coefficients of
a baseline configuration (_Sf= 39 °, INS2D _Sf= 36 °, zg/c = 0.04, xol/c = 0.015).
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Figure 62 concluded: Effect of lift-enhancing tabs on the force and moment coefficients of
a baseline configuration (_Sf= 39 °, INS2D _f = 36 °, zg/c = 0.04, Xol/C = 0.015).
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coefficientcurve,shifting it upwardbyACz= 0.45. Theshift in the lift coefficientcurve
predictedby thecomputationsis less,with ACt= 0.30. The flap tab is less effective at
increasing lift coefficient for this configuration. The addition of a flap tab to the baseline
configuration only shifts the lift coefficient curve upward by AC! = 0.10. The computed
results for the flap tab configuration are more optimistic, predicting an upward shift of
ACI = 0.17. Using a combination of a cove tab and a flap tab on the baseline configuration
provides the largest upward shift of the lift coefficient curve. In this case the lift coefficient
curve is shifted upward by ACj = 0.65. The computed results predict an upward shift of
AC1 = 0.50.
The effect of the tabs on the drag coefficient for this configuration is significantly
different than what was presented previously for the other configurations. The drag
coefficient for the configuration with a cove tab is lower by as much as 75 drag counts
compared to the drag coefficient for the baseline configuration at the same lift coefficient.
The computed results indicate an even larger reduction in drag coefficient when a cove tab
is added to the baseline configuration. Adding a flap tab to the baseline case actually
increases the drag coefficient by as much as 100 drag counts at moderate lift coefficients
and has little effect on drag coefficient at high lift coefficients. The computed results
indicate either a drag coefficient reduction or no change for all lift coefficients. The
configuration with the combination of a cove tab and flap tab has the same drag coefficient
as the baseline case when the two configurations are at the same lift coefficient. The
computed results predict a drag coefficient for this case which is lower than that for the
baseline configuration.
The effect on the pitching moment coefficient curve of adding a cove tab to the
baseline configuration is a large shift of ACm = 0.08 in the negative direction. The slope of
the pitching moment coefficient curve is also increased when a cove tab is added. The
addition of a flap tab to the baseline case produces a smaller shift of ACre = 0.02 in the
negative direction and the slope is not affected. The largest shift, ACm = 0.13, in the
negative direction occurs for the configuration with both a cove tab and a flap tab. The
slope of the pitching moment coefficient curve for this case is increased, similar to the
configuration with just a cove tab. The computed results indicate similar trends, with the
exception that the shift in the negative direction of the pitching moment coefficient curve for
the configuration with only a flap tab is slightly greater than it is for the cove tab
configuration instead of less, as observed experimentally.
To begin to explain the effects of the lift-enhancing tabs on the force and moment
coefficient curves for this baseline configuration, the pressure coefficient distribution for
the baseline case and the various tab configurations are compared. Figure 63 shows a
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Figure 63: Effect of a cove tab on the pressure coefficient distribution of a baseline
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comparisonof theexperimentalandcomputedpressurecoefficientdistributionson themain
elementandflap for thebaselinecaseandacovetabconfiguration.Theangleof attackfor
thedatais 0% Thereductionof thesuctionpeakattheflap leadingedge,characteristicof
covetabconfigurations,is evident.Thisreductionin suctionpeakappearsto eliminatea
regionof separatedflow ontheuppersurfaceof theflap thatexistsfor thebaseline
configuration.Theregionof nearconstantpressurecoefficientovertheaft 30%of theflap
uppersurface,which ischaracteristicof aregionof separatedflow, is eliminatedwhena
covetabis addedto theconfiguration.Thischangeis easierto seein thecomputedresults
thanit is in theexperimentaldata. Thereductionof the leadingedgesuctionpeakdecreases
theadversepressuregradientwhichtheturbulentboundarylayermusttraversebetweenthe
leadingandtrailingedgesof theflap. Thesmalleradversepressuregradientallowsthe
boundarylayerto remainattached,ratherthanseparating.Notethatthereductionin the
leadingedgesuctionpeakon theflap is muchgreaterin thecomputedresultsthanit is in
theexperimentalresults.This isprobablydueto differencesin theexperimentaland
computedflow separationlocationson thebaselineconfiguration.Themagnitudeof the
suctionpeakontheflap leadingedgefor thecovetabconfigurationis well predictedby the
computedresults.Computedstreamlinesovertheflap for thebaselineandcovetab
configurations,illustratedin Figures64aand64brespectively,showgraphicallyhowthe
covetabeliminatestheseparatedflow overtheflapuppersurface.
Returningto Figure63, it is evidentthatthemajorityof theincreasein lift
coefficientcausedby addingacovetabto theconfigurationis dueto theincreasein
circulationaboutthemainelement.Thecomputedresultspredictlessof anincreasein
circulationaboutthemainelementwhenthecovetabis added.Again,thiscanbeattributed
to differencesin theexperimentalandcomputedflow separationlocationsfor thebaseline
configuration.Partof thelargeincreasein circulationaboutthemainelementis dueto the
factthatthecovetabis moreeffectiveatincreasingthecirculationaboutthemainelement
whentheflap gapis large,aswasseenearlier(seeFigure54). In addition,theelimination
of theflow separationovertheflapuppersurfacealsoincreasesthecirculationaboutthe
mainelement.Theamountof circulationthattheflap inducesonthemainelement,for a
givenflap angleandposition,isa functionof boththetotal lift or circulationactingonthe
flapandthedistributionof thelift ontheflap. Flow separationon theflapuppersurface
canchangethetotal lift actingon theflap, thedistributionof lift ontheflap,or both. The
total lift actingon theflap isgenerallyreducedandthecenterof lift on theflapmovesaft
whenlargeregionsof separatedflow existovertheflapuppersurface.Theeffectiveshape
of theflapbecomesabluff bodycomprisedof theactualflapplustherecirculationbubble
in theseparatedflow region. Thesechangesreducetheeffectivenessof theflap. Addinga
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Figure 65: Effect of a flap tab on the pressure coefficient distribution of a baseline
configuration (Sf = 39 °, INS2D _f= 36 °, zg/c = 0.04, Xoi/C = 0.015, o_ = 0°).
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covetabto theconfigurationcaneliminatetheflow separationovertheflapuppersurface
andimprovetheperformanceof theflap. Theeliminationof theseparatedflow regionover
theflapalsoaccountsfor thereductionindragobservedin Figure62 for thecovetab
configuration.
Figure65showsacomparisonof thepressurecoefficientdistributionson themain
elementandflap for thebaselinecaseandaflap tabconfiguration.Bothexperimentaland
computedresultsarepresented.Lookingattheexperimentalpressurecoefficient
distributionon theflap, it appearsthattheflap tabcausestheseparatedflow regionthat
existsfor thebaselineconfigurationto becomeworse.Thisobservationisconsistentwith
the increasein dragcoefficientseenin Figure62 for theflap tabconfigurationatmoderate
lift coefficients.Thereis anincreasein theloadingontheaft portionof theflapandthe
circulationabouttheflap is increasedslightly. Thecirculationaboutthemainelementis
alsoincreasedslightly whentheflap tabis addedto theconfiguration.Insufficient
experimentaldataisavailableto ascertainwhy theseparatedflow regionovertheflapgrew
worsewhentheflap tabwasadded.Thecomputedresultsindicatea smallincreasein the
circulationaboutboththemainelementandtheflap. Theseparatedflow regionoverthe
flap is reducedslightly whena flaptabis added,accordingto thecomputeddata. This is
consistentwith thereductionin thecomputeddragcoefficientseeninFigure62 for theflap
tabconfiguration.
A comparisonof thepressurecoefficientdistributionsfor thebaselinecaseandthe
configurationwith bothacovetabandaflap tabisshownin Figure 66. The angle of
attack is 0 ° and both experimental and computed results are included. The suction peak at
the flap leading edge is reduced and the region of separated flow over the flap upper
surface, present in the baseline case, is eliminated. The loading on the aft portion of the
flap is increased, as is the overall circulation of the flap. The elimination of the separated
flow and the increase in the circulation about the flap combine to create a large increase in
circulation about the main element. The majority of the increase in lift coefficient of the
airfoil, which occurs when the cove tab and flap tab are added to the configuration, is due
to the increase in circulation about the main element. The computed results indicate the
same types of trends as the experimental data. The increase in circulation about the main
element resulting from the addition of the tabs is less than was observed experimentally.
This is due primarily to the difference in experimental and computed flow separation
locations on the flap upper surface for the baseline configuration. The computed separation
location appears to occur further aft on the flap than the experimental data indicates.
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Effect of tab height on lift coefficient increment for two different flap deflection
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Overall Performance of Lift-Enhancing Tabs
All the results presented to this point have been for tabs with a height of
zt/c = 0.005. Figure 67 shows the effect of varying tab height on the change in lift
coefficient relative to the baseline case for configurations with flap deflection angles of 29 °
and 39 ° . Experimental results for three different tab configurations are presented at an
angle of attack of 0 °. The three configurations are cove tab only, flap tab only, and cove
tab and flap tab together. It should be noted again that for configurations with a cove tab
and a flap tab, the tabs were of the same height. Computations were not performed for tab
heights other than zt/c = 0.005; hence, computed results are not included in Figure 67. For
configurations with a flap deflection angle of 29 °, all three tab configurations produce a
nonlinear increase in lift coefficient as tab height is increased. The increase in rift
coefficient caused by the cove tab appears to be reaching an asymptotic value of AC1 = 0.13
at a tab height of Zct/C = 0.01. The change in lift coefficient for configurations with a flap
tab only and a combination of cove tab and flap tab is still rising at a tab height of
zt/c = 0.01. The configuration with a combination of cove tab and flap tab produces the
largest increases in lift coefficient, with a ACI = 0.4 at a tab height of zt/c = 0.01.
For configurations with a flap deflection angle of 39 ° and a flap gap of Zg/C = 0.04,
the flap tab is the least effective configuration for increasing the lift coefficient. The flap tab
produces a nearly linear increase in lift coefficient with increasing tab height. At a flap tab
height of zft/c = 0.01 the change in lift coefficient is AC1 = 0.17. By contrast, on a
configuration with a flap deflection angle of 29 °, the flap tab produces a change in lift
coefficient ofACl = 0.31 for a flap tab height of zft/c = 0.01. The reason for the reduced
performance of the flap tab at a flap deflection angle of 39 ° is the presence of a separated
flow region over the flap upper surface. The cove tab, on the other hand, produces large
increases in lift coefficient for this configuration. The increase in lift coefficient caused by
the cove tab has reached an asymptotic value of ACI = 0.47 at a cove tab height of
zct/c = 0.005. Again, the configuration with a combination of cove tab and flap tab
produces the largest increase in lift coefficient at a given tab height. The change in lift
coefficient appears to be reaching an asymptotic value of ACI = 0.70 at a tab height of
zt/c = 0.01. It is possible that if the cove tab height were held constant at zct/c = 0.005
while the flap tab height was increased, further increases in lift coefficient could be
obtained; however, this was not investigated.
An interesting benefit of using cove tabs on a multi-element airfoil is that they
reduce the sensitivity of the lift of the multi-element airfoil to the size of the flap gap. This
is illustrated in Figure 68. Lift coefficient for a configuration with a cove tab is plotted as a
function of angle of attack for several different flap gap sizes. A plot of the lift coefficient
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curvefor thebaselineconfigurationis includedfor reference.Resultsareshownfor botha
configurationwith a29° flapdeflectionangleandaconfigurationwitha39° flapdeflection
angle.All of thedatapresentedin Figure68areexperimentalresults.At bothflap
deflectionangles,thelift coefficientcurvesfor theconfigurationswithacovetabare
coincidentwith or shiftedupwardslightly from thereferencebaselinelift coefficientcurve.
Theonly exceptionto this is thecovetabconfigurationwith aflapgapof Zg/C= 0.02. For
thisconfigurationthelift coefficientcurveiscoincidentwith thebaselinelift coefficient
curveat low anglesof attack.Theslopeof thelift coefficientcurvefor thisconfiguration,
however,is lessthanthatof thebaselinecurve,leadingto lower lift coefficientsthanthe
baselinecaseathigheranglesof attack.ComparingFigure68with theexperimentalresults
shownin Figures45 and47, it isevidentthataddingacovetabto thebaseline
configurationhasreducedthesensitivityto flapgap.This is particularlytruefor the
configurationwith a 39° flapdeflectionangle.Thelift coefficientfor thebaseline
configurationdropsoff rapidlyastheflapgapis increased(Figure47)dueto flow
separationover theuppersurfaceof theflap. Addingacovetabto theconfiguration
eliminatestheflow separation,asshownpreviously,andgreatlyreducesthesensitivityto
thesizeof theflapgap.
Performanceof thebaselineconfigurationthatproducedthehighestlift coefficients
wascomparedwith performanceof thethreetabconfigurations(covetabonly, flap tab
only, andcovetabandflap tabcombination)whichproducedthehighestlift coefficients.
Only theexperimentaldatais consideredin thiscomparisonsincethecomputedresultsfor a
flapdeflectionangleof 39° did not consistently predict the separation location on the flap
upper surface accurately. Figure 69a shows the comparison of the lift coefficient versus
angle of attack curves for the various configurations. The configuration with a cove tab of
height Zct/C = 0.005 has a lift coefficient curve that is shifted up by ACt = 0.11 relative to
the baseline configuration lift coefficient curve. The configuration with a flap tab of height
zft/c = 0.005 has a lift coefficient curve that is shifted up by ACt = 0.16 relative to the
baseline configuration lift coefficient curve. The configuration with a combination of a
cove tab and flap tab has the best performance of the four configurations. The lift
coefficient curve for this configuration is shifted up by ACI = 0.27 relative to the baseline
configuration lift coefficient curve. This represents an 11% increase in lift coefficient at 0 °
angle of attack. Clmax occurs at the same angle of attack for all of the configurations.
Clmax for the configuration with a cove tab of height Zct/C = 0.005 is the same as for the
baseline configuration. Clmax for the other two configurations is increased by 0.09 relative
to the baseline configuration.
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Figure 69 concluded: Comparison of the force and moment coefficients for the optimum
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(_Sf= 39 °, Xol/C = 0.015)
Figure 69b shows the comparison of the lift coefficient versus the drag coefficient
curves for the various configurations. The flap tab configuration has essentially the same
drag as the baseline configuration at a given lift coefficient. The drag coefficient for the
cove tab configuration is greater than that for the baseline configuration by as much as 130
drag counts at the same lift coefficient. The drag coefficient for the configuration with both
a cove tab and a flap tab is nearly double the drag coefficient of the baseline configuration at
the same lift coefficient.
The pitching moment coefficient versus angle of attack curves for the various
configurations are compared in Figure 69c. The configuration with a cove tab has a
pitching moment coefficient curve that is shifted in the negative direction by ACre = 0.02
relative to the baseline pitching moment coefficient curve. The pitching moment coefficient
curve of the configuration with a flap tab is shifted in the negative direction by ACre = 0.05
relative to the baseline pitching moment coefficient curve. The configuration with both a
cove tab and a flap tab has a pitching moment coefficient curve that is shifted in the negative
direction by ACre = 0.07 relative to the baseline pitching moment coefficient curve. All
three configurations with tabs have pitching moment coefficient curves with a larger
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Figure 70: Effect of a cove tab and flap tab combination on the pressure coefficient
distribution of a baseline configuration with a large flap deflection angle (_f = 50 °,
Xg/C = 0.04, Xol/C = 0.015).
positive slope as angle of attack increases, compared to the baseline pitching moment
coefficient curve.
The results shown in Figure 64 suggest that the maximum flap deflection angle for
a multi-element airfoil can be increased by adding a cove tab to the configuration. The
maximum flap deflection angle is normally defined as the largest angle at which a flap gap
can be found that keeps the flow over the upper surface of the flap attached. To investigate
whether or not a cove tab will permit a larger maximum flap deflection angle, the flow over
a configuration with a 50 ° flap deflection angle was computed using INS2D-UP. This flap
deflection angle is about 10 ° larger than the maximum flap deflection angle for the baseline
configuration. The flap gap was set at Zg/C = 0.04 since results presented earlier indicate
that cove tabs function more efficiently at a larger flap gap. The angle of attack for the
computation was 0 °. Computed results were obtained for both a baseline configuration and
a configuration with both a cove tab and a flap tab. The height of the tabs was zt/c = 0.01.
The flap tab was included since Figure 69 indicates that a configuration with both a cove
tab and a flap tab produces the largest increase in lift coefficient relative to the best baseline
configuration.
The computed pressure coefficient distributions for the baseline and tab
configurations are shown in Figure 70. The pressure coefficient distribution on the flap of
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thebaselineconfigurationindicatesthatseparatedflow existsovertheentireuppersurface
of the flap. When the cove tab and flap tab are added to the configuration, the separated
flow is eliminated, increasing the lift on the flap, which in turn produces a tremendous
increase in lift on the main element. The lift coefficient for the baseline configuration is
Cl = 2.050. The lift coefficient for the configuration with tabs is increased to Cj = 3.328.
By comparison, the highest computed lift coefficient obtained for a configuration with tabs
and a 39 ° flap deflection angle at an angle of attack of 0 ° was 2.98 (see Figure 62). The
drag coefficient is reduced from Co = 0.1335 to Ca = 0.0855 when tabs are added to the
configuration. The reduction in drag is a result of the elimination of the separated flow
over the flap.
The computed streamlines shown in Figure 71 provide a graphic illustration of how
lift-enhancing tabs affect the flow for a configuration with a very large flap deflection
angle. The streamlines for the baseline configuration, shown in Figure 7 la, confu'm the
existence of a large region of separated flow over the upper surface of the flap. When the
lift-enhancing tabs are added to the configuration, the separated flow region is eliminated,
as shown in Figure 7lb. Note that there is a local distortion of the streamlines in the wake
of the main element near the flap trailing edge in Figure 7lb. As the main element wake
traverses the adverse pressure gradient over the upper surface of the flap, the velocity
deficit in the wake gets very large, forcing the velocity at the center of the wake to be nearly
zero. This causes the streamlines above the flap near the flap trailing edge to "wander"
slightly due to the extremely small components of velocity. The flow never actually
reverses, however, as was predicted by the computations of Carrannanto [12] (see
Figure 7). The results shown in Figures 70 and 71 indicate that lift-enhancing tabs can be
used to increase the maximum flap deflection angle of a multi-element airfoil.
Qualitative Model for Lift-Enhancing Tabs
A great deal of experimental and computed data has been presented illustrating the
effect of lift-enhancing tabs on a multi-element airfoil. A simple analytic model will now be
developed which will provide a mathematical basis for understanding how rift-enhancing
tabs affect a multi-element airfoil. The goal in developing this model is to gain insight into
what parameters are important in determining the performance of the tabs. The model
should be kept as simple as possible, yet it should capture all the dominant effects of the
tabs on the airfoil. No attempt is being made to create a model which accurately predicts
the actual performance of tabs on any multi-element airfoil at any condition. It has already
been shown that even a full two-dimensional Reynolds-averaged incompressible Navier-
Stokes code has difficulties in accurately predicting the performance of tabs on a
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multi-elementairfoil in somecases,suchaswhenlargeregionsof separatedflow existover
theflap. However,usingtoolssuchasatwo-dimensionalNavier-Stokescodein
conjunctionwith simplemodelsto determinehowtabsfunctionandwhatparametersaffect
theirperformancewill givedesignersabetterunderstandingof how to bestincorporatelift-
enhancingtabsintomulti-elementdesign.
The simple analytic model proposed as a vehicle for understanding how lift-
enhancing tabs affect the performance of a multi-element airfoil is shown in Figure 72. The
two-element airfoil is represented by two symmetric airfoils. The main element has a chord
length of cl and the flap has a chord length of c2. The flap airfoil is deflected to a flap
deflection angle iSf relative to the main element. The flow over this two-element airfoil is
assumed to be potential flow. This means all viscous effects are neglected. The flow is
also assumed to be incompressible and two-dimensional. The two-element airfoil is at an
angle of attack t_, as shown in Figure 72b. The lift of the main element is represented by a
point vortex of strength Tm located at the quarter chord location on the airfoil. Similarly,
the lift of the flap is represented by a point vortex of strength Tf located at the quarter chord
of the flap. The cove tab and flap tab are represented by point vortices with strength ]tct and
)'ft located at the trailing edges of the main element and flap respectively. The direction of
rotation of each vortex is as shown in Figure 72c. Both a cove tab and a flap tab will be
included in the derivation of the model. The tabs can then be easily removed from the
model, either individually or together, by setting the strengths of the vortices representing
the tabs equal to zero.
Boundary conditions are established requiring the flow normal to the chord line be
zero at the 3/4 chord location denoted by points A and B on the main element and flap
respectively. It should be noted that the location of points A and B are chosen so that the
lift curve slope for the two-element airfoil is equal to the theoretical value of 2n predicted
by thin airfoil theory when the strengths of the point vortices representing the lift-enhancing
tabs are set to zero. The location of points A and B may need to be shifted when l'ct and Tft
are not zero to maintain the proper theoretical lift curve slope; however, for the present
application, this was not done. Using the 3/4 chord location on the main element and flap
for points A and B respectively is adequate for qualitatively studying the effect of lift-
enhancing tabs on a two-element airfoil.
To apply the boundary condition, the velocity induced by each point vortex at
points A and B must be computed. This requires the position vectors between each point
vortex and the points A and B to be defined, as shown in Figures 72b and 72c. Using the
coordinate system shown in Figure 72, the position vectors can be defined as follows.
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Note that position vectors R1,114, Rs, and R8 are fixed by the airfoil geometry and the
choice of location for the point vortices and the points A and B. The position vectors 112,
R3, R6, and R7 are dependent on the flap deflection angle, gap, and overlap. The position
vectors given in equation (85) are expressed as a magnitude multiplying a unit vector. This
is done to facilitate the velocity computations.
Next the velocity induced at points A and B by each of the point vortices must be
computed. A point vortex induces only a tangential component of velocity. The radial
component of velocity is always zero. The tangential component of velocity induced by a
point vortex of strength _' at a point that is a distance R from the vortex is given by the
following equation.
?, (86)
u° = 2_R
Using equation (86) together with the position vectors defined in equation (85), the velocity
induced by each point vortex at points A and B is given by the following set of equations.
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With the velocity induced at points A and B by all the point vortices defined by
equation set (87), the boundary condition can now be applied at A and B. Note that
velocities VI, V3, Vs, and V7 apply to point A and velocities V2, V4, V6, and V8 apply to
point B. The component of each velocity normal to the chord line associated with points A
and B must sum to zero. The free stream velocity must be included in the summation as
well. Performing the summation at point A yields the following equation.
W
_c 1 2_R 3 + rccl (88)
This equation can be rearranged to give an expression for the strength _'m of the point
vortex representing the lift of the main element as follows.
y,,=2y,+n'c, w.. 2_Ra[,R3 ) 2_"R7 (89)
Performing the summation at point B yields the equation given below.
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Equation (90) can also be rearranged to give an expression for the strength "yfof the point
vortex representing the lift of the flap as shown in equation (91) below.
y: = 2 7':_+ re%.
(u.sin(6/)+w.ocos(S/)) 27rR ey'_ (-_-Z-cos(-cSy)+-_sin(-_/)
(91)
Equations (89) and (91) represent two equations for the two unknown vortex strengths q(m
and "/f. The vortex strengths "_ctand 3'ft which represent the cove tab and the flap tab are
assumed to be known from some other source, such as an empirical correlation derived
from the experimental data. If there is no cove tab or flap tab, the corresponding vortex
strength is simply zero. The remainder of the variables in equations (89) and (91) are
known from the geometry of the model. Equations (89) and (91) could be solved explicitly
for the unknown vortex strengths _'m and 7f in terms of known quantities; however, it is
more instructive to leave them in their present form in order to study how changing
different parameters affects the circulation, and hence the lift, of each element.
Taking the partial derivative of equations (89) and (91) with respect to each of the
vortex strengths yields a set of sensitivity relationships for _'m and _'f. From equation (89)
the following relations are obtained
(92)
B'y,,, = 2 > 0 (93)
BYe,
By,,, _ cl (P_x'_> 0
-_'_y= 2p_,RT)
(94)
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Similarly,takingthepartialderivativesof equation(91)with respecto eachof the vortex
strengths yields
_-_-7_=- (95)
cos( )+ o (96)
(97)
Taking partial derivatives of equations (89) and (91) with respect to some of the other
variables in those equations would provide additional sensitivity relationships for
parameters such as angle of attack, flap deflection angle, and flap gap. The present
emphasis, however, is on understanding how lift-enhancing tabs affect the performance of
a multi-element airfoil. Note that for a given configuration, all of the quantities on the right
hand side of equations (92) through (97) are fixed. Thus the magnitudes of the partial
derivatives are known once a configuration is selected.
Examining the sensitivity relationships given by equations (92) through (94), it is
evident that increases in the vortex strengths 3'f ,Tot, and 7_ all increase the vortex strength
7m. On the other hand, equations (95) and (96) indicate that increases in Ym and )'ct cause a
decrease in the vortex strength ),f. Only an increase in Yftcan cause an increase in the vortex
strength yf, as indicated by equation (97). This information can be used to develop insight
into how lift-enhancing tabs affect the performance of a multi-element airfoil.
The easiest case to examine is the one in which a flap tab is added to the baseline
configuration. Adding a flap tab increases the strength of the flap vortex yf and the main
element vortex 7m as predicted by equations (97) and (94). The increase in 7f also
contributes to the increase in the vortex strength 7m, as predicted by equation (92). On the
other hand, the increase in )'m contributes to a decrease in the vortex strength 7f, as
predicted by equation (95). Since all the experimental and computed results presented in
this report indicate that adding a flap tab to a two-element airfoil causes a net increase in the
lift of both the main element and the flap, the reduction in vortex strength 3'f predicted by
equation (95) must be less in magnitude than the increase in vortex strength 7f predicted by
equation (97).
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Theeffectof addingacovetabto thebaselineconfigurationis a little moredifficult
to analyze.Equation(93)indicatesthatthevortexstrengthTmwill beincreasedby addinga
covetab. Thevortexstrength_'f,on theotherhand,will bereducedby thecovetabandby
theincreasein 3rmasshowninequations(96)and(95). Thereductionin strengthof _/f
causesareductionin Trnasindicatedby equation(92). For configurationswhereno flow
separationoccurson theuppersurfaceof theflap, theexperimentalandcomputedresults
presentedearlierin thisreportindicatethatthelift of themainelementincreasesandthelift
of theflapdecreaseswhenacovetabis added.Thenetlift of thetwo-elementairfoil
remainsessentiallyunchanged.This impliesthattheincreasein _'rnandthedecreasein 2'f
predictedby thesensitivityrelationshipsmustapproximatelybalanceeachother.
Theuseof pointvorticestorepresentlift-enhancingtabsisusefulnotonly for
predictingtheeffectof thetabsontheoveralllift of thevariouselementsin amulti-element
airfoil, butalsofor predictingthelocalchangesinpressuredistributionon theelements
causedby thetabs. Addingapointvortexto thetrailingedgeof themainelementor flap
with thedirectionof rotationof thevortexasindicatedin Figure72cwill causeanincrease
in thevelocityon theuppersurfaceandadecreasein velocityonthelowersurfacein the
vicinity of thetrailing edge.Thepressurecoefficientson theuppersurfacebecomemore
negativeandon thelowersurfacetheybecomemorepositiveasaresult,leadingto an
increasein loadingontheaft portionof theairfoil. Thepointvortexwhichrepresentsa
covetabinducesa velocitywhichretardstheflow throughtheflapgap. This leads to a
lower suction peak on the flap leading edge. The changes in local pressure coefficient
distribution caused by the point vortices used to represent tabs are consistent with the
changes observed experimentally.
The model described above captures the dominant effects of lift-enhancing tabs on a
multi-element airfoil. The model is simple enough that analytic expressions for a set of
sensitivity relationships can be derived which provide a mathematical basis for
understanding how lift-enhancing tabs work. The accuracy of the model can be increased
by increasing the number of point vortices used to represent each element of the airfoil.
Note, however, that all the point vortices are distributed along the chord line of each
element. The thickness of each element is not being modeled and detailed surface pressure
coefficient distributions cannot be obtained from this model. To obtain surface pressure
coefficient distributions, a potential flow panel method can be used to represent the actual
surface of each element. The surface of each element is discretized into a set of panels and
singularities of unknown strength are distributed on the panels. The singularities can be
sources, doublets, vortices, or some combination of these. Appropriate boundary
conditions are applied (i.e. flow normal to each panel must be zero), resulting in a linear
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systemof equationswhich mustbesolvedfor theunknownsingularitystrengths.
Reference[45] providesanexcellentdescriptionof awidevarietyof bothtwo-dimensional
andthree-dimensionalpanelmethods.
To furtherdemonstratethatusingapointvortexatthetrailingedgeof anairfoil
elementto representa lift-enhancingtabis areasonablemodel,asimpletwo-dimensional
potentialflow panelcodewaswritten. Thecode,calledPMARC2D,isbasedon thethree-
dimensionalpanelcodePMARC[35]. Theairfoil surfaceisdiscretizedintoa setof N
panelsandconstantstrengthdistributionsof sourcesanddoubletsareappliedto eachpanel.
Thestrengthsof thesources,_j, aredeterminedfrom aboundaryconditionrequiringthe
flow normal to eachpanelto bezero,asshownin equation(98).
crj= _j • _ (98)
Thus the source strengths are known for a given airfoil geometry and free stream velocity
vector. The strengths of the doublets, p.j, are determined by requiring the potential inside
the airfoil element to be equal to the free stream potential. This results in the following
system of linear equations to be solved for the unknown doublet strengths.
N N N N
i=1 j=l i=1 j=l
(99)
The terms CU and Bij are influence coefficients. They represent the potential induced at the
center of panel i by a unit strength doublet or source distribution respectively on panelj.
The influence coefficients depend only on the geometry of the discretized airfoil surface and
thus are also known for a given airfoil geometry. Once equation (99) is solved for the
unknown doublet strengths, the tangential component of velocity on the airfoil surface is
obtained by differentiating the doublet distribution and the normal component of velocity on
the airfoil surface is given by the source strengths.
For the airfoil to carry lift, a wake panel with a constant strength doublet
distribution on it must be attached to the airfoil trailing edge to enforce the Kutta condition.
The Kutta condition, in the context of this potential flow model, requires the velocity at the
sharp trailing edge of the airfoil to be finite and to leave the airfoil surface tangent to the
bisector of the trailing edge angle. The strength of the doublet distribution on the wake
panel which satisfies this condition is given by
/.t_ =Pu -/zt (100)
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wherelXuis thedoubletstrengthontheuppersurfacepanelatthetrailingedgeandl-qis the
doubletstrengthon thelowersurfacepanelatthetrailingedge.Equation(100)canbe
incorporatedintoequation(99)by addingor subtractingthewakepanelinfluence
coefficients,Ciw, to the corresponding surface panel influence coefficients, Ciu and Cit,
respectively in equation (99).
A point vortex can be easily added to the trailing edge of the airfoil to represent a
lift-enhancing tab by noting that a panel with a constant strength doublet distribution _ on
it is equivalent to two point vortices with strength lxj and opposite sign located at the edges
of the panel. Thus a point vortex of strength Ttab can be added to the airfoil trailing edge by
increasing the doublet strength on the wake panel by lXtab= '/tab. Equation (100) then
becomes
/.tw =_, -/..it +#,_b (101)
Equation (101) is incorporated into equation (99) in the same manner as was done for
equation (100). The extra term _tab is a known quantity (user-specified), so the product
Ciw lXtabcan be moved to the right hand side of equation (99). Adding the point vortex to
the airfoil trailing edge by increasing the doublet strength on the wake panel by _tab = '/tab
modifies the Kutta condition to simulate the effect of the lift-enhancing tab on the airfoil.
PMARC2D was used to model the NACA 632-215 MOdB two-element airfoil that
was used throughout this research. The upper and lower surfaces of the main element were
each represented with 50 equally-spaced panels. The flap upper and lower surfaces were
each represented with 25 equally-spaced panels. The configuration chosen for this
illustration was one with a flap defection angle of 27 °, a flap gap of zg/c = 0.05, a flap
overlap of Xol/C = 0.015, and an angle of attack of 0 °. The four cases which were run
included the baseline configuration, a cove tab configuration, a flap tab configuration, and a
configuration with both a cove tab and a flap tab. The strengths of the point vortices used
to represent the tabs were determined on a trial and error basis. The strength of the point
vortex used to model the flap tab was chosen so that the computed results matched the
experimentally observed jump in pressure coefficient at the flap trailing edge. The strength
of the point vortex used to simulate the cove tab was chosen so that the computed results
best matched both the experimentally observed jump in the pressure coefficient at the
trailing edge of the main element and the reduction in the flap leading edge suction peak.
The vortex strengths '/ct and '/ft, determined for the cove tab configuration and the flap tab
configuration respectively, were used together for the configuration with both a cove tab
and a flap tab.
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Theresultsof the PMARC2D computations are shown in Figure 73. The pressure
coefficient distribution for each of the tab configurations is compared with the baseline
configuration. In Figure 73a, the effect of the cove tab on the baseline pressure coefficient
distribution can be seen. The circulation of the main element is increased slightly and the
loading at the trailing edge of the main element is also increased. The suction peak at the
flap leading edge has been reduced as well. Comparing Figure 73a with the experimental
results shown in Figure 55, it is evident that the changes to the baseline pressure
distribution caused by adding a cove tab are well predicted by PMARC2D. Note that the
pressure coefficient distribution in the cove region of the main element is not accurately
predicted by PMARC2D. Since PMARC2D is a potential flow code, it cannot predict the
separated flow region that exists in the cove on the main element.
The effect of the flap tab on the baseline pressure coefficient distribution is shown
in Figure 73b. The circulation of both the main element and the flap is increased when the
flap tab is added to the baseline configuration. The loading at the trailing edge of the flap is
increased as well. Comparing Figure 73b to the experimental results in Figure 56, it can be
seen that the PMARC2D model does a good job of predicting the changes to the baseline
pressure coefficient distribution caused by the addition of the flap tab. A similar
comparison of the PMARC2D results for the configuration with both a cove tab and a flap
tab, shown in Figure 73c, to the experimental results shown in Figure 57 indicates that
PMARC2D also handles this case well.
Both the simple analytic model developed earlier and the PMARC2D results just
presented indicate that many of the flow field changes caused by adding lift-enhancing tabs
to a multi-element airfoil can be explained using potential flow models. The primary way
that viscous effects interact with the performance of lift-enhancing tabs is through the
separation of the boundary layer on the upper surface of the flap. It has been shown that
adding a cove tab to a multi-element airfoil can move the flow separation point on the flap
upper surface further aft or eliminate the flow separation entirely. The mechanism by
which a cove tab accomplishes this effect is the reduction of the flap leading edge suction
peak. This reduces the adverse pressure gradient for the boundary layer on the flap upper
surface, permitting it to remain attached longer. Conceptually, it is possible to couple a
potential flow code such as PMARC2D with an integral boundary layer scheme to produce
a code which could predict boundary layer separation locations, thus obtaining a more
complete model for analyzing lift-enhancing tabs on a multi-element airfoil. However, the
economy of using INS2D-UP to perform these type of computations would seem to make
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Figure 73: Potential flow code PMARC2D predictions of the effect of lift-enhancing tabs
on the pressure coefficient distribution of a baseline configuration (Sf = 27 °, xg/c = 0.05,
xol/c = 0.015, ot = 0°).
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Figure 73 concluded: Potential flow code PMARC2D predictions of the effect of lift-
enhancing tabs on the pressure coefficient distribution of a baseline configuration (Sf = 27 °,
Xg/C = 0.05, Xol/C = 0.015, OC= 0°).
such a step unwarranted. Development of a potential flow method coupled with a
boundary layer scheme for analyzing three-dimensional applications of lift-enhancing tabs
would make more sense, since three-dimensional Navier-Stokes computations are very
time-consuming to perform.
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CHAFFERVIII
CONCLUSIONS
An experimental and computational investigation of the effects of lift-enhancing tabs
on a multi-element airfoil has been conducted. The goal of the study was to develop an
understanding of the flow physics associated with lift-enhancing tabs on a multi-element
airfoil. The experimental work was conducted in the NASA Ames 7- by 10-Foot Wind
Tunnel. A NACA 632-215 ModB airfoil with a 30% chord fowler flap was used as the
model for the test. Parameters varied in the test include flap deflection angle, flap gap, tab
height, and the airfoil element to which the tab was attached. Flap angle was varied from
19 ° to 39 ° in 10 ° increments. Flap gap was varied from zg/c = 0.02 to 0.05 in 0.01
increments. Tab heights of zt/c = 0.0025, 0.005, and 0.01 were tested. The tabs were
mounted to the main element trailing edge (cove tab), the flap trailing edge (flap tab), and to
both elements simultaneously. All of the testing was conducted at a Reynolds number of
3.5 x 106.
The computational database was generated using the two-dimensional,
incompressible, Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes code/NS2D-UP. A chimera
composite structured grid was created which represented the NACA 632-215 ModB two-
element airfoil in the 7- by 10-Foot Wind Tunnel. Time was spent ref'ming the grid to
capture all of the dominant flow field features, particularly in the region near the trailing
edge of each element and in the wakes. Grid spacing normal to all surfaces of the airfoil,
including the lift-enhancing tabs, was set to Ixl0 -5 to resolve the details of the boundary
layers. Grid sensitivity studies showed that solutions obtained on the standard grid were
grid independent. All of the computed results were obtained by running INS2D-UP in the
steady-state mode. The Spalart-Allmaras turbulence model was used and the flow was
assumed to be fully-turbulent. Computed results were obtained for all experimental
configurations with flap deflection angles of 29 ° and 39 ° and tab heights of zt/c = 0.005, as
well as the corresponding baseline cases (with no tabs). The average computation time for
each case was approximately 1200 seconds on a Cray C-90 computer.
Initial comparisons between the experimental and computed results produced poor
agreement, with the computed results overpredicting the airfoil lift coefficient by a large
margin. Much of the discrepancy between the experimental and computed results was
traced to changes in the flap deflection angle under load in the experiment. The flap
deflection angle in the experiment was reduced by 2 ° to 3 ° under aerodynamic load,
depending on the initial flap deflection angle setting. The amount of change in flap
deflection angle was found to be primarily a function of the initial static flap deflection
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angle.When thechangein flapdeflectionangleunderaerodynamicloadwastakeninto
accountin thecomputations,muchbetteragreementbetweencomputedandexperimental
resultswasachieved,particularlyfor caseswhereno flow separationexistedon theflap
uppersurface.It wasmoredifficult to achievegoodcorrelationbetweenexperimentaland
computedresultsfor configurationswheresignificantflow separationexistedovertheflap
uppersurface.Thiswasdueprimarily to inaccuraciesin thecomputedseparationlocation.
Overall,however,thecomputedresultspredictedall of thetrendsobservedin the
experimentaldataquitewell. Thecomputationaldatabasewasusedto supplementhe
experimentaldataandprovideadditionaldetailsabouttheflow field.
Theeffectof covetabsonmulti-elementairfoil performanceis dependenton flap
angle. For baselineconfigurationswith moderateflapdeflectionangles,theflow overthe
uppersurfaceof theflap is fully attachedandaddingacovetabproducesonly a small
increasein lift coefficient. The lift coefficient of the main element increases, but the
increase is offset by a decrease in the lift coefficient of the flap. As the flap gap is
increased, the increment in lift coefficient on the main element becomes larger than the
reduction in lift coefficient of the flap, resulting in a net increase in lift for the airfoil. Drag
is increased significantly relative to the baseline configuration when a cove tab is added.
For baseline configurations with large flap deflection angles, the flow over much of the
upper surface of the flap is separated and adding a cove tab produces a significant increase
in lift coefficient relative to the baseline configuration. In this case, the cove tab reduces or
eliminates the flow separation over the upper surface of the flap by reducing the flap
leading edge suction peak. This reduces the adverse pressure gradient that the boundary
layer on the flap upper surface must traverse, allowing it to remain attached longer. The
elimination of the separated flow over the flap leads to a large increase in lift and a
significant reduction in drag.
The effect of flap tabs on multi-element airfoil performance is not dependent on flap
angle. Adding a flap tab to a baseline configuration significantly increases the lift
coefficient, regardless of whether the flow over the upper surface of the flap is attached or
separated. The lift coefficient increases on both the main element and the flap when a flap
tab is added to the configuration. Drag coefficient at a given lift coefficient does not
increase when a flap tab is added to the baseline configuration. The drag coefficients for
the configurations with flap tabs were typically within 10 drag counts of the drag
coefficients for the baseline configuration at the same lift coefficient.
The cove and flap tabs can be used in combination to achieve lift coefficients that
are significantly higher than is possible with any baseline configuration at a given angle of
attack. The combination of a cove tab of height Zct/C = 0.005 and flap tab of height
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zft/c= 0.005onaconfigurationwith a39° flapangleandaflapgapof Zg/C= 0.04
producedan11%increasein lift coefficientat0° angleof attackcomparedto the highestlift
coefficientachievedwith abaselineconfigurationatthatangleof attack.Clmaxwas
increasedby 3%comparedto thehighestClmax for a baseline configuration. Computed
results indicate that the maximum flap deflection angle can be extended by as much as 10°
without any flow separation over the flap by adding a cove tab and flap tab combination to
the airfoil. Sensitivity of the mult-element airfoil lift coefficient to the flap gap size is also
greatly reduced when a cove tab is added to the configuration.
A simple analytic model for lift-enhancing tabs on a two-element airfoil was
developed to provide a more detailed understanding of how lift-enhancing tabs work. The
model assumes the effect of lift-enhancing tabs on the performance of a multi-element
airfoil can be described using potential flow. The lift-enhancing tabs are represented by
point vortices located at the trailing edges of the airfoil elements. The lift of each airfoil
element is modeled with a point vortex located at the quarter chord location of the element.
Mathematical expressions were then developed for the sensitivity of the lift of one element
to the lift of the other and to the presence of lift-enhancing tabs. These sensitivity
relationships provide a mathematical basis for explaining the effects of lift-enhancing tabs
on multi-element airfoils. The trends predicted by the sensitivity relationships are in good
agreement with those observed in the experimental and computational databases. The
potential flow model with the tabs represented by point vortices captures all of the dominant
effects of lift-enhancing Gabs on the pressure coefficient distributions of each element, for
cases with no flow separation. This was demonstrated by using a two-dimensional
potential flow panel method to represent the two-element airfoil and point vortices at the
element trailing edges to represent the lift-enhancing tabs. The predicted changes in
pressure coefficient distribution due to the addition of tabs to the configuration are in close
agreement with experimental results.
This research shows that lift-enhancing tabs provide a powerful means of
increasing the high-lift performance of a multi-element airfoil. The most likely application
for lift-enhancing tabs on a commercial transport would be in the approach and landing
configurations, when the high-lift system is typically fully deployed to achieve the
maximum lift coefficient at a given angle of attack. The high lift system becomes the
limiting factor in the performance of the aircraft at this condition. The increase in
performance afforded by lift-enhancing tabs for this configuration would allow approach
speed or angle of attack to be reduced or maximum landing weight to be increased.
Alternatively, lift-enhancing tabs may allow the number of trailing-edge flap elements to be
reduced without degradation in the performance of the high-lift system, leading to lighter,
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mechanicallysimplerflap actuation systems. Use of lift-enhancing tabs could also have
implications for things like landing gear size and thrust-reverser performance requirements.
In the take-off configuration, the high-lift system is only partially deployed. As
demonstrated by the present study, the cove tab is not useful for configurations where the
flow over the flap upper surface is fully attached. It has been shown that a flap tab can
substantially increase the lift of a multi-element airfoil, even at the moderate flap deflection
angles associated with a take-off configuration. However, the increase in lift provided by a
flap tab could also be achieved by increasing the flap deflection angle. It is not clear from
the present study whether using a flap tab would be more effective than increasing the flap
deflection angle.
Aircraft manufacturers such as Boeing often modify the design of an aircraft that
has been in production for a while to create a growth version that provides increased cargo
or passenger capacity or increased range. Lift-enhancing tabs would be useful as an
inexpensive means of providing the increased high-lift performance sometimes necessary
for growth versions of an aircraft without changing the existing high-lift system. Lift-
enhancing tabs can also be used to restore performance which is lost due to the presence of
flap track fairings and other hardware necessary to deploy the flap system. For general
aviation aircraft, lift-enhancing tabs provide an inexpensive means of increasing the
performance of existing high-lift systems which are not always highly-optimized.
Further work remains to fully define the impact of lift-enhancing tabs on high-lift
systems. The impact of three-dimensional effects, such as wing sweep, on the
effectiveness of lift-enhancing tabs needs to be investigated. The two-dimensional Navier-
Stokes code INS2D-UP has been demonstrated to be an effective tool for analyzing lift-
enhancing tabs on multi-element airfoils. Full three-dimensional Navier-Stokes solutions
for a typical transport aircraft high-lift system with lift-enhancing tabs, however, are
expensive and time-consuming to obtain. The development of a three-dimensional potential
flow method coupled with a boundary layer scheme and tabs represented by vortex
elements would be an attractive alternative for analyzing such problems. An empirical or
analytic expression relating tab height to the strength of the vortex used to represent the tab
remains to be defined. Tabs augment the number of parameters available to work with in
high-lift system design and change some of the constraints, such as maximum flap
deflection angle, governing the high-lift optimization process. Optimization studies need to
be performed on multi-element airfoil configurations with lift-enhancing tabs to determine
new high-lift system performance boundaries.
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APPENDIX A
Table 2
Main Element and Flap Coordinates
main _c
0.9500
0.9490
0.9400
0.9200
0.9000
0.8500
0.82013
0.80013
0.7700
0.7500
0.7350
0.7300
0.7250
0.7200
0.7100
0.7090
0.70813
0.7070
0.7030
0.7012
0.6950
0.6900
0.6850
0.6800
mmnz/c
0.0049
0.0050
0.0062
0.0081
0.0099
0.0128
0.0137
0.01413
0.0133
0.0120
0.0094
0.0080
0.0066
0.0050
-0.0006
-0.0012
-0.002¢
-0.0030
-0.0076
-0.0116
-0.0197
-0.0250
-0.0280
-0.0310
0.6750 -0.0330
0.6500 -0.0368
0.6250 -0.0404
0.60013
0.5750
0.5500
0.5250
0.5000
0.4750
0.4500
0.4250
0.4000
0.37513
0.35013
-0.0438
-0.0470
-0.0501
-0.0530
-0.0556
-0.0580
-0.0601
-0.0618
-0.0632
-0.0641
-0.0647
flap x/c flap_c
1.0000 -0.002_
0.9990 -0.001
0.9950 -0.001:
0.99013 -0.001,
0.98013
0.96013
0.9400
0.9250
0.9000
0.8750
-O.O00z
0.0001
-0.000_"
-0.0012
-0.0032
-0.0058
0.8500 -0.008t
0.8250 -0.0117
0.80001
0.77013
0.7500
0.7250
0.7200
0.7160
0.7140
0.7120
0.7080
0.7060
0.70513
0.7040
0.7030
0.7020
0.7010
0.7005
0.7000
-0.0150
-0.0192
-0.0218
-0.0254
-0.0259
-0.0261
-0.0260
-0.0258
-0.02491
-0.02413
-0.0235
-0.0228
-0.0220
-0.0210
-0.0192
-0.0178
-0.0160
0.7005 -0.0135
0.7012 -0.0116!
0.702( -0.0098
0.704(
0.707(
0.7100
0.7200
0.7300
0.7350
-0.0065
-0.0030
-0.0006
0.0050
0.0080
0.0094
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Table2 Continued
Main ElementandFlapCoordinates
mainx/c
0.3250
0.3000
0.2750
0.25013
0.22513
0.20013
0.17513
0.1500
0.1250
0.1000
0.0900
0.0800
0.0700
main z/c
43.0648
-0.0645
flap x/c flap z/c
0.7600 0.0128
0.7900 0.0138
0.8100-0.0637
-0.0625 0.8200
-0.0609 0.8400
-0.0588 0.8600
-0.0562
-0.0531
-0.0494
-0.0050
-0.0430
-0.0008
-0.0384
0.0600 -0.0357
0.0500 -0.0328
0.0000 -0.02941
0.0300
0.0200
0.0100
0.0050
0.00413
0.0030
0.0020
0.0010
0.0008
0.0000
0.8800
0.9200
0.9400
0.9600
0.9800
0.9850
0.990C
0.9925
0.0139
0.0137
0.0131
0.0122
0.0110
0.0081
0.0062
0.0039
0.0016
0.0010
0.0003
0.0000
0.9950 43.0004
0.9990 43.0009
-0.0256 1.0000 43.0010
-0.0211
43.0150
43.0104
43.0093
43.0079
-0.0063
-0.0042
43.0037
0.0000
0.0075
0.0085
0.0125
0.0156
0.0008
0.0010
0.0020
0.0030
0.0040
0.0050
0.0100
0.02013
0.030(3
0.0400_
0.0500
0.0182
0.0205
0.0293
0.0008
0.0489
0.0550
0.0599
0.0600 0.0640
0.0700 0.0673
0.07020.0800
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Table 2 Concluded
Main Element and Flap Coordinates
main x/c
0.0900
O. 1000
0.1250
0.150_
0.175G
0.2000
0.2250
0.2500
0.2750
0.3000
0.325G
0.350(]
0.3750
0.4000
0.4250
0.4500
0.4750
0.500(
0.525(3
0.5500
0.5750
0.6000
0.6250
0.6500
0.6750
0.7000
0.725(
0.7500
main z/c flap x/c
0.0727
0.0748
0.0788
0.0816
0.0835
0.0847
0.0855
0.0859
0.0860
0.0859
0.0856
0.0853
0.0852
0.0845
0.0835
0.0819
0.0800
0.0777
0.075G
0.072G
0.0688
0.0653
0.0615
0.0576
0.0534
0.0491
0.0447
0.0402
0.7750 0.0357
0.8000 0.0311
0.8250 0.0266
0.8500 0.0222
0.8750 0.0179
0.9000 0.0137
0.9250 0.0091
0.935G _ 0.0084
0.9400
0.9425 0.0073
0.9450 0.0069
0.9490 0.0063
0.9500 0.0062
0.007_
flap z/c
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APPENDIXB
Table3
Main ElementandFlapPressureTapLocations(centerof span)
Index
m
9
10
11
12,
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
Main Flap
x/c z/c xf0/c
0.95
0.93
0.9
0.85
0.825
0.8
0.775
0.75
0.725
0.7
0.67933
0.6204
0.558
0.4499
0.3138
0.198
0.1283
0.0946
0.08
0.067 i
0.0541
0.0414
0.0289
0.0169
24 0.0061
25 0
26 0.0014
27
28
29
30
31
321
33
34
35
36
0.0047
0.0097
0.0162
0.0236
0.0318
0.0407
0.05
0.0611
0.0762
0.0964
0.0049
0.006809
0.0099
0.0128
0.01372
0.014
0.01319
0.012
0.0066!
-0.01394
-0.03096
-0.041
1.000
0.960
0.900
0.850
0.800
0.770
0.750
0.740
0.7313
0.7213
-0.0491 0.700
-0.0601 0.705
-0.0647 0.710
-0.0586
-0.0499
-0.044
-0.0408
-0.0376 !
-0.0341
-0.0299
-0.0252
-0.0194
-0.0115
0
0.0102
0.0199
0.0289
0.0369
0.044
0.0501
0.0554
0.0598
0.0644
0.0691
0.0741
0.720
0.730
0.740
0.750
0.7713
0.80C
0.850
0.0001
-0.0033
-0.0086
-0.01513
-0.0192
-0.0218
-0.0234,
-0.0249
-0.0259
-0.0254
-0.0235
-0.0160
-0.0051
-0.0006
0.00513
0.00813
0.0101
0.0114
0.0131
0.0138
0.0126
0.900 0.0094
0.950 0.0050
0.980 0.0016
1.000 -0.0020
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Table3Concluded
Main ElementandFlapPressureTapLocations(centerof span)
l_dex
m
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
5O
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
Main
x/c
0.1229
0.1568
0.1992
0.2508
0.311_
0.3805
0.4555
0.5333
0.6102
0.67933
0.7
0.725
0.75
0.775
0.8
0.825
0.85
0.875
0.9
0.925
0.95
_c
0.0785
0.0822
0.0847
0.0859
0.0858
0.0849
0.0816
0.074
0.0638
0.05255
0.0491
0.0447
0.0402
0.0357
0.0311
0.0266
0.0222
0.0179
0.0137
O.0098
0.0049
Flap
xf0/c zfO/c
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